This is a list of instructors, which includes all tenure/tenure track faculty, as well as academic staff who were listed as an instructor on a course at UW-Madison in Fall 2018 and Spring 2019. The list is refreshed annually in March.

Contact information for all faculty and staff (http://www.wisc.edu/directories)

A

• ABBOTT, DAVID H.
  Professor
  Obstetrics and Gynecology
  PHD 1979 University of Edinburgh

• ABBOTT, NICHOLAS
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• ABD-ELSAYED, ALAA A
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 2000

• ABDUALLAH, FAISAL
  Associate Professor
  Art
  PHD 2012 Royal College of Art

• ABELE, EDWIN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Urology
  MD 2003 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

• ABERCROMBIE, HEATHER C.
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ABRAMSON, LYN
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1978 University of Pennsylvania

• ACIKGOZ, BETUL
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  PHD 2012

• ACKER, LINDSAY
  Lecturer
  Accounting and Information Sys
  MACC 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ACKERMAN, STEVEN
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1987 Colorado State University

• ADAMCZYK, PETER GABRIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ADAMS, AERON
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ADAMS, ALEXANDRA K
  Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 1993 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ADAMS, TERESA
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1989 Carnegie-Mellon University

• ADDINGTON, REBECCA LYNN
  Senior Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ADDO, FENABA
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2012 Ithaca College

• ADELL, SANDRA
  Professor
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ADHAMI, VAQAR
  Senior Scientist
  Dermatology
  PHD 1998 Jamia Hamdard

• ADLER, HANS
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1978 Ruhr Universitat Bochum

• AESIF, SCOTT W
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 2009 University of Vermont

• AFFI, ABOUD
  Clinical Adjunct Professor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 2019 University Of Aleppo

• AGARWAL, SURESH KUMAR
  Professor (CHS)
  Surgery
  MD 1995 University of Pittsburgh

• AGAS, GLORIA AZUL
  Senior Lecturer
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AGASIE, ROBERT
2  Faculty

- Instrmt Innovator/Instructor
  Engineering Physics
  MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AHLGREN,KATHERINE
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AHLQUIST,PAUL GERALD
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AHMAD,NIHAL
  Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 1989 University of Lucknow

- AHMED,AZAM SYED
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Neurological Surgery
  MD 2003 Loyola University of Chicago

- AHN,SUE
  Associate Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

- AHN,YEOHYUN
  Assistant Professor
  Art
  MFA 2007 Maryland Institute Colg Of Art

- AHERNS,SARAH ELIZABETH
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medicine
  MD 2002 U of California San Francisco

- AIKEN,JEFFREY P
  Adjunct Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  JD 1972 Marquette University

- AIKAWA,NAOKI
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

- AKELLA,ADITYA
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2005 Carnegie-Mellon University

- AKHTAR,MASOOD
  Clinical Adjunct Professor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1966

- AKSU,MUSTAFA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Ctr For Rus East Eur Cent Asia
  MBA 2011

- AL-MOHAMMAD,HAYDER
  Assistant Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Kent at Canterbury

- ALAGOZ,OGUZHAHAN
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2004 University of Pittsburgh

- ALAM,TAUSIF
  Senior Scientist
  Surgery
  PHD 1978 Aligarh Muslim University

- ALARCON,CAROLINA
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Art History
  PHD 2018 Florida State University

- ALARID,ELAINE
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

- ALATOUT,SAMER N
  Associate Professor
  Community & Environmental Soc
  PHD 2002 Cornell University

- ALBARGHOUTHI,AWS
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2014 University of Toronto

- ALBER,NADIA
  Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ALBERS,CRAIG
  Associate Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2002 Arizona State University

- ALBERT,LAURA
  Associate Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2006 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- ALBERTINI,MARK RICHARD
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1984 University of Vermont

- ALBRECHT,KENNETH
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1983 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

- ALBRECHT,RALPH MUEHL
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ALBUQUERQUE,SEVERINO J.
• ALCALA GALAN, MERCEDES
Associate Professor
Spanish and Portuguese
PHD 1994 Univ Complutense de Madrid

• ALDAG, RAY
Professor
Management and Human Resources
PHD 1974 Michigan State University

• ALDER, SIMEON DAVID
Visiting Asst Prof
Economics
PHD 2009 Univ of California Los Angeles

• ALEXANDER, ANDREW LAFAYETTE
Professor
Medical Physics
PHD 1994 University of Arizona

• ALEXANDER, ANGELA
Assoc Faculty Assoc
English
MA 2011 University Of Central Florida

• ALEXANDER, CAROLINE
Professor
Oncology
PHD 1985 Univ of Kent at Canterbury

• ALEXANDER, KENDRA P
Assistant Professor
School of Human Ecology
PHD 2015 Northwestern University

• ALEXANDER, LACEY ANN
Honorary Assoc/Fellow
Center For Women’S Health & Research

• ALEY, JOHN
Professor
Mead Witter School of Music
MM 1978 Yale University

• ALLISCH, REID S
Assistant Professor
Neurological Surgery
PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ALIX-GARCIA, JENNIFER
Associate Professor
Agricultural and Applied Econ
PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• ALLEN, CAITILYN
Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 1987 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• ALLEN, DAVID BRUCE
Professor
Pediatrics
MD 1980 Duke University

• ALLEN, HEATHER
Associate Professor
French and Italian
PHD 2002 Emory University

• ALLEN, MATT
Associate Professor
Engineering Physics
PHD 2005 Georgia Inst of Technology

• ALLEN, MOLLY
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2012 Tufts University

• ALLEN, TODD
Professor
Engineering Physics
PHD 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ALLEWAERT, MONIQUE
Associate Professor
English
PHD 2006 Duke University

• ALLIE, MARK C
Faculty Associate
Electrical and Computer Engr
MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALLISON, R
Adjunct Professor
Forest and Wildlife Ecology
PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALMIRON, JOHANNA F.
Assistant Professor
Afro-American Studies
PhD 2013 University of Hawaii at Manoa

• ALNIAIMI, AHMED
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Obstetrics and Gynecology
MD 1995 Al-Nahrain University

• ALONSO, ARACELI
Dis Lecturer
Gender and Women’s Studies
PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ALTINO, SOH-HYUN PARK
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2002 Cleveland Institute Of Music

- ALTSCHAFL, BETH
  Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ALTSECH, MOSES
  Lecturer
  Marketing
  PHD 1996 Pennsylvania State University

- ALTWIES, JOY
  Faculty Associate
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ALVAREZ, ELIZABETH E
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2003 Michigan State University

- AMADOR-NOGUEZ, DANIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2007 Baylor University

- AMANN, KURT JOSEPH
  Associate Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMASINO, RICHARD M.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1982 Indiana University

- AMATO, FELICE CATHERINE
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMBELANG, TODD
  Assoc Lecturer
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  MA 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMBS, TODD
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Planning & Landscape Architect
  BA 1980 Eastern Michigan University

- AMIDON, JOEL
  Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMINE, LAILA
  Assistant Professor

- English
  PHD 2011 Indiana University

- AMITRANO, FERNANDO NICOLAS
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2008 Univ Catolica de Cordoba

- AMSBARY, PAUL
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Information School
  MS 2007 Georgia Inst of Technology

- AN, ZHE GIGI
  Assistant Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 2018 University of Kansas

- ANANTHARAMAN, KARTHIK
  Assistant Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2014 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- ANCOS GARCIA, PABLO
  Associate Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERS, CRYSTEL
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
  MSSW 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSEN, CLAUS E
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2015 University of Helsinki

- ANDERSON, BRIAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1980

- ANDERSON, DAVID
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, DAVID F
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2005 Duke University

- ANDERSON, KIMBERLY
  Lecturer
  Genetics
  MS 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, LORI
  Assistant Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, MARGENE
  Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology  
MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

- ANDERSON, MARK  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

- ANDERSON, PETER  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, PHILIP  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 1977 Univ of California Berkeley

- ANDERSON, RICHARD A.  
  Professor  
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ADM  
  PHD 1982 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- ANDERSON, ROZALYN  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Dublin-Trinity College

- ANDRES, DAVID R.  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1992 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- ANDREA, ARIEL  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MS 2009 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- ANDREA, SUSAN J  
  Assistant Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

- ANDRESEN, CHRISTIAN G.  
  Assistant Professor  
  Geography  
  PHD 2014 University Of Texas At El Paso

- ANDREW, TRISHA L  
  Assistant Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2011 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- ANDREWS, CATHY  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  School of Nursing  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDREWS, LISA M  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Consumer Science  
  MBA 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDREWS, URI  
  Associate Professor

Mathematics  
PHD 2010 Univ of California Berkeley

- ANDRZEJEWSKI, ANNA  
  Professor  
  Art History  
  PHD 2001 University of Delaware

- ANE, CECILE  
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 2000 U de Toulouse II (Le Mirail)

- ANE, JEAN-MICHEL  
  Professor  
  Bacteriology  
  PHD 2002 U de Toulouse II (Le Mirail)

- ANEX, ROBERT  
  Professor  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 1995 Univ of California Davis

- ANGENENT, SIGURD B.  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1986 State Univ Of Leiden

- ANGULO BRACHO, HERNAN LIZARDO  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1999 Univ Ncnl Autonoma de Mexico

- ANGUS, JENNIFER  
  Professor  
  School of Human Ecology  
  MFA 1991 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

- ANNA, ERIKA  
  Lecturer  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  BS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANSARI, ASEEM Z  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1995 Northwestern University

- APPLE, MICHAEL  
  Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  EDD 1970 Columbia University

- ARBUCKLE, JACQUELYNN DAWN  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Surgery  
  MD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARCHAMBAULT, JOHN  
  Assistant Dean/L  
  Engineering Student Development  
  MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Green Bay

- ARCHDEACON, THOMAS J.  
  Professor
History
PHD 1971 Columbia University

- ARCHIBALD, SARAH JANE
  Faculty Associate
  General Administration
  EDD 2007

- ARD, BJ
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2017 Yale University

- AREFEVA, ALINA
  Assistant Professor
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  PHD 2016 Stanford University

- ARENDT, LISA
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARENSDORF, JULIE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MLS 2011 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- ARFA, SANDRA
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARINKIN, DIMA
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2002 Harvard University

- ARMAN, RAHMAN
  Senior Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD 2005 Indiana University

- ARMSTRONG, AARON JAMES
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Industrial and Systems Engr

- ARMSTRONG, GRANT W
  Associate Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2011 Georgetown University

- ARMSTRONG, JOSHUA
  Assistant Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 2013 University of Virginia

- ARNDT, KIMBERLY KEGEL
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  MD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARNOLD, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Material Science & Engineering
  PHD 2006 Northwestern University

- ARNOLDY, COURTNEY JEANNE
  Clinical Instructor
  Small Animal iii
  DFT 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARORA, NEERAJ
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1995 Ohio State University

- ARPACI-DUSSEAU, ANDREA C.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

- ARPACI-DUSSEAU, REMZI H.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

- ARRIAGA, FRANCISCO
  Assistant Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARRIOLA APELO, SEBASTIAN I
  Assistant Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2013 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

- ARTHUR, EMILY
  Associate Professor
  Art
  MFA 2000 Pennsylvania Acad Of Fine Arts

- ASCHENBROICH, SOPHIE ANN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2014

- ASEN, ROBERT
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1998 Northwestern University

- ASHTON, LYDIA MAGDALENA TEJEDA
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

- ASHTON, RANDOLPH
  Assistant Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2007 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

- ASIF, MUHAMMAD
  Lecturer
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  EDD 2011 University of Leeds

- ASIMAKOPOULOS, FOTIS
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
• ASMUS, JENNIFER M
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1995 University of Iowa

• ASSADI, AMIR H.
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1979 Princeton University

• ASSADI-PORTE, FARIBA MASOUMEH
  Senior Scientist
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ASTHANA, SANJAY
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1980 University of Delhi

• ASTOR, BRAD C
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

• ASTRELLA, JULIE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2009 Edgewood College

• ATALAY, ENGHIN
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2014 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• ATAPATTU, SUMUDU
  Dis Admin Prgm Spec
  Law School
  PHD 1998 University of Cambridge

• ATTIE, ALAN DAVID
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1980 Univ of California San Diego

• ATUCHA, AMAYA
  Assistant Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2012 Cornell University

• ATWOOD, CRAIG S
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1993 Univ of Western Australia

• ATZ, KAREN
  Lecturer
  Division of Continuing Studies
  BA 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AUDHYA, ANJON
  Associate Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2002 Univ of California San Diego

• AUERBACH, EMILY KATE
  Professor
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  PHD 1981 University of Washington

• AUGER, ANTHONY
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1998 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHENBAUGH, WILLIAM
  Professor (CHS)
  Dermatology
  MD 1997 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• AUSDERAU, KARLA
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Southern California

• AUGER, CATHARINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGER, CATHARINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUGHER, CATHERINE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• AUSTIN, ANTHONY
  Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2000 University of Cincinnati

• AZOCAR, SAMUEL ALEJANDRO
  Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AZODI, JAHANA BRADY
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Theatre and Drama
  MFA 2014 University of Cincinnati

• BABA, ANJON
  Associate Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1987 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BACA, TREVOR
Visiting Asst Prof
Mead Witter School of Music
PHD 2016 Harvard University

• BACH, ERIC
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• BACH, JONATHAN F.
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• BACH, TAIYA RENAE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  MPH 2008 Tulane University

• BACK, LARISSA E
  Associate Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 2007 University of Washington

• BAHIA, HUSSAIN U.
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1991 Pennsylvania State University

• BAI, YANG
  Associate Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2007 Yale University

• BAILEY, HANNAH E
  Lecturer
  Administration: Student Academic Affairs
  MA 2013 Clg of William & Mary-Virginia

• Bair, Jesse Jonas
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2013

• Baird, Jan
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2008 University of British Columbia

• Baker, Bernadette
  Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Baker, Mei Wang
  Professor (CHS)
  Disease Prevention Admin
  MD 1983 Anhui Medical University

• Baker, Tracy
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Baker, Whitney
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MA 2014 University of Northern Iowa

• Baken, Lori
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Bakshi, Vaishali P
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1998 Univ of California San Diego

• Balaydin
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 2009 Arizona State University

• Balanekin, A. B.
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1982 Yale University

• Balasubramaniam, Vivek
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1995 University of Pittsburgh

• Baldo, Brian A
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1998 Univ of California San Diego

• Baldrige, Bianca J.
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2012 Columbia University

• Balster, Nick
  Associate Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1999 University of Idaho

• Banerjee, Suman
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2003 Univ of MD-University College

• Banes, Graham L
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Primate Research Center
  PHD 2013 University of Cambridge

• Banks, Matthew Isaac
  Associate Professor
  Anesthesiology
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Barak, Phillip
• BARAK-CUNNINGHAM, JERI
  Associate Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2000 Univ of California Davis

• BARBATTO, ERIN MURPHY
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Law School
  JD 2006 Marquette University

• BARCELLOS, CHRIS
  Assistant Professor
  Gender and Women's Studies
  PHD 2016 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• BARCZI, STEVE
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1989 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• BARFORD, CAROL L
  Senior Lecturer
  Sustainability & Global Environment
  PHD 1997 Harvard University

• BARFORD, PAUL R
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2000 Boston University

• BARGER, AMY JOSEPHINE
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1997 University of Cambridge

• BARGER, VERNON
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1963 Pennsylvania State U-Hershey

• BARHAM, BRADFORD
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1988 Stanford University

• BARKAN, STEVEN M
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1975 Cleveland State University

• BARLETT, CARL
  Lecturer
  Risk and Insurance
  JD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARMISH, B. ROSS
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1975 Cornell University

• BARNARD, ERLIN
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2011 Leeds Metropolitan University

• BARNEKOW, KRIS ANN
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2003

• BARNES HELLER, HEIDI
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Michigan State University

• BARNES, JILL
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2009 University of Texas at Austin

• BARNETT, SUSANNE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARR-PULLIAM, DERECK
  Assistant Professor
  Accounting and Information Sys
  PHD 2014 University Of Mississippi

• BARRETT, BRUCE PATRICK
  Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARRETT, CLAIRE
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARRETT, PATRICK STEPHEN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Sociology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARRICKMAN, JESSICA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARRYAMY QUAN
  Professor
  English
  MFA 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• BARRYLYNDA
  Associate Professor
  Art
  BA 1978 Evergreen State College

• BARRYTERENCE PATRICK
  Senior Scientist
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BART, DAVID J.
Associate Professor
Planning & Landscape Architect
PHD 2003 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• BARTA, CHERI
Faculty Associate
Chemistry
PHD 2011 University of British Columbia

• BARTELS, CHRISTIE
Assistant Professor
Medicine
MD 2001 Creighton University

• BARTFELD, JUDITH
Professor
School of Human Ecology
PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARTHOLOMAY, LYRIC C
Associate Professor
Pathobiological Sciences
PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARTHOLOMEW, KYLE
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARTLETT, HEATHER L
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 1995 University of Arizona

• BARTLETT, LESLEY
Professor
Educational Policy Studies
PHD 2001 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• BARTOL, LAURA JEAN
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Engineering Physics
DS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BASCHNAGEL, ANDREW M.
Asst Professor (CHS)
Human Oncology
MD 2009 SUNY at Buffalo

• BASIRULLAH, ARASH
Associate Professor
School of Pharmacy
PHD 1999 California Institute of Tech

• BASKAYA, MUSTAFA K
Professor
Neurological Surgery
MD 1987 Ankara University

• BASTIAN, LAUREL KATHERINE
Lecturer
School of Business
MFA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BATES, DESIRIEE M.
Inform Process ConsLt
Chemistry
PHD 2010 University Of Mississippi

• BATT, BOB
Assistant Professor
Operations & Information Mgmt
PHD 2013 University of Pennsylvania

• BATZL, JANET MC CRAY
Faculty Associate
Biology Core Curriculum
PHD 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BAUER, DANIEL
Associate Professor
Risk and Insurance
DS 2007 Universitat Ulm

• BAUM, DAVID A.
Professor
Botany
PHD 1991 Washington University

• BAUMGARDNER, DENNIS J.
Clinical Adjunct Professor
Volunteer Staff
BS 2019 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BAUMGARTNER, MARGARET
Senior Lecturer
Law School
JD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BAUTISTA, LEONELO E
Associate Professor
Population Health Sciences
PHD 1993 Johns Hopkins University

• BAVAFA, HESSAM
Assistant Professor
Operations & Information Mgmt
PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

• BAYLISS, R. ADAM BERNEILL
Asst Professor (CHS)
Human Oncology
PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BAYOUTH, JOHN E
Professor
Human Oncology
PHD 1993 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

• BAZALAKOVA, MIHAELA H
Asst Professor (CHS)
Neurology
PHD 2008 Vanderbilt University

• BEACH, JEREMY PAUL
Asst Faculty Assoc
Agricultural and Applied Econ
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BEAMSLEY, MARK B
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Family Medicine
  MD 1999 Loyola University of Chicago

• BEAN, DEREK MERRILL
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Statistics
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• BEARDEN, ELIZABETH B
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2006 New York University

• BEARMORE, ALAN B
  Lecturer
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2013 Simon Fraser University

• BEATTIE, ROBERT
  Faculty Associate
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 1998 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BECHTOL, KEITH
  Assistant Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2012 Stanford University
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• CARNES, MOLLY L  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1978 SUNY at Buffalo

• CARREL, AARON L  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1992 SUNY at Buffalo

• CARROLL, SEAN B.  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 1983 Tufts University

• CARSON, JENNIFER LEE GAUDIO
Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MS 2009 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• CARSTENSEN,PETER
  Professor Emer
  Law School
  MA 1968 Yale University

• CARTER, SARAH ANNE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Art History
  PHD 2010 Harvard University

• CASCIO, CHRISTOPHER
  Assistant Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2017 University of Pennsylvania

• CASID, JILL
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• CASIMIR, DAVID ALAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1999 Stanford University

• CASLER, MICHAEL D.
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1980 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• CASTRO, MARIANA
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CASTRONOVO, RUSS
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Santa Cruz

• CATES, RICHARD LYMAN
  Senior Lecturer
  Soil Science
  PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CATTAPAN, MOIRA
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2000 Loyola University of Chicago

• CATTAPAN, STEVEN E
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medicine
  MD 1996 Loyola University of Chicago

• CAULUM, MELISSA SUSAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CAVAGNERO, SILVIA
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1996 California Institute of Tech

• CAVINESS, JULIET
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CAYLEY JR, WILLIAM EDWARD
  Clinical Adjunct Professor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1996 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• CEDERSTROM, B. MARCUS L.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CENGIZ, PELIN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1996 Marmara University

• CEREZO PAREDES, ALICIA
  Associate Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2008 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• CERULLI, ANTHONY
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2007 University of Chicago

• CHACON, MARCUS
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MD 2000 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• CHAMBERLAIN, CONNIE SUE
  Associate Scientist
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHAMBERLAIN, MICHAEL
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Berkeley

• CHAMEDES, GIULIANA
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2013 Columbia University

• CHAN, FONG H.
  Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHAN, SHELLEY
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Santa Cruz

• CHAN, STELLA
Lecturer
Economics
PHD 2008 Univ of California Los Angeles

- CHANA, NADIA
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2018 University of Chicago

- CHANCE, RON L
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MA 2016 University of Chicago

- CHANDA, BARON
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1998 India

- CHANDARANA, SHARAD
  Senior Lecturer
  Mathematics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHANDER, J. RITU
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  MBS 2010 Illinois Inst of Technology

- CHANDLER, BRAD
  Faculty Associate
  Nicholas Ctr For Cf&Ib
  JD 2007 University of Chicago

- CHANG, BRIANA
  Assistant Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

- CHANG, HAO
  Assistant Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 2008 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

- CHANG, QIANG
  Professor
  Medical Genetics
  PHD 2000 University of Pennsylvania

- CHANOS, JAMES STEVEN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Finance
  BA 1980 Yale University

- CHAPMAN, EDWIN R.
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1992 University of Washington

- CHAPPELL, RICHARD J.
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1990 University of Chicago

- CHARKOWSKI, AMY
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

- CHARLES, PAJARITA
  Assistant Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2009 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- CHARLESTON, SHERRI
  Lecturer
  Gender and Women's Studies
  JD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHARQLTA
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1982 Columbia University

- CHAUDHRY, DIVYA
  Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD 2016

- CHAVAS, JEAN-PAUL
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1978 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- CHAVEZ, MONIKA
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1992 University of Texas at Austin

- CHAVEZ-CONTRERAS, RAFAEL
  Senior Lecturer
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1985 University of Utah

- CHAWLA, SHUCHI
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2005 Carnegie-Mellon University

- CHEADLE, MICHAEL
  Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHEATLE, SABINA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing

- CHEN, GUANG-HONG
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2000 University of Utah

- CHEN, GUANHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2014

- CHEN, NAN
  Assistant Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2016 New York University

• CHENEY, SCOTT B
  Professor Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  MS 2010

• CHENG, CINDY I
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Irvine

• CHEONG, YEONHEE
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHERWIN, KARIE LYNN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2016 Colorado State University

• CHESLER, NAOMI
  Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 1996 Harvard University

• CHEWNING, BETTY
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHHEDA, SHOBHINA G
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1990 SUNY at Buffalo

• CHIEN, PETER
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2006 Georgia Inst of Technology

• CHILDERS, MICHAEL R
  Professor L/I
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  PHD 2004 Southern IL Univ-Carbondale

• CHINN, MENZIE D.
  Professor
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

• CHISHOLM, SALLY
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 1973 Indiana University

• CHIU, BILL
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1977 University of Washington

• CHO, JACCEE
  Assistant Professor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2008 University of Sydney

- CHRISTENSON, BRIDGET ANNE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Curriculum and Instruction
  EDM 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHRISTIAN, BRADLEY THOMAS
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHRISTOPHERSON, MELISSA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHRISTY, KATHERYN R
  Assistant Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2016 Ohio State University

- CHU, MICHELLE
  Associate Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2001 Purdue University

- CHUN, RUTHANNE
  Clinical Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHUNG, DANIEL J
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 University of Chicago

- CHUNG, KEVIN
  Assistant Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2013 Carnegie-Mellon University

- CHUNG, MOO K
  Associate Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2001 McGill University

- CHURCH, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Law School
  LLB 1963 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CHWALA, MONICA
  Dis Professor (CHS)
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2019

- CIANCIA, KATHRYN
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2011 Stanford University

- CIRELLI, CHIARA
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1993 Scuola Normale Sup de Pisa

- CISLER, JOSH
  Assistant Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2010 Univ of Arkansas, Fayetteville

- CIUCCI, MICHELLE
  Associate Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2006 University of Arizona

- CLAESSENS, AMY E
  Associate Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2007 Northwestern University

- CLAGETT-DAME, MARGARET CLAGETT
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CLANCY, JEFFREY
  Assistant Professor
  Art
  MFA 2005 San Diego State University

- CLARK, HEIDI JENNIFER
  Lecturer
  Comparative Biosciences
  DVM 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CLARK, JOEL
  Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD 1998 U of California-Santa Barbara

- CLARK, LAURIE BETH
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1983 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- CLARK, LINDSAY
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  PHD 2014 Univ of California San Diego

- CLARK, ROSEANNE
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1983 Northwestern University

- CLARK, SHARI
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Kinesiology
  MS 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CLARK, TERI
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CLARK-PUJARA, CHRISTY
  Associate Professor
Faculty

Afro-American Studies
PHD 2006 University of Iowa

- CLAUS, JIM
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1989 Kansas State University

- CLAUS, CARIN A.
  Professor Emer
  Law School
  BA 1960 Vassar College

- CLAYTON, MICHAEL
  Faculty Associate
  Botany
  MS 2011 Univ of Tennessee, Knoxville

- CLAYTON, MURRAY
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1983 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- CLAYTON, SARAH C
  Associate Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2009 Arizona State University

- CLEARY, JIM
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1984 University of Adelaide

- CLOSE, GLEN S.
  Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 1997 Yale University

- CLUNE, WILLIAM
  Professor Emer
  Wis Center For Education Research
  JD 1967 Northwestern University

- COBEY, COLLEEN E
  Faculty Associate
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  MS 2006 Ohio University

- COBIAN, DANIEL GARRETT
  Faculty Associate
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  PHD 2015 University of Iowa

- COBURN, JESSICA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing

- COCHRAN, AMY
  Lecturer
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2019 Cornell University

- CODLYN, ROCHELLE ALEXIA
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing

- CODNER, ERIC
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 2001 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- CODY, PAULA JO
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2007 Medical College Of Wisconsin

- COE, CHRISTOPHER
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1976 Brooklyn College Of Cuny

- COFF, RUSS
  Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 1993 Univ of California Los Angeles

- COFFEY, PATTI
  Faculty Associate
  Psychology
  PHD 1994 University of Vermont

- COGBILL, THOMAS H.
  Clinical Adjunct Professor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1977 Univ of Colorado at Denver

- COHEN, ADRIAN NATHANIEL
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- COHEN, CHARLES
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1982 Univ of California Berkeley

- COHEN, STACY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MA 2011 California State U- Long Beach

- COLE, JUSTIN DAVID
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Geography
  MS 2007 Rochester Institute Of Tech

- COLEMAN, FREDERICK W.
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 2019 University of Pennsylvania

- COLLIER, LARA
  Associate Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2002 Stanford University

- COLLINS, ELIZABETH AMENDE
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2013 Cardinal Stritch University
• COLLINS, J. MICHAEL
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2008 Cornell University

• COLLINS, JANE L.
  Professor
  Community & Environmental Soc
  PHD 1981 University of Florida

• COLLINS, JULIA ELLEN
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Integrative Biology
  MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLLINS, MARY BETH
  Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  JD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLLINS, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1975 University of Georgia

• COLLINS, SUSAN LYNN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLMAN, RICKI JEAN
  Assistant Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLOPY, SARAH
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLQUHOUN, JED
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLUMNNA, LUIS A
  Associate Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2007 Texas Womans University

• COMBS, DAVID
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONAWAY, JESSICA DEBORAH
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Strategic Communications
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONLEY, SHAWN
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONN, AUDREY M.
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Social Work
  MSSW 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONNER, CRAIG PATRICK
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mechanical Engineering
  MS 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONNOR, ELLEN L.
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1988 Louisiana State U Sch of Med

• CONNOR, NADINE
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONRAD, CLIF
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1975 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• CONROY, COLLEEN
  Assistant Professor
  Theatre and Drama
  MFA 2017 University of London

• CONROY, TESSA
  Asst Prof L/I
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2014 Colorado State University

• CONTI, JOSEPH
  Associate Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2008 U of California-Santa Barbara

• CONVERSE, ALEXANDER MILOVAN
  Lecturer
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONWAY, JAMES H
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1990 Cornell University

• CONWAY, KELLEY
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1999 Univ of California Los Angeles

• CONWELL, JORDAN A
  Assistant Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2017 Northwestern University

• COOK, DANE B
  Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1998 University of Georgia
- **COOK, JESSICA MEGAN**  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2004 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- **COOK, NIGEL B**  
  Professor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1992 University of Bristol

- **COOK, SUSAN**  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- **COOK, THOMAS DAVID**  
  Lecturer  
  Biostatistics and Medical Info  
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **COOK, VANEEESA M.**  
  Lecturer  
  History  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **COON, JOSHUA J**  
  Professor  
  Biomolecular Chemistry  
  PHD 2002 University of Florida

- **COON, KERRI**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Entomology  
  PHD 2017 University of Georgia

- **COOPER, LISA**  
  Associate Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2003 Columbia University

- **COPA, ANNETTE**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2016 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- **COPELOVITCH, MARK**  
  Professor  
  Political Science  
  PHD 2005 Harvard University

- **COPPERSMITH, SUSAN**  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

- **CORBAE, DEAN**  
  Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD 1990 Yale University

- **CORBY, KATE**  
  Associate Professor  
  Dance  
  MFA 2007 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- **COREY, DANIEL JOSEPH**  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2018

- **CORFIS, IVY A.**  
  Professor  
  Spanish and Portuguese  
  PHD 1982 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- **CORRADINI, MICHAEL**  
  Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 1979 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- **CORREA REYMOND, MARIA TERESA**  
  Visiting Professor  
  Gender and Women's Studies  
  PHD 2012

- **COSTANZO, ERIN SUSAN**  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Psychiatry  
  PHD 2006 University of Iowa

- **COTTER, MEGHAN MARIE**  
  Lecturer  
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
  PHD 2011 Case Western Reserve Univ.

- **COUETADRIEN**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 2014 Pennsylvania State University

- **COURTIER, ANNA M. BISHOP**  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Wiscience  
  PHD 2008 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- **COVALESKI, MARK A.**  
  Professor  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 1978 Pennsylvania State University

- **COVINGTON, ALEXANDER MICHAEL**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Statistics  
  MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **COVINGTON, ELIZABETH E**  
  Faculty Associate  
  European Studies  
  PHD 1998 Calif. State Univ. Los Angeles

- **COWELL, DUSTIN C.**  
  Professor  
  African Cultural Studies  
  PHD 1976 Univ of California San Diego

- **COX, BENJAMIN LOUIS**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• COX, JACK C
  Adjunct Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  MS 1973 Purdue University

• COX, MICHAEL M.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1980 Brandeis University

• COX, THOMAS
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1984 Texas A & M University

• COXHEAD, IAN
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1989 Australian National University

• COYNE, SARAH
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CRAANEN, NICOLE K
  Assoc Lecturer
  Design Studies
  MFA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CRABB, RICHARD
  Lecturer
  Risk and Insurance
  MS 1996 Stanford University

• CRACIUN, GHEORGHE
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2002 Ohio State University

• CRAIG, ELIZABETH A
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1972 Washington University

• CRAIG, RACHEL DANAE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

• CREAMER, KATHERINE JEAN
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• CREAMER, STEVEN
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1984 Colorado State University

• CRARY, WENDY MARIE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2012 Concordia University Wisconsin

• CRAVEN, MARK W
  Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CRAVEN, THOMAS D.
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• CRAWFORD, EMMA
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MA 2016 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• CRAWFORD, LATASHA K.
  Assistant Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences

• CRENSHAW, TOM
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1980 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• CRIM, ELTON
  Clinical Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2006 Pennsylvania State University

• CRNICH, CHRIS
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1997

• CRONE, WENNY
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1998 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• CRONON, WILLIAM
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1990 Yale University

• CROOK, DAVID
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 1991 Princeton University

• CROSS, LORI J
  Lecturer
  Ev Mba Program Office
  MS 1983 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

• CROUSE, BYRON J
  Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1977 Mayo Foundation

• CROWTHER, SHAUNA LEE
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CRUICKSHANKS, KAREN J.
Faculty

- CRYNS, VINCENT
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 1987 University of Pittsburgh

- CUI, QIANG
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1997 Emory University

- CULBERSON, WESLEY STUART
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CULLINANE, MICHAEL M.
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Asian Studies
  PHD 1989 Michigan State University

- CULPLINDSEY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Kansas State University

- CULVER, KATHLEEN
  Assistant Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CURRIE, CAMERON
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2000 University of Toronto

- CURRY, TOM
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  School of Music
  DMA 2016 Northwestern University

- CURTIN, JOHN J.
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2000 Florida State University

- CURTIS, KATHERINE J
  Professor
  Community & Environmental Soc
  PHD 2003 University of Washington

- CURTIS, MARAH
  Associate Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2005 Columbia University

- CUTSFORTH, TANYA M
  Instruct! Prg Mgr li
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CVEYKUS, RICK T
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science
  JD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CZAJKOWSKI, CYNTHIA M.
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1987 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Brooklyn

- CZUPRYNSKI, CHARLES JOSEPH
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

D

- D'ANTONI, LORIS
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2015 University of Pennsylvania

- D'ETCHEVERRY, CHARO
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2000 Princeton University

- D'ONGHIA, ELENA
  Associate Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 2003 Univ degli Studi di Milano

- DACHEL, THERESA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DAHL, GARY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
  MS 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- DAHLBERG, JAMES E.
  Professor Emer
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1966 University of Chicago

- DAHMAN, MARIA ROSE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MCA 2015 DePaul University

- DAI, JUN
  Assistant Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2000 Tulane University

- DAKES, CHRIS
  Faculty Associate
  Innovation
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DALBY, KRISTIN
  Senior Lecturer
  English
MA 2010 University of Leicester

- DALBY, TIM
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  English
  MA 2011 University of Reading

- DALE, THOMAS
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University

- DAMODARAN, SRINIVASAN
  Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 1981 Cornell University

- DAMSCHEN, ELLEN
  Associate Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2005 North Carolina State Univ

- DANAHER, DAVID
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1995 Brown University

- DANKO, ISTVAN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1998 Hungary

- DARIEN, BENJAMIN J
  Associate Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1984 Univ of Tennessee at Nashville

- DARKE, ALIAH MAGDALENA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Curriculum and Instruction
  MFA 2015 Univ of California Los Angeles

- DAVIS, SRIDHARA
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1988 University Of Rochester

- DATTALO, MELISSA NICOLE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 2009 Johns Hopkins University

- DAVIDSON, RICHARD J
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1976 Harvard University

- DAVIS, ABIGAIL NANETTE
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program
  MS 2001 UW Colleges Online

- DAVIS, DAWN BELT
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2001 University of Chicago

- DAVIS, ELISE C
  Lecturer
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  PHD 1995 Univ of California Los Angeles

- DAVIS, JIM
  Professor
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DAVIS, KENNETH B.
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1974 Case Western Reserve Univ.

- DAVIS, NICHOLAS
  Lecturer
  Operations & Information Mgnt
  MBA 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DAVIS, PETER GOWIN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DAVIS, SARAH
  Clinical Professor
  Law School
  JD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DAVIS, THULANI
  Assistant Professor
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD 2014 New York University

- DAVOODI, AZADEH
  Associate Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2006 Univ of Maryland College Park

- DAWSON, JULIE
  Assistant Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2008 Cornell University

- DAWSON, THOMAS J.
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  JD 1975

- DE MIGUEL, CRISTINA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2009 Univ Complutense de Madrid

- DE FERRARI, GUILLEMINA
  Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2000 Columbia University

- DE GASPERI, DIEGO
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
DVM 2008 Univ Federal de Santa Maria

- DE LEON GATTI, NATALIA
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DE SMET, CHRISTINE ANN
  Faculty Associate
  Acad Affairs & Prog
  MA 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DE VILLIERS, MELGARDT
  Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1993 Potchefstroomse University

- DE WERD, LARRY ALBERT
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1970 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DE WITT, JOHN RICHARD
  Senior Lecturer
  School of Business
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEAN, APRIL L
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  BS 2018

- DEAN, JAKE
  Faculty Associate
  Grainger Ctr For Scm
  MBA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEBAISIEUX, MARTINE
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

- DEBOER, DOUGLAS J
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1981 Univ of California Davis

- DECI, DAVID M
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1980 University of Florida

- DECICCO, MICHAEL PETER
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DECROIX, GREG
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 1992 Stanford University

- DEGRAND, SUSAN TRAN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEITZ, RITT
  Faculty Associate
  French and Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEJESUS, ONOFRE T.
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1980 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

- DEL PIA, ALBERTO
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2009 Univ degli Studi di Padova

- DELCAMPLAURIANE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  French and Italian
  MA 2017 U de Provence Aix-Marseille I

- DELLER, STEVEN
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1988 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- DELUCA, HECTOR F.
  Professor Emer
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1955 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEMARCO, CHRISTOPHER
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

- DEMETS, CHUCK
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1988 Northwestern University

- DEMETS, DAVID L.
  Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 1970 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- DEMING, DUSTIN ALAN
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DEMPSEY, ROBERT J.
  Professor
  Neurological Surgery
  MD 1977 University of Chicago

- DEN HARTOG, DANIEL J
  Dis Scientist
  Physics
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DENECKERE, RAYMOND JACQUES
  Professor
  Economics
DENG, YONGHENG  
Professor  
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
PHD 1995

DENISOV, SERGUEI  
Professor  
Mathematics  
PHD 1999 Moscow State Univ Lomonosov

DENLINGER, LOREN CLARK  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DENNERT, R BRUCE  
Adjunct Asst Prof  
Engineering Professional Devlp  
MS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DENNIS JR, SAMUEL F  
Associate Professor  
Planning & Landscape Architect  
PHD 2000 Pennsylvania State University

DENNIS, JOSEPH  
Associate Professor  
History  
PHD 2004 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

DENT, ERIK WOLFE  
Associate Professor  
Neuroscience  
PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DENU, JOHN M  
Professor  
Biomolecular Chemistry  
PHD 1993 Texas A & M University

DEPELER, DEBRA  
Faculty Associate  
Computer Sciences  
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DESAI, ANKUR R  
Professor  
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
PHD 2006 Pennsylvania State University

DESAI, ANUJ  
Professor  
Law School  
JD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

DESAN, SUZANNE  
Professor  
History  
PHD 1985 Univ of California Berkeley

DEANTI CONSOLI, HELENE  
Clinical Instructor  
Medical Sciences  
DVM 2011 U Autonoma de Centro America

DESHPANDE, ABBISHEK  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Mathematics  
PHD 2018

DETWYLER, ANATOLY ROBERT  
Assistant Professor  
Asian Languages and Cultures  
PHD 2015 Columbia University

DEVINE, PATRICIA GRACE  
Professor  
Psychology  
PHD 1985 Ohio State University

DEVOS, ALISSA MARIE  
Faculty Associate  
School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
MPAS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DEVOS, AMANDA KAY  
Clinical Instructor  
Family Medicine  
MMS 2000

DEWANE, JUDY  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Rehabilitation Medicine  
DS 2009 ROCKY MOUNTAIN UNIVERSITY

DEWEY, COLIN  
Professor  
Biostatistics and Medical Info  
PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

DHARWADKER, APARNA  
Professor  
English  
PHD 1990 Pennsylvania State University

DHARWADKER, VINAY  
Professor  
Comp Lit & Folklore Studies  
PHD 1989 University of Chicago

DHINGRA, RAVI  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Medicine  
MD 1995

DIAMOND, CAROL A  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MD 1985

DIAMOND, JOHN B  
Professor  
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
PHD 1998 Northwestern University

DIAMOND, RONALD J  
Professor Emer  
Psychiatry
MD 1973 University of Pennsylvania

- DIAS MOREIRA, ANA SOFIA
  Post Grad Trainee 5
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2011 Universidade do Porto

- DIAZ, JAQUIRA
  Visiting Asst Prof
  English
  MFA 2012 University of South Florida

- DICKEY, WALTER
  Professor Emer
  General Operations
  JD 1971 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DIETZ, AMY TRENTHAM
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- DIFFEE, GARY M.
  Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Irvine

- DILL, CHARLES
  Professor
  Med Microbiology & Immunology
  PHD 1994 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

- DILLARD, JOSEPH
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2001 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- DIMA, VLAD
  Associate Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- DINES, BRENDA L
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2015 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- DIORMOUSSA
  Assistant Professor
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  PHD 2013 Pennsylvania State University

- DIPRETE BROWN, LORI
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Civil Soc & Community Studies
  MTS 1988 Harvard University

- DISANZA, ANTHONY
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- DJAMALLARJANG
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1994 Universite de Montpellier I

- DOAN, AN H
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2002 University of Washington

- DOBBS, TERYL
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2005 Northwestern University

- DOING, JAMES
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 1984 University of Connecticut

- DOLININ, ALEXANDER
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1977 St. Petersburg University

- DONG, FENGXIA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2003 Kansas State University

- DONG, WEI
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  MFA 1988 Virginia Commonwealth Univ

- DONNETTURI BARUCH
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences

- DONOHUE, TIM
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1980 Pennsylvania State University

- DOOLEY, JOE
  Senior Lecturer
  Social Work
  PHD 2016 Loyola University of Chicago

- DOPFER, DOERTE
  Associate Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1992 Justus Liebig Univ Giessen

- DOPP, JOHN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• **DORAN, MICHAEL**  
  Adjunct Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  MS 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **DOREN, BONNIE**  
  Associate Professor  
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ  
  PHD 1987 Temple University

• **DORO, CHRISTOPHER**  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Rehabilitation Medicine  
  MD 2002 Northwestern University

• **DOSS, GRAYSON**  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2013 Louisiana State U-Baton Rouge

• **DOUGLAS, JON CALVIN**  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  AUD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **DOWER, PAUL**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 2008 New York University

• **DOWNEY, GREG**  
  Professor  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  PHD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

• **DOWNS, TRACY M**  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Urology  
  MD 1993 Univ of California San Diego

• **DOYLE JR., JAMES EDWARD**  
  Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs  
  JD 2011 Harvard University

• **DRAKE, DAVID**  
  Professor  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2000 North Carolina State Univ

• **DRAKE, JENNIFER**  
  Clinical Instructor  
  School of Nursing  
  MS 2007 University of New Hampshire

• **DRESSER, LAURA JILL**  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Social Work  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• **DREWAL, HENRY J.**  
  Professor  
  Art History  
  PHD 1973 Columbia University

• **DREWRY, JESSICA**  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **DREYFUS, JENNIFER MARGARET**  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  DVM 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **DRUSCHKE, CAROLINE GOTTSCHALK**  
  Assistant Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• **DRYDEN, KAITLIN**  
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci  
  Naval Science  
  BS 2010 United States Naval Academy

• **DU PERRON, LALITA**  
  Faculty Associate  
  Asian Studies  
  PhD 2005 London Sch Econ& Poli Sci

• **DU, SHELDON**  
  Associate Professor  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• **DUBOIS, THOMAS**  
  Professor  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 1990 University of Pennsylvania

• **DUELLO, THERESA M**  
  Associate Professor  
  Obstetrics and Gynecology  
  PHD 1977 University of Iowa

• **DUEST, BARBARA L.**  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
  MS 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **DUFFIE, NEIL**  
  Professor Emer  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• DUFFSTEIN, JULIE L
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MA 2007 University of Connecticut

• DUGAN, HILARY A
  Assistant Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2014 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• DUGOFF, EVA HISAKO
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2014 Johns Hopkins University

• DUKE, STANLEY H.
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1975 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• DULL, DOUGLAS ANTHONY
  Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MD 1984 University of Vermont

• DUMESIC, JAMES
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1974 Stanford University

• DUNCAN, JAN D.
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1975 University of Glasgow

• DUNCAN, JEANNE MARIE
  Faculty Associate
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  DPT 2016 College Of St Scholastica

• DUNCAN, LARISSA G.
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 Pennsylvania State University

• DUNEK, LAURA
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DUNHAM, RANDALL B
  Professor
  School Of Business
  PHD 1975 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• DUNLAPSABRINA ANN
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DUNLAVY, COLLEEN
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  History
  PHD 1988 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• DUNN, JACOB T
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2016 Aurora University

• DUNN, RACHEL M.
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2016 Aurora University

• DUNNE, JOHN D
  Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• DUNWOODY, SHARON
  Professor Emer
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 1978 Indiana University

• DURAND, ALEXANE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2010 Ecole Nat Veterinaire-Lyon

• DURKIN, MAUREEN SUZANNE
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DURLAUF, STEVEN N.
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1986 Yale University

• DUSICK, ALLISON FRAN
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DVINGE, HEIDI
  Assistant Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2010 University of Cambridge

• DWYER, DAVID EDWARD
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• DYER, CHUCK
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1979 Univ of Maryland College Park

• DYMARZ, TULLIA MARIA
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2007 University of Chicago
• DZIEDZIC, MARK
  Lecturer
  Curriculum and Instruction
  MS 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EADIE, LOREN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  French and Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EAGAN, PAT
  Professor Emer
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EARP, LAWRENCE
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 1983 Princeton University

• EASLAND, HOLLY
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  AA 1983 University of London

• EASON, JOHN
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EASWAR, VIJI
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2014 Canada

• EATON, CARRIE A.
  Sr Academic Curator
  Geoscience
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EBERT, STEVEN CAREY
  Clinical Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1983 University of Texas at Austin

• EBERT, TAYLOR BOOKER
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Naval Science
  BS 2010 Florida Gulf Coast University

• EBRACHIMIAN, MOJTABA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  PHD 2018

• ECKHARDT, JON
  Associate Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2003 Univ of Maryland College Park

• ECKHARDT, LEE LOCHBAUM
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1999 Georgetown University

• EDGE, HEATHER
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDGERTON, LARRY
  Faculty Associate
  Administration; Student Academic Affairs
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDGINGTON, GEORGI
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Mead Witter School of Music
  EDM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• EDGER, MARK D
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1984 Stanford University

• EDIL, TUNCER
  Professor Emer
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1973 Northwestern University

• EDORGAINEHI EJIEME
  Assistant Professor
  English
  PHD 2016 Duke University

• EDWARDS, DOROTHY
  Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1980 Washington University

• EDWARDS, GREG
  Faculty Associate
  Hawk Center For Invest Analysis
  MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EGAN, YVETTE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EGEA, JUAN F
  Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• EGEDAL, JAN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 University of Oxford

• EGGERT, TOM
  Faculty Associate
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  JD 1987 George Washington University

• EHRENTHAL, DEBORAH B
  Associate Professor
  Obstetrics and Gynecology
• EIDE, DAVID
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EIRING, KRISTINE MARY
  Lecturer
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  EDM 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EISCH-SCHWEITZER, MARA OLIVIA
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  MSN 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• EISENSTEIN, RICK
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EITH, ALYSON
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EITZER, ANDREW
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2016

• EKLUND, KATIE
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PhD 2011 U of California-Santa Barbara

• EL-NOSSERY, NEVINE
  Associate Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 2000 University of Montreal

• ELDER, FREDERICK
  Adjunct Professor
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 1974 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELDRIDGE, HANNAH VANDEGRIFT
  Associate Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2012 University of Chicago

• ELDRIDGE, MARLOWE W.
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1986 University Of New Mexico

• ELFARRA, ADNAN A.
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1983 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ELICEIRI, KEVIN WILLIAM
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELLENBERG, JORDAN
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1998 Harvard University

• ELLIS WEISMER, SUSAN
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1981 Indiana University

• ELLIS, ALEXANDRE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 University of Montreal

• ELLIS, LISA
  Senior Lecturer
  Communication Arts
  MFA 2007 Columbia College

• ELMISON, AUBREY
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Chemistry
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELMALIACH, TAL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Interscipl Instruction Pgm-Humanities
  PHD 2016 University of Haifa

• ELSMO, ELIZABETH JANE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology
  DVM 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELWERT, FELIX
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Harvard University

• EMBORG, MARINA E
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1993 Universidad de Buenos Aires

• EMIRBAYER, MUSTAFA
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1989 Harvard University

• EMSHWILLER, EVE
  Associate Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1999 Cornell University

• ENDELMAN, JEFFREY
  Assistant Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2011 Washington State University

• ENDERLE, GORDON
  Faculty Associate
  Risk and Insurance
• ENDICOTT, SARAH ELISA  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  School of Nursing  
  DNP 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ENDRES, MATTHEW CHARLES  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  DMA 2016 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ENGEL, CHARLES  
  Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

• ENGELMAN, CORINNE D  
  Associate Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• ENGELMAN, MICHAL  
  Associate Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 2010 Johns Hopkins University

• ENGEN, FEYZA SONIYE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Biomolecular Chemistry  
  PHD 2007 Baylor College Of Medicine

• ENGLAND, SAMUEL  
  Associate Professor  
  African Cultural Studies  
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• ENGLE, JONATHAN W  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ENKE, FINN  
  Professor  
  Gender and Women’s Studies  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ENRIGH, ROBERT D.  
  Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 1976 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ENRIQUEZ, FALINA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

• ENSTAD, NAN  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• EOM, CHANG-BEOM  
  Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 1991 Stanford University

• EPPAMBER  
  Associate Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 2008 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• EPPRUSSELL  
  Lecturer  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  MACC 2001 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• EPIPLI, MARK J  
  Faculty Associate  
  Graaskamp Ctr For Real Estate  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ERLANGER, HOWARD  
  Professor  
  Law School  
  PHD 1971 Univ of California Berkeley

• ERMAN, DANIEL M  
  Associate Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2010 Univ of California Berkeley

• ERSIG, ANNE  
  Professor  
  School of Nursing
ESCALANTE, JIM  
Professor  
Art  
MFA 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

ESCHENFELDER, KRISTIN  
Professor  
Information School  
PHD 2000 Syracuse University

ESSELMAN, BRIAN JOHN  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Chemistry  
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

ETZEL, MARK  
Professor  
Food Science  
PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

EUDEY, GWEN  
Senior Lecturer  
economics  
PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

EVANS, DANIELLE  
Assistant Professor  
English  
MFA 2006 University of Iowa

EVANS, DAVID TODD  
Professor  
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

EVANS, HEIDI  
Faculty Associate  
English  
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

EVANS, PAUL G.  
Professor  
Material Science & Engineering  
PHD 2000 Harvard University

EVANS-ROMAINE, KAREN  
Professor  
German, Nordic, and Slavic  
PHD 1996 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

EVENSEN, ANN ELIZABETH  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Family Medicine  
MD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

EVERETT, LISA L  
Professor  
Physics  
PHD 1998 University of Pennsylvania

FABRYZSUZSANNA  
Professor  
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
PHD 1984 Eotvos Lorand University

FADL, AMIN A  
Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
Animal Sciences  
PHD 1999 University of Connecticut

FAHL, WILLIAM  
Professor  
Oncology  
PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

FAHY, JENNIFER LYNN  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MA 2016 University of Chicago

FAIN, SEAN BEDILLION  
Professor  
Medical Physics  
PHD 2000 Mayo Foundation

FAIR, JO ELLEN  
Professor  
African Cultural Studies  
PHD 1988 Indiana University

FAIRBANKS, MARIANNE  
Assistant Professor  
School of Human Ecology  
MFA 2001 Chicago Academy Of Fine Arts

FALK, KATHLEEN MARY  
Faculty Associate  
Inst for Environmental Studies  
JD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

FAMAKIN, BOLANLE M  
Assistant Professor  
Neurology  
MD 2000 University of Iowa

FAN, JING  
Assistant Professor  
Nutritional Sciences  
PHD 2014 Princeton University

FAN, SHUXING  
Assistant Professor  
Theatre and Drama  
MFA 1991 Boston University

FAN, WAI TONG  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Mathematics  
PHD 2014 University of Washington

FANG, HANLONG  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Mathematics
- **FARRELL, ROBERT M**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 2010

- **FASTER, KAREN ELIZABETH**  
  Lecturer  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FAVREAU, PETER**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2015

- **FAWAZ, KASSEM**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 2017 University of MI

- **FAWAZ, RAMZI**  
  Associate Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2012 George Washington University

- **FAZAL E HAQ, HAFIZ MUHAMMAD**  
  Lecturer  
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit  
  M.PHIL 2011

- **FECU, YANIE**  
  Assistant Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2018 Princeton University

- **FEDENIA, MARK A.**  
  Associate Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FEIGL, KURT**  
  Professor  
  Geoscience  
  PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- **FEINGOLD, RUSSELL DANA**  
  Adjunct Professor  
  Inst for Environmental Studies

- **FEINSTEIN, NOAH WEETH**  
  Associate Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2008 Stanford University

- **FELDMAN, MIKHAIL**  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

- **FELDSTEIN, DAVID ALAN**  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 1996 SUNY At Stony Brook

- **FELTON, ELIZABETH**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Neurology  
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FENDRICK, CINDY**  
  Student Services Cord  
  Cals Academic Affairs  
  MSED 2015 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

- **FENG, DAWEI**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 2015 Texas A & M University

- **FERGUSON, JEANNE MARIE BYRON**  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FERNANDEZ, DONNA**  
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 1987 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

- **FERNANDEZ, LUIS A**  
  Professor  
  Surgery  
  MD 1987 Universidad Central-Venezuela

- **FERNANDEZ, RICARDO**  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2013 Louisiana State U-Baton Rouge

- **FERRAZZANO, PETER**  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1999 St Louis University

- **FERREE, MYRA MARX**  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 1976 Harvard University

- **FERREIRA, TATIANA HENRIQUES**  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2005 Univ Federal Fluminense

- **FERRICK, JOHN**  
  Lecturer  
  International Studies & Programs  
  MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FERRIER, KEN**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Geoscience  
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

- **FERRIS, MICHAEL**  
  Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 1988 University of Cambridge
• FESEMYER, CINDY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLS 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FETTIPLACE, ROBERT
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1974 University of Cambridge

• FIEDLER, NOAH DAVID
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1995

• FIEGEL-NEWLON, JENNIFER ANN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FIEGEL-NEWLON, JENNIFER ANN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FIDEL, BRIGITTE
  Assistant Professor
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies
  PHD 2012 Cornell University

• FILIPOWICZ, HALINA
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1979 University of Kansas

• FILLBACK WATTANN CHRISTINE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 2014 Edgewood College

• FILUTOWICZ, MARCIN S.
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1980 Poland

• FINLEY, KEITH
  Associate Professor
  Law School
  JD 1985 Yale University

• FINNEY, MIANISHA C
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FINSTER, MARK P
  Associate Professor
  School Of Business
  PHD 1976 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• FIORE, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1981 Northwestern University

• FIORENAZ, MARY E.
  Faculty Associate
  English
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FISCHER, CHARLES N
  Professor Emer
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1975 Cornell University

• FISCHER, COLLETTE
  Lecturer
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• GUREVICH, SHAMGAR
Visiting Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2005 Tel Aviv University

• GURNEE, KENDRA
Assoc Lecturer
School of Pharmacy
MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUSSICK, MEGAN ELIZABETH
Clinical Asst Prof
Emergency Medicine
MD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUSTAFSON, DAVID
Professor Emer
Industrial and Systems Engr
PHD 1966 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GUSTIN, LEA
Asst Faculty Assoc
Chemistry
DS 2016 University of New Orleans

• GUTHMAN, PAMELA L
Clinical Assoc Prof
School of Nursing
DNP 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GUTIERREZ CHACON, LUCIA
Assistant Professor
Agronomy
PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• GUTIERREZ, ALFONSO E.
Senior Lecturer
Industrial and Systems Engr
MS 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUYER, SARA
Professor
English
PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley
HAAS, NATE
Assoc Lecturer
Comparative Biosciences

HAAS, RUSS
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Material Science & Engineering
MS 1992 Naval Postgraduate School

HAAS, GALLO, ERICA
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 1998 Texas A & M University

HAASE, LAWRENCE J
Lecturer
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
EDD 2001 Cardinal Stritch University

HAASE, SHARON LOUISE
Clinical Professor
Medicine
MD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HABECK, KODY LOUIS
Asst Instrmt Inn/Ins
Biological Systems Engineering
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HABERKORN, TYRELL
Associate Professor
Asian Languages and Cultures
PHD 2007 Cornell University

HACKER, TIMOTHY A.
Senior Scientist
Cardiovascular Research Center
PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HADJIMARKOS, SARAH
Lecturer
Law School
JD 2002 Univ of California San Diego

HADLEY, DOUGLAS B
Senior Lecturer
Planning & Landscape Architect
MLA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAFEZ, GHOlam R.
Professor (CHS)
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
MD 1970 Ferdowsi University of Mashhad

HAFFNER, L. MATTHEW
Honorary Assoc/Fellow
Astronomy
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAGEN, ERIKA WARKENTIEN
Senior Scientist
Population Health Sciences
PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAGEN, TIMOTHY
Adjunct Asst Prof
Mead Witter School of Music
DMA 2014 University of Texas at Austin

HAGERT, DAVID RICHARD
Clinical Asst Prof
School of Pharmacy
PHARMD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAGER, PEGGY
Senior Lecturer
German, Nordic, and Slavic
MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAGERICH, KIMBERLY ANN
Senior Lecturer
English
MFA 2011 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

HAGERMOSER, ELIZABETH
Lecturer
Educational Psychology
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HAGNESS, SUSAN
Professor
Electrical and Computer Engr
PHD 1998 Northwestern University

HAINSON, BEZALEL
Professor Emer
Material Science & Engineering
PHD 1968 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

HALANSKI, MATTHEW A
Honorary Assoc/Fellow
Rehabilitation Medicine
MD 2001 Wayne State University

HALBACH, THEODORE
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Dairy Science
MS 1985 University of Arizona

HALBERG, RICH
Associate Professor
Medicine
PHD 1994 Michigan State University

HALL, APRIL
Clin Genetic Counselor
Ctr For Human Genomic Prec Med
PHD 2011 Baylor College Of Medicine

HALL, DEANNE J
Adjunct Instructor
Journalism & Mass Comm
- HALL, EMILY  
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  PHD 2011 Indiana University

- HALL, JOHN  
  Associate Professor  
  History  
  PHD 2007 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- HALL, TIMOTHY JON  
  Professor  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALLIS, KRISTINE MARIE  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Family Medicine  
  DS 2011 Andrews University

- HALLORAN, MARY  
  Professor  
  Integrative Biology  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALM, WENDY  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  School of Nursing  
  DNP 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- HALPERN-MEEKIN, SARAH  
  Associate Professor  
  School of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

- HALVERSON, ALAN DALE  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALVERSON, ERICA  
  Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2005 Northwestern University

- HALVERSON, RICHARD ROGER  
  Professor  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 2001 Northwestern University

- HALVERSON, STEFFIE  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALZEN, FRANCIS L.  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1969 Univ Catolique de Louvain

- HAMEL, MARY ELIZABETH  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Planning & Landscape Architect

- HANDEL, MARY ELIZABETH  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HANDEL, JOE  
  Professor  
  Plant Pathology  
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HANHART, ALEXANDER  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2009 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

- HANLON, BRENT  
  Assistant Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2009 Cornell University

- HANNA, AMGAD  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Neurological Surgery  
  MD 1990 Cairo University

- HANNA, LAWRENCE P.  
  Senior Scientist  
  Family Medicine  
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HANRAHAN, LAWRENCE PAUL  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

- HANSEN, ANNE  
  Professor  
  Economics
• HANSEN, DAVID
Lecturer
Economics
PHD 2011 Stanford University

• HANSEN, KAREN ELIZABETH
Associate Professor
Medicine
MD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANSEN, KORINNA K
Senior Lecturer
Economics
PHD 2011 University Of Rochester

• HANSON BRENNER, GAIL M
Faculty Associate
School of Nursing
MSN 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

• HANSON, EDWARD DENNIS
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANSON, KAEL D
Professor
Physics
PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HANSON, KYLE M
Lecturer
Mechanical Engineering
MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANUKAI, MAKSIM
Assistant Professor
German, Nordic, and Slavic
PHD 2016 Columbia University

• HANUSA, DARALD ROBERT
Senior Lecturer
Social Work
PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAQ, CINDY
Professor (CHS)
Family Medicine
MD 1983

• HARACKIEWICZ, JUDITH
Professor
Psychology
PHD 1980 Harvard University

• HARARI, PAUL M
Professor
Human Oncology
MD 1984 University of Virginia

• HARDIE, ROBERT J.
Clinical Professor
Surgical Sciences

• HARDIN, JEFF
Professor
Integrative Biology
PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

• HAROLDSON, AMBER RAE
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 2013 Univ Of NC At Greensboro

• HARRINGTON, EILEEN
Adjunct Assoc Prof
Political Science
JD 1982 U Of The District Of Columbia

• HARRINGTON, GREG
Professor
Civil and Environmental Engr
PHD 1997 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• HARRINGTON, JOHN ALAN
Professor
Planning & Landscape Architect
MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, ANDREA
Associate Professor
Dance
PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, MICHELLE
Faculty Associate
Biology Core Curriculum
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRISVILLE, DAVID
Dis Faculty Associate
English
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRISON, MELISSA
Associate Professor
Biomolecular Chemistry
PHD 2006 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• HARRIVILLE, DAVID
Research Associate
History

• HART, DAVID ALLEN
Lecturer
Inst for Environmental Studies
PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• HART, SARAH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2014 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• HARTEL, RICHARD W.  
  Professor  
  Food Science  
  PHD 1980 Colorado State University

• HARTMINK, ALFRED  
  Professor  
  Soil Science  
  PHD 2001 University of Reading

• HARTENBACH, ELLEN  
  Professor  
  Obstetrics and Gynecology  
  MD 1988 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• HARTLEY, SIGAN  
  Associate Professor  
  School of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2007 University of Wyoming

• HARTMAN, AMY  
  Clinical Professor  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  PHD 2009 A.T. Still University

• HARTMAN, JEFFREY ALAN  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
  DPT 2007

• HARTUP, BARRY KINNEY  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARVEY, BLAINE C  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2017 Grand Valley State University

• HASHIMOTO, AKI  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1997 Princeton University

• HASSAN, SARA SERAG  
  Lecturer  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 2017 Harvard University

• HASSETT, DAWNENE  
  Associate Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HASTI, BECK  
  Faculty Associate  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HASTINGS, PATRICIA  
  Faculty Associate  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  MA 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HATZEL, JEFFREY  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Geography  
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAUSCH, DON  
  Professor  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  PHD 1984 Northwestern University

• HAUSER, ROBERT M.  
  Professor Emer  
  Sociology  
  PHD 1968 Univ Of Michigan At Dearborn

• HAUSMAN, DAN  
  Professor  
  Philosophy  
  PHD 1978 Columbia University

• HAUXWELL, JENNIFER ANNE  
  Lecturer  
  Inst for Environmental Studies  
  PHD 2019 Boston University

• HAVEY, MICHAEL  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAWKINS, MARGARET  
  Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 1997 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• HAWKINS, SHAWNA  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Surgical Sciences

• HAWKS, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HAWLEY, DONNA J  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Nursing  
  DNP 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• HAYDEN, KATHERINE  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAYES, COLLEEN E.  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1973 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HAYNES MANOGUE, JONANNE MARIE
Lecturer
Kinesiology
EDM 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• HAYNES, APRIL
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2009 U of California-Santa Barbara

• HAYNEY, MARY
  Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HAYS, REBECCA ELEANOR
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 1999 Univ of California Berkeley

• HAZEN, ALICIA
  Lecturer
  Student Academic Affairs Office
  BA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEALLESS, LINDSAY
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEATON, CAITLIN
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEBGEN, LISA
  Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2017 Capella University

• HEDEGAARD, BROCK
  Assistant Professor
  Civil and Environmetal Engr
  PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HEEREN, GEOFFREY
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Law School
  JD 2000 New York University

• HEGNA, CHRIS
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1989 Columbia University

• HEIDE, JAN B
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEIDE, MARIA PAPAS
  Senior Lecturer
  Marketing
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEIDEMAN, BREENDA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2016 Univ of MD Baltimore County

• HEIDEMAN, WARREN
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1983 University of Washington

• HEIDERSCHEIT, BRYAN CHARLES
  Professor
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  PHD 2000 University of Iowa

• HEIM, MELISSA ELLEN
  Clinical Instructor
  Academic Affairs
  PHARMD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEINER, ELIZABETH ALLEN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEINTZ, CLAUDE
  Faculty Associate
  Dance
  MFA 1991 University of Oregon

• HEINZ, SEBASTIAN
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 2000 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• HEITZ, JEAN G.
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Integrative Biology
  MS 1974 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HELD, PATRICE KARYN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Disease Prevention Admin
  PHD 2005 Oregon Health Sciences Univ

• HELMAN, DEBORAH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLIS 1993

• HEMATTI, PEIMAN
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1990 University of Tehran

• HENAK, CORINNE
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2013 University of Utah

• HENDERSON, DOUGLASS
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENDERSON, KATE
HENDERSON, MEGHAN MARIE
Assoc Lecturer
Chemistry
PHD 2015 Mississippi State University

HENDERSON, SHERYL L
Asst Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University

HENDLEY, KATHRYN
Professor
Law School
PHD 1993 Univ of California Berkeley

HENDRICKS, KENNETH
Professor
Economics
PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HENKE, JAMIE
Dis Faculty Associate
Acad Affairs & Prog
PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HENNESSY, ELIZABETH
Assistant Professor
Inst for Environmental Studies
PHD 2014 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

HENNING, REBECCA LYNN WARNER
Clinical Asst Prof
Communication Sci & Disorders
PHD 2003 University of Iowa

HENRICH, RACHEL M
Faculty Associate
School of Nursing
MSN 1996 St Louis University

HENRIQUES, JEFF
Dis Lecturer
Psychology
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HENZLER, KATHERINE A.
Associate Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

HERATH MUDIYANSELAGE, BANDARA
Senior Lecturer
South Asian Sum Lang Instit
MA 2013 Sri Lanka

HERD, PAMELA
Professor
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2002 Syracuse University

HERMANN, BRUCE P.
Professor
Neurology
PHD 1977 Illinois Inst of Technology

HERMANS, IVE
Professor
Chemistry
PHD 2006 Katholieke Univ Leuven

HERNANDEZ, ANTONIO
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Engineering Physics
PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HERNANDEZ, AUDRA KATHLEEN
Assistant Scientist
Astronomy
PHD 2011 University of Florida

HERNANDEZ, JOEY
Assoc Lecturer
Dance
BA 2016 Beloit College

HERNANDEZ, LAURA
Associate Professor
Dairy Science
PHD 2008 University of Arizona

HERNANDEZ, PAOLA
Associate Professor
Spanish and Portuguese
PHD 2004 University of Kansas

HERNANDEZ, SHAUN VALENTINE
Adjunct Instructor
Communication Sci & Disorders
MPA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HERNANDO, DIEGO
Assistant Professor
Radiology
PHD 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

HERndon, MATTHEW F
Professor
Physics
PHD 1998 Univ of Maryland College Park

HERNKE, MICHAEL TAYLOR
Lecturer
Operations & Information Mgmt
PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HERRERA, YOSHIKO
Professor
Political Science
PHD 1999 University of Chicago

HERRING, RYAN
Assistant Professor
Psychiatry
PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

HERSHBERGER, KAREN LYNN

---

Faculty
Lecturer
Comparative Biosciences
PHD 2004 Harvard University

- HERSHKOWITZ, NOAH
  Professor Emer
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1966 Johns Hopkins University

- HERZOG, EMILY
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing

- HESLA, JAMES
  Lecturer
  Theatre and Drama
  PHD 2016 Univ of Maryland College Park

- HESS, DIANA
  Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 1998 University of Washington

- HESS, ERICA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Design Studies
  MFA 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HESS, JAMIE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2007 Mayo Foundation

- HETZLER, MARK
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 1992 New England Cnsrvtry Of Music

- HEYMANN, ELISA R
  Senior Lecturer
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2001 Univ Autonoma de Barcelona

- HEYMANN, JANE
  Sr Admin Prgm Spec
  Law School
  JD 1977 Washington University

- HEYMANN, S. RICHARD
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1969 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- HICKEY, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1990 Univ of California Riverside

- HICKS, ANDREA
  Assistant Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2014 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- HICKS, MARIE E
  Assistant Professor

- History
  PHD 2009 Duke University

- HIEBING, LAURA
  Assoc Lecturer
  American Indian Studies
  MSW 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HIGBY, GREGORY
  Senior Lecturer
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HIGGINS, JENNY
  Associate Professor
  Gender and Women's Studies
  PHD 2005 Emory University

- HILDNER, DAVID J.
  Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 1979 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

- HILLAARON SOLOMON
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School of Music
  DMA 2016 James Madison University

- HILBETSI ANN
  Faculty Associate
  Hawk Center For Invst Analysis
  MS 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HILL, JOEL R
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Family Medicine
  MPAS 1998 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha

- HILL, MARK D.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

- HILL, NICHOLAS J
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 University of Southampton

- HILL, ROBERTA JEAN
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Los Angeles

- HILLMAN, NICHOLAS
  Associate Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2010 Indiana University

- HILLS-MEYER, PATRICK R
  Assoc Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  MA 2004 Western Michigan University

- HILMES, MICHELE
  Professor Emer
Communication Arts
PHD 1986 New York University

• HILTNER, AARON MICHAEL
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 2017 Boston College

• HILYARD, STEPHEN
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1997 Univ of Southern California

• HINDEL, CHRISTOPHER JOHN
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HINRICH, NILE CHRISTOPHER
  Senior Lecturer
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  EDM 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HIRSCH, FRANCINE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1998 Princeton University

• HIRSCH, JAMES GORDON
  Adjunct Professor
  Communication Arts
  BA 1969 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HIRVELA, KARI
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HITCHCOCK, JOHN
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1997 Texas Tech University

• HITCHMAN, MATTHEW H.
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1985 University of Washington

• HITCHON, WILLIAM N.
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1981 University of Oxford

• HITTINGER, CHRIS TODD
  Associate Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HO, LI-CHING
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 2008 Columbia University

• HOAG, KEVIN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc

Engineering Professional Devlp
MS 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOBAN, PAUL R.
  Assistant Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Los Angeles

• HOCH, JOHN R.
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1983 Thomas Jefferson University

• HOEFFERLE, MARY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  BFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOELTER, EMIL AUGUST
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLIS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFFACKER, EMILIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFFELD, ERIKA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2004 Cornell University

• HOFFMAN, ERIC JOSEPH
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  MS 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFSTETTER, HEIKE
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Eberhard Karls Univ Tubingen

• HOFTYZER, MELANIE K
  Senior Lecturer
  School of Business
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOGLE, LINDA F
  Professor
  History of Medicine & Bioethics
  PHD 1996 Univ of California Berkeley

• HOLAHAN, PAULA
  Sr Academic Curator
  Integrative Biology
  MS 1994 Humboldt State University

• HOLDEN, HAZEL M.
  Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 1982 Washington University

• HOLDEN, JAMES E.
  Professor Emer
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1971 University of Pennsylvania

• HOLLANDER, PHILIP
  Assistant Professor
  Center for Jewish Studies
  PHD 2004 Columbia University

• HOLLOWAY, TRACEY
  Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 2001 Princeton University

• HOLMAN, SARAH
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2015

• HOLSCHEBACH, CHELSEA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOLSCHEH-HOUDEN, DEB HOUDEN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Ex Mba Program Office
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HONG, SEUNG PYO
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HONORE, FLORENCE
  Assistant Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HOOKER, PAUL D
  Senior Lecturer
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 University of Bristol

• HOON, MRINALINI
  Assistant Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 2019 International Univ in Germany

• HOOKER-LANE, ELIZABETH
  Senior Lecturer
  Design Studies
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORA, MATTHEW TADASHI
  Assistant Professor
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  EDD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORN, HEIDI
  Assoc Lecturer

Biology Core Curriculum
PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORNBERGER, TROY
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2003 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• HORNER, VANESSA LYNN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Disease Prevention Admin
  PHD 2019 Cornell University

• HOROWITZ, LEAH S
  Assistant Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 2003 Australian National University

• HORRIGAN, EMILY LOUISE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing

• HOSKINS, AARON
  Associate Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2006 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• HOTCHKISS, SARA
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1988 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HOUCK, JUDITH
  Associate Professor
  History of Medicine & Bioethics
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOUEDE, JEAN-FRANCOIS
  Associate Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2006 Queen's University at Kingston

• HOWARD, ROBERT G
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2001 University of Oregon

• HOWELL, EVELYN ANNE
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Architect
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOWELL, ROBERT
  Professor
  German
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• HOYT, ERIC
  Associate Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2012 Univ of Southern California

• HOYT, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Counseling Psychology
• HSIA, FLORENCE CHARLOTTE  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• HSUDAVID  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Neurology  
  PHD 1986 Columbia University

• HSU, JUSTIN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2017 University of Pennsylvania

• HSUNG, RICHARD  
  Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 1994 University of Chicago

• HU, JIAMIAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 2013 Tsinghua University

• HU, YU HEN  
  Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 1982 Univ of Southern California

• HUANG, JINGYI  
  Assistant Professor  
  Soil Science  
  PHD 2017 Univ of New South Wales

• HUANG, KRISTINA  
  Assistant Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2017 City University Of New York

• HUANG, QUNYING  
  Assistant Professor  
  Geography  
  PHD 2011 George Mason University

• HUANG, SHAOSAI  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2018

• HUANG, XIN  
  Associate Professor  
  Neuroscience  
  PHD 2003 Brown University

• HUANG, XINCUN  
  Professor  
  Asian Languages and Cultures  
  PHD 1997 Univ of California Los Angeles

• HUANG, ZHEN  
  Associate Professor  
  Neurology  
  PHD 1998 Harvard University

• HUBBARD, EDWARD  
  Assistant Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2004 Univ of California San Diego

• HUBER, GEORGE  
  Professor  
  Chemical and Biological Engr  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUDELSON, BRIAN  
  Faculty Associate  
  Plant Pathology  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUEK, BRENTH  
  Associate Professor  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Maryland College Park

• HUGHES, GWYNETH  
  Lecturer  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2010 Stanford University

• HUNEEUS, ALEXANDRA  
  Professor  
  Law School  
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• HUNTER, PAUL  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Family Medicine  
  MD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUNTINGTON, RANIA  
  Professor  
  Asian Languages and Cultures  
  PHD 1996 Harvard University

• HURLEY, JAMES P.  
  Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HURLEY, STEPHEN  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1972 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• HUSTAD, KATIE  
  Professor  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  PHD 1999 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• HUTCHINSON, CHAD A  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mead Witter School of Music
• HUTCHINSON, STEVEN  
  Professor  
  Spanish and Portuguese  
  PHD 1984 University of Chicago

• HUTSON, PAUL  
  Professor (CHS)  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 1981 Univ of Tennessee, Memphis

• HUTTENLOCHER, ANNA  
  Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1988 Harvard University

• HUTTON, JEREMY  
  Professor  
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
  PHD 2005 Harvard University

• HUYNH, TU ANH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Food Science  
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Davis

• HYDE, JANET  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1972 Univ of California Berkeley

• HYER, BRIAN  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  PHD 1989 Yale University

• IBARRA, ARMANDO  
  Assoc Prof L/I  
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies  
  PHD 2010 Univ of California Irvine

• IBELE, ERIK WARREN  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IBELE, GAIL  
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IBER, PATRICK  
  Assistant Professor  
  History  
  PHD 2011 University of Chicago

• IBRAHIM, ADIL G  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2017 Heriot-Watt University

• IFRIM, MIHAELA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Davis

• IFTIKAR, TRACY  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  English  
  MA 2011 Calif. State Univ. Los Angeles

• IKEDA, AKIHIRO  
  Professor  
  Medical Genetics  
  PHD 1997 University of Tokyo

• IKEDA, SHINYA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Food Science  
  PHD 1998 University of Tokyo

• IKONOMIDOU, CHRIS  
  Professor  
  Neurology  
  PHD 1989 George August Univ Gottingen

• ILIN, CORNELIA  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• INEICHEN, JACOB  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• INGHAM, BARBARA H.  
  Professor  
  Food Science  
  PHD 1988 Cornell University

• INTHALY, SAM  
  Faculty Associate  
  Se Asian Summer Studies Inst  
  EDD 1997

• IOFFE, LEV  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1985 Moscow Inst Of Physics And Eng

• IPSEN, PERNILLE  
  Associate Professor  
  Gender and Women's Studies  
  PHD 2008 University of Copenhagen

• IRGANG, ALAN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2016 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• IRISH, CHARLES  
  Professor Emer  
  Law School  
  JD 1969 Vanderbilt University

• IRVING, ANDREW
Faculty Associate
French and Italian
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

isenbuegel, stella
assoc lecturer
english
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

iskandar, bermans j.
professor
neurological surgery
MD 1989 University of Pennsylvania

ives, anthony r.
professor
integrative biology
PHD 1988 Princeton University

iyer, gopal
assistant professor
human oncology
PHD 2004 Maharaja Sayajirao U of Baroda

Jac

jach, elizabeth ann
lecturer
counseling psychology
EDM 2012 University of Iowa

jAKLa, elizabeth
lecturer
comparative biosciences
DVM 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jacklitz, jill
clinical instructor
academic affairs
MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jackson, catherine m
assistant professor
history
PHD 2009 University of London

jackson, daniel james
associate professor
pediatrics
MD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jackson, edward f
professor
medical physics
PHD 1990 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

jackson, jerlando f.l.
professor
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
PHD 2000 University of Iowa

jackson, meyer b
professor
neuroscience
PHD 1977 Yale University

jackson, patrick emanuel
lecturer
Acad&Prg-Noncredit
PHD 2014 Kent State University

jackson, randy
professor
agronomy
PHD 2002 Univ of California Berkeley

jackson, thomas carleton
professor (CHS)
medicine
MD 1967 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jacob, anthony t
faculty associate
chemistry
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jacobberger, robert
assoc lecturer
material science & engineering
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Jacobs, m.d., elizabeth a a
honorary assoc/fellow
medicine
MD 1993 U of California San Francisco

jacobs, casandra marie
clinical instructor
medical sciences
DVM 2019

jACobs, harvey m.
professor
Planning & Landscape Architect
PHD 1984 Cornell University

jACobs, lea
professor
communication arts
PHD 1986 Univ of California Los Angeles

jACobs, lindsay
assistant professor
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

jahn, molly
professor
agronomy
PHD 1988 Cornell University

jahn, thomas
professor
Electrical and Computer Engr
PHD 1978 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

james, amy
clinical adjunct asst prof
volunteer staff
JANG, MYOUNGOCK
Assistant Professor
School of Nursing
PHD 2015 Yale University

JANNEY, CAROL
Adjunct Assoc Prof
Psychology
PHD 2012 University of Pittsburgh

JANSKY, SHELLEY
Associate Professor
Horticulture
PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JANSTA, MICHELLE ANN
Faculty Associate
School of Nursing
PHD 2010 University of Phoenix

JARJOUR, NIZAR N.
Professor
Medicine
MD 1980 University Of Damascus

JARRARD, DAVID F.
Professor
Urology
MD 1989 University of Virginia

JARZEMSKY, PAULA
Clinical Professor
School of Nursing
MS 1984 University of San Francisco

JASPER, CYNTHIA
Professor
School of Human Ecology
PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JAVIER, GABE
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 2005 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

JED, SARAH
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Communication Arts
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JEFCOATE, COLIN R.
Professor
Cell and Regenerative Biology
PHD 1966 University of Oxford

JEFFERS, JOSHUA
Lecturer
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
MPA 2012 Harvard University

JEFFERSON, DIANE
Lecturer
Educational Psychology

JANG, JIAOYANG
Assistant Professor
School of Pharmacy
PHD 2008 Brown University

JIAOYANG, JANG
Professor
Horticulture
PHD 1993 Kansas State University

JIN, SHI
Professor
Mathematics
PHD 1991 University of Arizona

JIN, SONG
Professor
Chemistry
JOBSIS, CATHERINE THERESA  
Research Prog Mgr II  
Animal Sciences  
MS 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOG, VARUN  
Assistant Professor  
Electrical and Computer Engr  
PHD 2015 Univ of California Berkeley

JOHANNES, JIM  
Professor  
Finance  
PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHANSEN, ERIC CHRISTIAN  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
MD 1995 Harvard University

JOHNS, CHRYSTY LYNN  
Adjunct Instructor  
Ev Mba Program Office  
MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON JR, DENNIS SIDNEY  
Lecturer  
School Of Business  
MBA 2007 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

JOHNSON, AMAUD  
Professor  
English  
MPS 1996 Cornell University

JOHNSON, AMY SUZANNE  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Curriculum and Instruction  
PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, ANGELA MARIE  
Lecturer  
Art  
MFA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, ARLYNE HEDEMARK  
Senior Lecturer  
Inst for Environmental Studies  
PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, BRIAN A  
Clinical Instructor  
Academic Affairs  
BS 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER  
Asst Prof Of Mil Sci  
Air Force Aerospace Studies  
MS 2012 Embry Riddle Aeronautical Univ

JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW  
Assoc Lecturer  
Engineering Physics

JOHNSON, CLARK  
Professor  
Geoscience  
PHD 1986 Stanford University

JOHNSON, DAVID W  
Senior Lecturer  
Economics  
MS 2011 London Sch Econ& Poli Sci

JOHNSON, DEREK  
Associate Professor  
Communication Arts  
PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, ERIC  
Professor  
Bacteriology  
DS 1984 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

JOHNSON, HEATHER MARIA  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, JEFFREY  
Professor  
School of Pharmacy  
PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, JENELL  
Associate Professor  
Communication Arts  
PHD 2008 Pennsylvania State University

JOHNSON, JESSICA  
Professor  
Mead Witter School of Music  
PHD 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

JOHNSON, JULIE TALLARD  
Lecturer  
Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
MSW 1984 Univ of Minnesota-Duluth

JOHNSON, KEVIN MICHAEL  
Assistant Professor  
Medical Physics  
PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, LAURA ANNE  
Assoc Lecturer  
Communication Sci & Disorders  
MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, MICHELLE  
Faculty Associate  
Nutritional Sciences  
MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

JOHNSON, NATHAN BARRETTE  
Asst Faculty Assoc  
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JOHNSON, PAUL HERBERT
  Lecturer
  Risk and Insurance
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JOHNSON, REBECCA
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JOHNSON, RICHARD ARNOLD
  Professor Emer
  Statistics
  PHD 1966 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- JOHNSON, RUSSELL D
  Assoc Prof L/I
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 2000 Manhattan School Of Music

- JOHNSON, STEPHEN M
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1990 University of Iowa

- JOHNSON, STERLING
  Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1997 Brigham Young University

- JOHNSON, SUSAN LEE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1993 Yale University

- JOHNSTON, CRAIG
  Assistant Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2014 University of Victoria

- JOHNSTON, SARAH
  Assistant Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2017 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- JOHNSTONE, KARLA M
  Professor
  Accounting and Information Sys
  PHD 1996 University of Connecticut

- JONES, BRUCE
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 1983 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- JONES, HALLEY ANN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  MSA 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JONES, JANA ELIZABETH
  Associate Professor
  Neurology
  PHD 1997 North Carolina State Univ

PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JONES, KELLI J
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing

- JONES, MATHEW V.
  Associate Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1993 University of Chicago

- JONES, MELANIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JONES, THOMAS
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 2005 Columbia College

- JONES, TOMIKO
  Assistant Professor
  Art
  MFA 2008 University of Arizona

- JORDAN, JERRY
  Sr Student Serv Coord
  General Administration
  MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

- JORDON-THADEN, INGRID
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Botany
  PHD 2009 Heidelberg College

- JORGENSEN, JOAN
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2001 Case Western Reserve Univ.

- JOVINI, NAJOUA
  Lecturer
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- JOVIC-HUMPHREY, ANJA
  Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2015 Brown University

- JOYNT, ROBERT J.
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1982 Univ of Maryland College Park

- JUDGE, MIKE
  Faculty Associate
  Ctr For Brand & Product Mgmt
  MA 1988 DePaul University

- JULL, LAURA G.
  Associate Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1997 North Carolina State Univ
• JUNG,EUNSOOK
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Political Science
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• JUNG,HEE SOO
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Surgery
  MD 2007 Northwestern University

K
• KABBAGE,MEHDI
  Assistant Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2007 Kansas State University

• KADAKIA,MAYA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  MS 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KAEPPLER,HEIDI
  Associate Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1990 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• KAEPPLER,SHAWN
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1992 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• KAISER,ROBERT
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 1988 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• KAJI,EUGENE H
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  PHD 1993 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• KALAN,LINDSAY
  Assistant Professor
  Med Microbiology & Immunology
  PHD 2019 McMaster University

• KALEJTA,ROBERT
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1997 University of Virginia

• KALETKA,SUE
  Sr Admin Prgm Spec
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  MPH 2018

• KALIN,NED H.
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  MD 1976 Thomas Jefferson University

• KALISH,CHUCK
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1993 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• KALLENBORN,CAROLYN
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  MFA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KALSCHEUR,KATHRYN
  Lecturer
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

• KAMMEL,DAVID
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KAMMER,DANIEL
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KAMPTIM
  Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1987 University of Chicago

• KANAREK,MARTY S.
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1978 Univ of California Berkeley

• KANG,HYUNSEUNG
  Assistant Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2015 University of Pennsylvania

• KANG,JUNSU
  Assistant Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2010 Seoul National University

• KANN,STEPHANIE
  Sr Student Serv Coord
  Engineering Student Development
  MS 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• KANTROWITZ,STEPHEN
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1995 Princeton University

• KAPLAN,ALLISON G
  Faculty Associate
  Information School
  EDD 2006 University of Delaware

• KAPLAN,DAVID
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1987 Univ of California Los Angeles

• KAPUST,DANIEL
  Professor
  Political Science
• KARASOV, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1981 Univ of California Los Angeles

• KARLE, ALBRECHT
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1994 Fachhochschule Munchen

• KARLS, LYNETTE
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Nutritional Sciences
  MS 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KARPPARRY
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KARPUKHIN, SERGEY ANATOLYEVICH
  Lecturer
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KARPUS, WILLIAM J
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1991 Wayne State University

• KARTHKEYAN, KRISHNAPURAM
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PhD 1997 Pennsylvania State University

• KASIETA, ROBERT J.
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1983 Marquette University

• KASPAR, CHARLES
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1986 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• KASTBERG, ERIN ELIZABETH
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2004 University of Iowa

• KATS, MIKHAIL
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2013 Harvard University

• KAUFMAN, DIXON B
  Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 1994 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• KAUFMAN, PAUL L.
  Professor Emer
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science

• KAUFMAN, PAUL L.
  Professor Emer
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  MD 1967 New York University

• KAUSHANSKAYA, MARGARITA
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2007 Northwestern University

• KAWAOKA, YOSHIHIRO
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1983 Hokkaido University

• KAWASAKI, JASON K
  Assistant Professor
  Material Science & Engineering
  PHD 2014 U of California-Santa Barbara

• KEAN, RONALD P.
  Faculty Associate
  Animal Sciences
  MS 1993 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• KEANE, MARK
  Professor L/I
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  MA 1980 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• KEANE, MARTIN T.
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KEBUS, MYRON JOSEPH
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences

• KECHELE, LEAH MCLAUGHLIN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2016 Rush University

• KECK, JAMES L
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1997 Univ of California Berkeley

• KEEFOVER-RING, KEN
  Assistant Professor
  Botany
  PHD 2008 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• KEELER, KASEY
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2016 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• KEENAN, THOMAS D
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Dermatology
  PHD 2019 Mayo Foundation

• KEEPMAN, SAMUEL
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• KELES, SUNDUZ  
  Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2003 Univ of California Berkeley

• KELLEHER, J. PAUL  
  Associate Professor  
  History of Medicine & Bioethics  
  PHD 2008 Cornell University

• KELLER, DEBORAH L.V.  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Ev Mba Program Office  
  MBA 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KELLER, LYNN  
  Professor  
  English  
  PHD 1981 University of Chicago

• KELLER, NANCY  
  Professor  
  Med Microbiology & Immunology  
  PHD 1990 Cornell University

• KELLER, RICHARD C  
  Professor  
  History of Medicine & Bioethics  
  PHD 2001 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• KELLEY, CAROLYN  
  Professor  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 1993 Stanford University

• KELLEY, THERESA M  
  Professor  
  English  
  PHD 1977 Northwestern University

• KELLY, KRISTY  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KELLY, SHAWN T.  
  Dis Faculty Associate  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  MLA 1987 University of Arizona

• KELROY, BRIAN JAMES  
  Lecturer  
  Dairy Science  
  BS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KEMNITZ, JOSEPH WILLIAM  
  Professor  
  Cell and Regenerative Biology  
  PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KEMPINEN, BERNHART  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Law School  
  JD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KENDALL, NANCY O.  
  Professor  
  Educational Policy Studies  
  PHD 2004 Stanford University

• KENDZIORSKI, CHRISTINA M.  
  Professor  
  Biostatistics and Medical Info  
  PHD 1998 Marquette University

• KENNAN, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 1973 Northwestern University

• KENNEY, CATHARINE CLARA  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Nursing  
  DNP 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

• KENNEY, SHANNON  
  Professor  
  Oncology  
  MD 1979 Yale University

• KENNYAMANDA DILLARD  
  Senior Lecturer  
  School of Business  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KENOYER, JONATHAN MARK  
  Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

• KENTAURUM EXUM  
  Associate Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2006 University of Texas at Austin
• KENT, K C
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Surgery
  MD 1981 U of California San Francisco

• KENT, PAUL
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KEPLEY, VANCE
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KERCHEVAL, JESSE
  Professor
  English
  MFA 1986 University of Iowa

• KERN, ADAM L.
  Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1997 Harvard University

• KERR, MARGARET
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2017 Claremont McKenna College

• KERSNAR, DAVID
  Senior Lecturer
  Theatre and Drama
  MFA 2008 Northwestern University

• KEOVER, HOWARD RIECK
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences

• KEULER, NICHOLAS STEPHEN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Statistics
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KEYSER, RICHARD
  Senior Lecturer
  Law, Society and Justice
  PHD 2011 Johns Hopkins University

• KHALAFI, LIDA
  Lecturer
  Chemistry
  PHD 2007 University of Bu Ali Sina

• KHAN, NAGHMA
  Associate Scientist
  Dermatology
  PHD 2004

• KHATIB, HASAN
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1994 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

• KHEDUP, JAMPA
  Senior Lecturer
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1997 University of Mysore

• KHIMATILLA, UMIDA
  Lecturer
  Ctr For Rus East Eur Cent Asia
  MS 2013 Indiana University

• KIEFER, DAVID
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Family Medicine
  MD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KIESER, MARA
  Professor (CHS)
  Academic Affairs
  MS 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KISSLING, LAURA LEE
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1989 Yale University

• KIGEYA, DANIEL
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KILEY, PATRICIA J.
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• KIANG, STEPHEN
  Associate Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2011 University of Connecticut

• KIM, CHANWOO
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2011 Brown University

• KIM, CHARLES
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2007 Columbia University

• KIM, HIYOON
  Assistant Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2016 Univ of California Los Angeles

• KIM, JEE-SEON
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2001 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• KIM, KYUNG-SUN
  Professor
  Information School
  PHD 1998 University of Texas at Austin

• KIM, KYUNG-MANN
Professor
Biostatistics and Medical Info
PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KIM, NAM C
  Associate Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2010 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- KIM, SUNG SIN
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 2001 Georgia Inst of Technology

- KIM, YOUNG
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2004 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- KIM, YOUNGHYUN
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2013 Seoul National University

- KIM, YUNJI
  Assistant Professor
  Planning & Landscape Architect
  PHD 2016 Cornell University

- KIMBLE, JUDITH E.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1978 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

- KIMMEL, PAUL
  Senior Lecturer
  Accounting and Information Sys
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KIMPLE, MICHELLE
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2003 Univ of NC At Chapel Hill

- KIMPLE, RANDY
  Associate Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2003 Univ of NC At Chapel Hill

- KINDAMY JO HAAVisto
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KING, BARBARA
  Associate Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KING, M. BRUCE
  Faculty Associate
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KING, STEVE
  Adjunct Instructor
  Ex Mba Program Office
  MA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KINSELLA, HELEN
  Associate Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2003 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- KINTNER, EILEEN KAE
  Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 1996 University of Arizona

- KINZLEY, JUDD
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2012 Univ of California San Diego

- KIRK, GWENDOLYN SARAH
  Assoc Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD 2016 University of Texas at Austin

- KIRKORIAN, HEATHER
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

- KIRKPATRICK, BRIAN WAYNE
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KIRPALANI, RISHABH
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2016 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- KISSICK, MICHAEL WILLIAM
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KITA, ANGELA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KLAIS, MADGE
  Assistant Prof Emer
  Information School
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KLASSY, BONNIE JEAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Kinesiology
  EDM 2000 Beloit College

- KLATT, JOHN
  Assistant Dean/M-L
  Cals Academic Affairs
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- KLEBA, PATRICIA A
Faculty Associate
School of Nursing
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Green Bay

KLEEDEHN,MARK G
Asst Professor (CHS)
Radiology
MD 2010 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

KLEHR,MARY RAIMONDA
Lecturer
Curriculum and Instruction
PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KLEIJWEGT,MARC
Professor
History
PHD 1991 Netherlands

KLEIN,BRUCE STEVEN
Professor
Pediatrics
MD 1978 Boston University

KLEPP,BARRY BURNELL
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KLIWER,MARK A
Professor
Radiology
MD 1985 Duke University

KLING,PAMELA J
Professor
Pediatrics
MD 1985 University of Iowa

KLINGELE,CECELIA
Associate Professor
Law School
JD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KLINGENBERG,DAN
Professor
Chemical and Biological Engr
PHD 1990 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

KLOCKE,SONJA
Associate Professor
German, Nordic, and Slavic
PHD 2007 Indiana University

KLUG,HEINZ
Professor
Law School
SJD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KLUGE,BRIAN
Lecturer
Art
MFA 2011 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

KNISHKA,SCOTT
Clinical Asst Prof
School of Pharmacy
BS 1992 Purdue University

KNOLL,LAURA
Professor
Med Microbiology & Immunology
PHD 1994 Washington University

KOBERNUSZ,JEFF
Clinical Instructor
School of Nursing
MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KOCH,PAUL
Assistant Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KODESH,NEIL
Associate Professor
History
PHD 2004 Northwestern University

KOELLER,ARLYN A.
Preceptor
Volunteer Staff
MD 1961 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KOENIG,JANE
Senior Lecturer
English
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KOENIGS,MICHAEL ROBERT
Associate Professor
Psychiatry
PHD 2006 University of Iowa

KOHLER,JONATHAN EMERSON
Asst Professor (CHS)
Surgery
MD 2005 University of Chicago

KOKJOHN,SAGE
Assistant Professor
Mechanical Engineering
PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KOLKOWITZ,SHIMON
Assistant Professor
Physics
PHD 2015 Harvard University

KOLOWRAT,KATIE M
Clinical Instructor  
School of Nursing  
MSN 2016 Chamberlain College of Nursing

• KOLTYN, KELLI FAYE  
  Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KONG, JOOYOUNG  
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2016 Boston College

• KONOPACKI, LARRY ALLEN  
  Lecturer  
  Cals Academic Affairs  
  JD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KONZ, ANDREA  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Maryland College Park

• KOPACEK, KAREN  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  School of Pharmacy  
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KORNBLUM, RENA  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Dance  
  MA 1983 Drexel University

• KOROSEC, FRANK RICHARD  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Radiology  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KOSAKI, LIANE  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  PHD 1984 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• KOSCHAR, RUDY  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1979 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• KOSOF, DAVID  
  Instructor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 2019 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• KOSS, PHILLIP A.  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1981

• KOTELNICKI, MARYRUTH  
  Assoc Student Sv Spec  
  Wiscience  
  MS 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KOTHANDARAMAN, MEENA  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MS 1995 Syracuse University

• KOTLOSKI, ROBERT JOSEPH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Neurology  
  PHD 2007 Duke University

• KOTULLA, RALF C  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KOU, SINDO  
  Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 1977 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• KOUTRIS, PARIS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2015 University of Washington

• KOYKKAR, JOSEPH  
  Professor  
  Dance  
  DMA 1983 University Of Miami

• KOZA, JULIA  
  Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• KOZEL, VALERIE  
  Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs  
  PHD 2016 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• KRABBENHOFT, KAREN MARIE  
  Senior Lecturer  
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KRACHEY, JOSEPH  
  Faculty Associate  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  MS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KRAINER, ROBERT  
  Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD 1964 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• KRAMER, BETTY J  
  Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 1991 University of Washington

• KRANNER, PAUL WILLIAM  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Anesthesiology  
  MD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• KRATTIGER-ZILTENER, NANCY JOAN
Faculty

KRAUS, CONNIE
Professor (CHS)
School of Pharmacy
PHARMD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KRAUTHAMER-MALONEY, AMY BETH
Assoc Lecturer
Curriculum and Instruction
MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KRCHNAVEK, KATHLEEN ANN
Asst Faculty Assoc
Social Work
MSSW 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KREEGER, PAM
Associate Professor
Biomedical Engineering
PHD 2005 Northwestern University

KREITMAIR, KAROLA
Assistant Professor
History of Medicine & Bioethics
PHD 2019 Stanford University

KRELING, DAVID
Professor Emer
School of Pharmacy
PHD 1984 University of Texas at Austin

KRISHNAMURTHY, ANANTH
Professor
Industrial and Systems Engr
PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KRISHNASWAMY, BHUVANA
Assistant Professor
Electrical and Computer Engr
PHD 2018 Georgia Inst of Technology

KROLL, AMY KNOTT
Clinical Assoc Prof
Communication Sci & Disorders
AUD 2008 Salus University

KROUK, DEAN N.
Assistant Professor
German, Nordic, and Slavic
PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

KRUEGER, CHARLES A.
Senior Lecturer
Engineering Professional Devlp
MBA 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

KRUEGER, KATIE
Lecturer
Marketing
MBA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KRUG, HEATHER
Clinical Assoc Prof
Communication Sci & Disorders
MA 2011 Indiana University

KRUGER, ERIC
Professor
Forest and Wildlife Ecology
PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KRUGNER-HIGBY, LISA
Clinical Assoc Prof
Surgical Sciences
DVM 1983

KRUMMEN-LEE, GAIL A
Clinical Instructor
School of Nursing
MSN 2016 Herzing College

KRUPENKIN, TOM
Associate Professor
Mechanical Engineering
PHD 1996 Case Western Reserve Univ.

KRUSE, CAROLYN JANE
Assoc Lecturer
Information School
MA 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KUBSCH, SYLVIA M.
Faculty Associate
School of Nursing
PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

KUCHARIK, CHRISTOPHER
Professor
Agronomy
PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Kucher, Jan Charles
Adjunct Professor
Civil and Environmental Engr
BS 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Platteville

Kuchnia, Adam J.
Assistant Professor
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 2017 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

KUCIN, AMY V.
Assoc Lecturer
Social Work
MSSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KUECH, THOMAS
Professor
Chemical and Biological Engr
PHD 1981 California Institute of Tech

KUERMEL, ANDREW L
• **KUHL,ASHLEY ELIZABETH**  
  Clin Genetic Counselor  
  Pediatrics  
  MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **KUHN,BRIANNA RENEE**  
  Lecturer  
  Bba Program Office

• **KUHRASCH,CINDY**  
  Faculty Associate  
  Kinesiology  
  MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• **KUKA,RONALD**  
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  MFA 2011 University of Iowa

• **KULIG,STEVEN**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs  
  MPA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **KULJU,LORI A**  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Nursing  
  PhD 2013 U of Northern Colorado

• **KUMAR,SATHISH**  
  Associate Professor  
  Comparative Biosciences  
  DVM 1996 Tamil Nadu Vet & Ani Sci Univ

• **KUO,JOHN S**  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Neurological Surgery  
  PhD 1998 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• **KURTZ,ROBIN**  
  Dis Faculty Associate  
  Bacteriology  
  PhD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **KURUTZ,MARIA**  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Design Studies  
  BA 1979 Mount Mary College

• **KUZUHARA,LOREN**  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Management and Human Resources  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **KWAN,JASON**  
  Assistant Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 2010 University of Florida

• **KWEKKEBOOM,KRISTINE**  
  Professor  
  School of Nursing  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **KWIECINSKI,BROOKE RENEE**  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 2008 Highland Park Community Coll

• **KWON,GLEN**  
  Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 1991 University of Utah

• **KWON,OH HOON**  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2012 Michigan State University

• **KYDD,ANDREW**  
  Professor  
  Political Science  
  PHD 1996 University of Chicago

• **L’ECUYER,TRISTAN S**  
  Associate Professor  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 2001 Colorado State University

• **LA ROWE,TARA LEA**  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **LA VIGNE,MICHELE**  
  Dis Clinical Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 1978 George Washington University

• **LA,CHI**  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Engineering Professional Devlp  
  MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **LABELLE,SUSAN M**  
  Faculty Associate  
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program  
  MBA 1989 Northern Illinois University

• **LABOSKI,CARRIE**  
  Professor  
  Soil Science  
  PhD 2001 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• **LADSON-BILLINGS,GLORIA J.**  
  Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 1984 Stanford University

• **LAESEKE,PAUL FRANCIS**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Radiology  
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• LAFFIN, JENNIFER  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Disease Prevention Admin  
  PHD 2003 University of Iowa  

• LAGALLY, MAX G.  
  Professor Emer  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LAGRO, JAMES  
  Professor  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  PHD 1991 Cornell University  

• LAI, HUICHUAN  
  Professor  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LAJCAK, RENEE  
  Senior Lecturer  
  English  
  MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  

• LAKE, WENDELL  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Neurological Surgery  
  MD 2007 University of Kentucky  

• LAKES, RODERIC  
  Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 1975 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst  

• LAKKARAJU, APARNA  
  Associate Professor  
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities  

• LAMB, JENNY  
  Lecturer  
  Theatre and Drama  
  MFA 2017 DELL'ARTE INT SCH-PHY THEATER  

• LAMBERT, PAUL  
  Professor  
  Oncology  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LAMMING, DUDLEY W  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2008 Harvard University  

• LAMONT, LIANA  
  Faculty Associate  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LANDGRAF, THOMAS ALLAN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
  BBA 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LANDICK, ROBERT  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1983 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor  

• LANDIS, CLARK R.  
  Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 1983 University of Chicago  

• LANDRY, MARY SUE SCHLACK  
  Clinical Professor  
  Sexual/Reproductive Health  
  MD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LANG, JOSHUA MICHAEL  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 2006 Univ of Illinois at Chicago  

• LANG, LAURA MICHELLE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  General Administration  
  EDD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LANGENFELD, MICHELLE  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  EDD 1999 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul  

• LANGER, ULLRICH  
  Professor  
  French and Italian  
  PHD 1980 Princeton University  

• LANKAU, RICHARD  
  Assistant Professor  
  Plant Pathology  
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Davis  

• LANZA, FEDERICA  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Geoscience  
  PHD 2016 Michigan Technological Univ  

• LAPIN, JOSHUA ADAM  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• LAPI, ELIZABETH  
  Associate Professor  
  History  
  PHD 2007 Johns Hopkins University  

• LAPLANTE, MARK J  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Finance  
  PHD 2003 University of Washington  

• LAPLANTE, STACIE  
  Associate Professor  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 2005 University of Washington
• LARGET, BRETT ROBERT  
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

• LAROCHE, CHRISTOPHER SHAWN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MS 2009 Bentley College

• LARSEN-KLODD, KATHRYN  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LARSON, ELIZABETH  
  Associate Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Southern California

• LARSON, JENNIFER CISKE  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science  
  MD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LARSON, LAURIE J.  
  Senior Scientist  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  DVM 1987 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• LARSON, REBECCA  
  Associate Professor  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 2010 Michigan State University

• LARSON-GUENETTE, JULIE CHRISTINE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LASKEY, FRANCES  
  Lecturer  
  School of Business  
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LATIMER, TIMOTHY  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LATTIS, JAMES MARION  
  Faculty Associate  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LAU, JASON J  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LAUGHON, ALLEN  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 1983 University of Utah

• LAUHON, CHARLES  
  Associate Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

• LAUER, DIANE RUTH  
  Professor  
  School of Nursing  
  PHD 1987 University Of Rochester

• LAUVER, DIANE RUTH  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LAYNE, ELIZABETH ANN  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2002 Colorado State University

• LAYOUN, MARY N.  
  Professor  
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies  
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• LAZARIAN, ALEX  
  Professor  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 1995 University of Cambridge

• LAZIMY, RAFI  
  Associate Professor  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  DBA 1978 Harvard University

• LE COUNT, DAVID  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2011 University of Denver

• LE, HAU D  
  Assistant Professor  
  Surgery  
  MD 2005 Boston University

• LEACHMAN, GWENDOLYN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Law School  
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

• LEAL, MIGUEL A  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 2001 Universidade Federal do Ceara

• LEARY, JAMES P  
  Professor Emer  
  Ctr Study Upper Midwest Culture  
  PHD 1977 Indiana University
• LECKRONE, MICHAEL E.
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MA 1961 Butler University

• LECLAIR, JESSICA
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing

• LEDERER, SUSAN MARIE
  Professor
  History of Medicine & Bioethics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, ALICIA
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 2006 Univ of Southern California

• LEE, CAROL EUNMI
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1997 Univ of California San Diego

• LEE, CHOUA
  Lecturer
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  MA 2011 Edgewood College

• LEE, GRACE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, HELEN
  Assistant Professor
  Art
  MFA 2006 Rhode Island School of Design

• LEE, JOHN
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 1992 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• LEE, JONAS J
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1996 University of Kansas

• LEE, LAURA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, RACHEL
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, STACEY
  Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 1991 University of Pennsylvania

• LEE, YOUNGSOOK
  Associate Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEFF, PAUL ADAM
  Lecturer
  Finance
  MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEGARE, JANET MARIE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Pediatrics
  MD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEGENZA, LAUREL
  Assoc Lecturer
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEIGHTY, CORINNE MEI
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2013 Univ of California Davis

• LEITH, ELIZABETH A.
  Lecturer
  Anthropology
  MA 2006 University of Oklahoma

• LEKO, MELINDA
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 2008 University of Florida

• LEMASTER, TRACY WENDT
  Lecturer
  Gender and Women's Studies
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEMPRSTEFFEN
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1986 University of Chicago

• LENNIX, SHAWN
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LENTZ, RASMUS
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2002 Northwestern University

• LEPOWSKY, MARIAR
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1981 Univ of California Berkeley

• LESCH, CAROLYN
  Senior Lecturer
  Law, Society and Justice
  MSSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LESIEUTRE, BERNIE
Professor
Electrical and Computer Engr
PHD 1993 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- LESLIE, ISAAC SOHN
  Assoc Research Spec
  Planning & Landscape Architect
  MA 2016 University of New Hampshire

- LESLIE, TREVOR M
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

- LESSARD, LAURENT
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2011 Stanford University

- LEUIN, ALLISON SANDRA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2015

- LEVCHENKO, ALEX
  Associate Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2009 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- LEVCHENKO, POLINA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Human Devel and Family Studies
  PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- LEVENSON, BARRY MARTIN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1974 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LEVERTY, TYLER
  Associate Professor
  Risk and Insurance
  PHD 2005 Georgia State University

- LEVIN, LEONARD A.
  Professor (CHS)
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 1988 Harvard University

- LEVINE, OLIVER
  Associate Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2011 University of Pennsylvania

- LEVINE, STEVEN ALAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1973 Georgetown University

- LEVY-HUSSEN, AIDA
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2009 Emory University

- LEWANDOWSKI, GINA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Curriculum and Instruction
  MA 1990 Ohio State University

- LEW, ANDREW
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  BVM 2010 University of Edinburgh

- LEWIS, PETER W
  Assistant Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

- LEWIS-WILLIAMS, TRACY
  Faculty Associate
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2011 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

- LHOST, ELIZABETH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law, Society and Justice
  PHD 2017 University of Chicago

- LI, CHIAO-PING
  Professor
  Dance
  MA 1989 Univ of California Los Angeles

- LI, JAMES
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2013 Univ of California Los Angeles

- LI, JANE
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2009 Purdue University

- LI, JINGSHAN
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- LI, WAN-JU

- LI, QIN
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor
Rehabilitation Medicine
PHD 2004 Thomas Jefferson University

• LI, WEIJIA
Assistant Professor
German, Nordic, and Slavic
PHD 2009 Ohio State University

• LI, WENLI
Adjunct Professor
Dairy Science
PHD 2011 Indiana University

• LI, YAFEI
Professor
Language Sciences Program
PHD 1990 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• LI, YIN
Assistant Professor
Biostatistics and Medical Info
PHD 2019 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LI, YUHANG
Assistant Professor
Art History
PHD 2011 University of Chicago

• LIANG, YINGYU
Assistant Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2014 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LIANG, YUN
Assistant Professor
Med Microbiology & Immunology
PHD 2019 Univ of California San Diego

• LIAO, PENTING
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2009 National Taiwan University

• LIBLIT, BEN
Associate Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

• LIDOR, ANNE
Professor (CHS)
Surgery
MD 1996 Touro College

• LIEN, CHRISTINE
Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIESCH, PJ
Asst Faculty Assoc
Entomology
MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIGHT, MICHAEL THOMAS
Associate Professor
Sociology
PHD 2013 Pennsylvania State University

• LIKOS, WILLIAM
Professor
Civil and Environmental Engr
PHD 2000 Colorado School of Mines

• LIM, AILAM LEE
Clinical Asst Prof
Madison Virology
PHD 2011 Michigan State University

• LIM, BYUNG-JIN
Associate Professor
Asian Languages and Cultures
PHD 2003 Indiana University

• LIM, CHAEYOON
Professor
Sociology
PHD 2007 Harvard University

• LIM, NOAH
Professor
Marketing
PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

• LIN, JASON CHIEH-SHEN
Senior Lecturer
Engineering Professional Devlp
PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LINCECUM, STEFFANI C
Assoc Lecturer
Theatre and Drama
MFA 1990 Tulane University

• LINDBERG, SARA
Asst Professor (CHS)
Population Health Sciences
PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LINDEMANN, ABIGAIL MARGRET MACLAY
Assoc Lecturer
Asian Languages and Cultures
PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LINDEROTH, JEFFREY
Professor
Industrial and Systems Engr
PHD 1998 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LINDQUIST, MARK A
Senior Lecturer
School of Business
PHD 1981 Indiana University

• LINDROTH, RICK
Professor
Entomology
PHD 1984 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• LINDSAY, KEISHA
Associate Professor
Gender and Women's Studies
PHD 2009 University of Chicago

• LINSMEIER, THOMAS J.
  Professor
  Accounting and Information Sys
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIPASTI, MIKKO
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1997 Carnegie-Mellon University

• LIPINSKI, ROBERT JAN
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIPTON, PETER
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1969 U of California San Francisco

• LISOWSKI, DAN
  Associate Professor
  Theatre and Drama
  MFA 2009 Yale University

• LITOFSKY, RUTH Y
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1991 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• LITZELMAN, KRISTIN
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIU, BO
  Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 1993 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Syracuse

• LIU, GLENN
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1997 Thomas Jefferson University

• LIU, KAIBO
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2013 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LIU, QING
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2006 Ohio State University

• LIU, ZHENG-YU
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• LIVANOS, CHRISTOPHER
  Associate Professor
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies
  PHD 2001 Harvard University

• LIVNY, MIRON
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Weizmann Institute of Science

• LIVORNI, ERENESTO
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1990 University of Connecticut

• LIWE, AMELIA JOAN
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Asian Studies
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LLOYD, RICARDO VINCENT
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOCH-WOUTERS, MARGE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOCKWOOD, ALAN
  Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  EDD 1970 Harvard University

• LOContE, NOELLE
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2000 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• LOEB, DAN
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1988 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• LOEBER, SAMANTHA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2015 Colorado State University

• LOESER, THOMAS
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1992 U of Massachusetts Dartmouth

• LOEW, PATTY
  Professor
  Life Sciences Communications
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOEWE, LAURENCE
  Assistant Professor
  Medical Genetics
  PHD 2002 Technische Universitat Munchen

• LOEWEN, CARIN
Asst Faculty Assoc
Genetics
PHD 2005 Colorado State University

• LOFTON, LAUREN K.
  Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  JD 2003 Washington University

• LOGAN, JOHN A.
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1977 Cornell University

• LOH, PO-LING
  Assistant Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

• LOH, WEI-YIN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1982 Univ of California Berkeley

• LOHEIDE II, STEVEN PAUL
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2006 Stanford University

• LOJKINE, STEFANE
  Visiting Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1993 Univ Denis Diderot Paris VII

• LOKUTA, ANDREW J
  Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1993 Univ Of Maryland At Baltimore

• LONG, SHARON
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1994 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• LONG, XIAOYANG
  Assistant Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 2017 Hong Kong Univ of Sci & Tech

• LONGINOVIC, TOMISLAV
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1990 University of Iowa

• LONGLEY, B. JACK
  Professor
  Dermatology
  MD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOOK, KEVIN
  Assistant Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOPEZ, JASON
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2016 Indiana University

• LOPEZ, LORI
  Associate Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2012 Univ of Southern California

• LOPEZ-HERNANDEZ, ARNOLDO
  Lecturer
  Food Science
  PHD 2006 Universidad Veracruzana

• LORD PLUMMER, KIM
  Senior Lecturer
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LORENZ, ROBERT
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOTFALLAH, WAHIK BOULOS
  Visiting Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOTHARY, BRITTA N
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2012 Maryville Univ Of St. Louis

• LOTHE, KATIE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• LOTTA, CORISSA
  Faculty Associate
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 2001 Arizona State University

• LOU, XUELIN
  Assistant Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 2001 China, Ppl's Rep of (mainland)

• LOUDEN, MARK
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1988 Cornell University

• LOUIE, NICOLE L
  Assistant Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Berkeley

• LOVELACE, DAVID MICHAEL
  Assistant Scientist
  Geoscience
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LOYD, JENNA M
- LOZONSCHI, LUCIAN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Surgery
  MD 1995
- LU, QIONGSHI
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2017 Yale University
- LU, REBECCA WILLETT
  Associate Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2005 Rice University
- LUBNER, SAM JOSEPH
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
- LUBSEN, JULIA R
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 2013 Yale University
- LUDWIG, KIP ALLAN
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2009
- LUEDTKE, JIM
  Associate Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2007 Georgia Inst of Technology
- LUKSZYS, PETER B
  Senior Lecturer
  Grainger Ctr For Scm
  MBA 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
- LUND, JANE RENEE
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
- LUPYAN, GARY
  Associate Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2007 Carnegie-Mellon University
- LUTFI, ROBERT
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1980 Loyola University of Chicago
- LUTZ, ROBERT SCOTT
  Associate Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1987 Oregon State University
- LUZZIO, CHRISTOPHER C
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MD 1993 Univ of Kansas Medical Center
- LYNCH, DAN
  Assistant Professor
  Accounting and Information Sys
  PHD 2014 Michigan State University
- LYNN, DAVID M.
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1999 California Institute of Tech
- LYONS, GARY EDWARD
  Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1986 University of Pennsylvania
- LYONS, JOHN DAVID
  Assoc Lecturer
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
- MA, ZHENQIANG
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
- LUDWIG, KIP ALLAN
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
MACAULAY, MONICA
Professor
Language Sciences Program
PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

MACDONALD, MARYELLEN
Professor
Psychology
PHD 1986 Univ of California Los Angeles

MACGUIDWIN, ANN E.
Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 1983 Michigan State University

MACHOIAN, RONALD
Senior Lecturer
Is Major
PHD 2002 Univ of Missouri-Kansas City

MACKAY, JOHN
Associate Professor
Philosophy
PHD 2011 Princeton University

MACKIE, THOMAS R.
Professor Emer
Engineering Physics
PHD 1984 University of Alberta

MADEIRA, LUIS
Professor
Spanish and Portuguese
PHD 1991 Univ of California San Diego

MAEDA, HIROSHI
Associate Professor
Botany
PHD 2006 Michigan State University

MAGANTI, RAMA K
Professor (CHS)
Neurology
MD 1987

MAGNOLFI, LORENZO
Assistant Professor
Economics
PHD 2016 Yale University

MAGNUSON, KATHERINE ANNE
Professor
Social Work
PHD 2002 Northwestern University

MAGUIRE, MICHAEL
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Civil Soc & Community Studies
MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

MAHALINGAM, RAMAMURTHY
Assistant Professor
Agronomy

MAHER, JESSICA M
Lecturer
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

MAHMOUD, AHMED I
Assistant Professor
Cell and Regenerative Biology
PHD 2012 Southwestern University

MAKI, DENNIS G.
Professor Emer
Medicine
MD 1967 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

MAKI, LYNN MARIE
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 2012 Edgewood College

MAKI, THOMAS R.
Professor Emer
Engineering Physics
PHD 1979 University of Chicago

MALBERG, JESSICA
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2012 Univ of Colorado at Denver

MALECKI, KRISTEN
Assistant Professor
Population Health Sciences
PHD 2005 Johns Hopkins University

MALITSKY, EUGENIA
Lecturer
Mathematics
MA 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

MALOVSKY, MIROSLAV
Professor
Med Microbiology & Immunology
PHD 1980 Charles University

MALLOW, PAOLA
Assistant Professor
Marketing
PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

MALONE, KRISTA-LEE MEGHAN
Faculty Associate
Curriculum and Instruction
PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

MAHALED, MARK
Associate Professor
Med Microbiology & Immunology
PHD 2005 Princeton University
• MANDELL, ALICE HELENE
  Assistant Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Los Angeles

• MANI, B. VENKAT
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

• MANN, TERRY MICHAEL
  Senior Lecturer
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  MS 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MANS, CHRISTOPH
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2006 Universitat Leipzig

• MANSFIELD, JOHN
  Professor Emer
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1971 Ohio State University

• MANSFIELD, MARSHA
  Dis Clinical Prof
  Law School
  JD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MAQLU
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2016 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• MARAVELIAS, CHRISTOS
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 2004 Carnegie-Mellon University

• MARCHE II, JORDAN DALE
  Senior Lecturer
  Astronomy
  PHD 2011 Indiana University

• MARCOTT, SHAUN ANDREW
  Assistant Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2011 Oregon State University

• MARCOUILLER, DAVID
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Architect
  PHD 1992 Oklahoma State University

• MARES, MARIE-LOUISE
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARES-PERLMAN, JULIE ANNE
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARGOLIES, JUSTIN IRVING
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  MA 2016

• MARGOLIS, AMANDA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARI-BEFFA, GLORIA
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1991 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MARIN-SPIOTTA, ERIKA
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• MARKEL, MARK D.
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1990 Mayo Foundation

• MARKER, PAUL
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1998 Stanford University

• MARKLEY, JOHN L.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1970 Harvard University

• MARLER, CATHERINE
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1990 Arizona State University

• MAROLT, RICK
  Lecturer
  Management and Human Resources
  MA 1985 Princeton University

• MARQUES, FERNANDO JAVIER
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2005 Universidad de Buenos Aires

• MARQUEZ, BENJAMIN
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARSHALL, ERNIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
MSW 2003 San Diego State University

- MARSHALL, NANCY
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1998 Yale University

- MARSHALL, SIMON LINDSAY
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2010 Princeton University

- MARTELL-ARQUETTE, ANNA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARTIN, ANN SMART
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1993 Clg of William & Mary-Virginia

- MARTIN, BETH
  Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARTIN, JOHN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARTIN, JONATHAN EDWARD
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1992 University of Washington

- MARTIN, KERRY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Integrative Biology
  MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARTIN, LISA
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1989 Harvard University

- MARTIN, THOMAS F J
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1974 Harvard University

- MARTINEZ, MARCOS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Electrical and Computer Eng
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARTINEZ-DONATE, ANA
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1999 Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

- MARTINS, JP
  Assistant Professor
  Medical Sciences

- MARTYSARAH
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Outreach
  MBA 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MARULASIDDAPPA, SURESH
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1995 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

- MARX, ABYGAIL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MASEMANN, BRONWEN
  Instructional Spec
  Information School
  MLIS 2016 University of Toronto

- MASON, ANDREA H
  Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2001 Simon Fraser University

- MASON, JOSEPH
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MASROUR, FARID
  Associate Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2008 University of Arizona

- MASSEY, ANNE P
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 1991 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

- MASSOGLIA, MICHAEL A
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MASSON, PATRICK
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 1985 Fac Des Sci Agro DE Gembloux

- MASTERS, KRISTYN
  Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Rice University

- MATHIEU, ROBERT D.
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley
• MATHUR, SAMEER KUMAR  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 1999 Northwestern University

• MATSUMURA, ELLA MAE  
  Professor  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 1984 University of British Columbia

• MATTHEWS, PERCIVAL G  
  Assistant Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2010 Vanderbilt University

• MATTHIES, ROBIN  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MAUK, MATTHEW THOMAS  
  Lecturer  
  Art  
  MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MAUTHE, MAGPIE SW  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Intl Div Administration  
  MSW 1997

• MAVRIKAKIS, MANOS  
  Professor  
  Chemical and Biological Engr  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MAWST, LUKE  
  Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• MAXIM, LAURENTIU  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

• MAXTED, SHELLEY SCHMIDT  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MAYER, KENNETH  
  Professor  
  Political Science  
  PHD 1988 Yale University

• MAYSERS, JOSHUA B  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Law, Society and Justice  
  JD 1991 Chicago-Kent College Of Law

• MAYHEW, BRIAN W  
  Professor  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 1997 University of Arizona

• MAYNARD, DOUGLAS W.  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 1979 U of California-Santa Barbara

• MAZACK, KATHRYN  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC ANULTY, JONATHAN FRANCIS  
  Professor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC BRIDE, PATRICK EDWARD  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Medicine  
  MD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC CUBE, SHARON  
  Faculty Associate  
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
  MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC CAMMON, DAN  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1971 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC CLAIN, ROBERT LESLIE  
  Faculty Associate  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC DANIEL, SARAH  
  Instructional Spec  
  Information School  
  MLIS 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC DERMOTT, ROBERT JAMES  
  Adjunct Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC GUINE, TIMOTHY AUSTIN  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Volunteer Staff  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC INTOSH, GWENEVERE CASEY  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MC KELLER, JOHN M  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Marketing  
  PHD 2000 San Diego State University

• MC LEOD, DOUGLAS  
  Professor  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Department</th>
<th>Address/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC SHANE-HELLENBRAND,KAREN</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Dance MFA 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAndrews, Carey</td>
<td>Associate Professor Planning &amp; Landscape Architect</td>
<td>PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCBRIDE, Erin K.</td>
<td>Clinical Assoc Prof Law School JD 2003 University of Iowa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCants, Michael</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer Statistics MS 2011 Kansas State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mccarthy, Liz</td>
<td>Sr Advisor Office Of Undergrad Advising MS 1991 Southern IL Univ.-Carbondale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mccary, Lindsay</td>
<td>Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof Volunteer Staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcclean, Megan</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Biomedical Engineering PHD 2009 Harvard University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcclure, Laura</td>
<td>Professor Classic &amp; Ancient Near E Stds PHD 1991 University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcclure, Michael Jay</td>
<td>Associate Professor Art History PHD 2006 Bryn Mawr College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcclug, Tim</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer Operations &amp; Information Mgmt PHD 1993 Purdue University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mccordalea Ingulli</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc Africa Center PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mccoy, Alfred</td>
<td>Professor History PHD 1977 Yale University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mccoy, M</td>
<td>Faculty Associate Asian Studies PHD 2005 Northwestern University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcculley, David James</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Pediatrics MD 2001 Thomas Jefferson University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCulloch, Timothy M</td>
<td>Professor Surgery MD 1985 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCulloh, Kate</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Botany PHD 2004 University of Utah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurdy, Martha L</td>
<td>Lecturer Kinesiology PHD 1988 Northwestern University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcdermott, Megan</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Law School JD 2000 Univ of California Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcdonald, David</td>
<td>Professor History PHD 1988 Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcfarland, Richard</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Anthropology PHD 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcgarr, Kathryn</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Journalism &amp; Mass Comm PHD 2017 Princeton University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcgee, Seth</td>
<td>Laboratory Mgr II Biology Core Curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGlamery, Thomas</td>
<td>Faculty Associate Engineering Professional Devlp PHD 2000 University of Texas at Austin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcgloin, Naomi</td>
<td>Professor Asian Languages and Cultures PHD 1972 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcgrahan, Pamela</td>
<td>Clinical Assoc Prof School of Nursing DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mchugh, Jaclyn A</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Counseling Psychology  
EDM 2018 University of Nebraska-Lincoln  

• MCINTYRE, BETH ELLEN  
Assoc Lecturer  
Information School  
MLS 2007 Simmons College  

• MCINTYRE, PETER  
Associate Professor  
Integrative Biology  
PHD 2006 Cornell University  

• MCKELVEY, CHRISTOPHER  
Lecturer  
Economics  
PHD 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles  

• MCKEOWN, JAMES  
Professor  
Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
PHD 1978 University of Cambridge  

• MCKINLEY, GALEN ANILE  
Professor  
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
PHD 2002 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech  

• MCKINNEY DE ROYSTON, MAXINE  
Assistant Professor  
Curriculum and Instruction  
PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley  

• MCKINNON, SARA  
Associate Professor  
Communication Arts  
PHD 2008 Arizona State University  

• MCKOWN, KEVIN M.  
Professor (CHS)  
Medicine  
MD 1983 Wayne State University  

• MCLELLAN, GILLIAN  
Associate Professor  
Surgical Sciences  
PHD 2000 University of London  

• MCMAHON, KATHERINE  
Professor  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 2002 Univ of California Berkeley  

• MCMAHON, ROBERT J.  
Professor  
Chemistry  
PHD 1985 Univ of California Los Angeles  

• MCMANUS, PATRICIA  
Professor  
Plant Pathology  
PHD 1994 Michigan State University  

• MCNEEL, DOUGLAS GORDON  
Professor  
Medicine  
PHD 1992 University of Chicago  

• MEAD, JULIE F  
Professor  
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MEAD, SCOTT MICHAEL  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Medicine  
MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MECOZZI, SANDRO  
Professor  
School of Pharmacy  
PHD 1996 California Institute of Tech  

• MEDINA, RUBEN  
Professor  
Spanish and Portuguese  
PHD 1990 Univ of California San Diego  

• MEDNICK, APHRA  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MSW 1998 Smith College  

• MEDELO, JOSHUA ERIC  
Associate Professor  
Neurological Surgery  
MD 1999 Univ of Illinois at Chicago  

• MEIER, ALISON  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MEILLER, LARRY  
Professor Emer  
Life Sciences Communications  
PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MEHLE, ANDREW  
Associate Professor  
Med Microbiology & Immunology  
PHD 2004 Harvard University  

• MEISERELSON, SCOTT  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MEINEN, AMY MICHELLE  
Outreach Prog Mgr II  
Medicine  
MPH 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities  

• MELDE, KATIE  
Clinical Instructor  
School of Nursing  

• MELLO, ANTONIO S  
Professor  
Finance  
PHD 1987 University of London  

• MELLOR, SCOTT  
Faculty Associate  
German, Nordic, and Slavic
• MENDONCA, ENEIDA A
  Associate Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2002 Columbia University

• MENECHELLA, GRAZIA
  Associate Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1994 University of Toronto

• MENZEL, ANNIE
  Assistant Professor
  Gender and Women’s Studies
  PHD 2014 University of Washington

• MERCADO, SARLI E
  Senior Lecturer
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2011 Boston University

• MERMELSTEIN, OMAR
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

• MERRINS, MATTHEW JAMES
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MERTZ, JANET
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1975 Stanford University

• MESSINA, JAMES
  Associate Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2011 University of San Diego

• MESSING, ALBEE
  Professor Emer
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1982 University of Pennsylvania

• METZLOFF, KYLE ERIC
  Professor L/I
  Material Science & Engineering
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEULENBELD, MARK R
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2006 Princeton University

• MEURIS, JIRS
  Assistant Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2018 University of Pittsburgh

• MEYER, DANIEL
  Professor
  Social Work

• MEYER, DANIEL
  Faculty Associate
  Mathematics
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, GABRIELE E.
  Associate Lecturer
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, MARK BENJAMIN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, STEPHEN JON
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1996 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• MEYER, STEPHEN JON
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MEYN, ION
  Professor Emer
  Comparative Biology
  PHD 1982 University of Pennsylvania

• MEZU-NDUBUISI, OLACHI
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 2003 Abia State University

• MICHELS, TONY
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1998 Stanford University

• MICHINI, CARLA
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2012 Univ Studi di Roma-La Sapienza

• MICKELSON, JAMIE IRENE
  Lecturer
  BBA Program Office
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIDDLECAM, CATHY
  Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MIERNOWSKA, EWA
  Senior Lecturer
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MIERNOWSKI, JAN
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1988 Universite Paris X Nanterre

- MIKKELSON, ANDREW
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Mechanical Engineering
  MS 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILENKOVIC, PAUL H.
  Associate Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1981 California Institute of Tech

- MILICIC, SRDJAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2007 Arizona State University

- MILKOWSKI, ANDREW
  Adjunct Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILLARD, MARK
  Inform Process ConsLt
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MS 2005 Indiana University

- MILLER, BARTON P.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

- MILLER, DENNIS
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILLER, ERIC
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MILLER, FRANKLIN
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2005 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- MILLER, JAIMIE L
  Clinical Instructor
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology
  DVM 2012 University of Florida

- MILLER, JAMES
  Faculty Associate
  Chemical and Biological Engr

PHD 1995 Carnegie-Mellon University

- MILLER, JANEL
  Lecturer
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MS 1984 Carnegie-Mellon University

- MILLER, JESSICA R
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILLER, JOSEPH S
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2002 Cornell University

- MILLER, MICHAEL
  Adjunct Instructor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  BS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILLER, PAUL E.
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1983 Michigan State University

- MILLER, PETER M
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2005 University of Utah

- MILLER, PHIL
  Assistant Dean/M
  School Of Business
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MILLER, SJ
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum and Instruction
  EDD 2005 University Of New Mexico

- MINSANGKEE
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley

- MINICHIHELLO, VINCENT JOSEPH
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 2012 Univ of Massachusetts Med Sch

- MIRSHARIFI, FATEMEH SADAT
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MISEY, ROBERT J
  Lecturer
  Accounting and Information Sys
  JD 1987 Vanderbilt University

- MISHRA, MITHILESH
  Senior Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
• MISTRETTA, CHARLES A.
  Professor Emer
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1968 Harvard University

• MITCHELL, CAROL K C
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  PHD 2002 Univ of Missouri-Kansas City

• MITCHELL, JULIE C
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

• MITCHELL, MANKAH
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITCHELL, MEG
  Associate Professor
  Art
  MFA 2008 Univ of Maryland College Park

• MITCHELL, PAUL
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 1999 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• MITCHELL, SUSAN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLS 2002 SUNY at Buffalo

• MITMAN, GREGG
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITROVIC, DIJANA
  Assoc Lecturer
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIYAMOTO, SHIGEKI
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1990 Univ of California Berkeley

• MIYAMOTO, YURI
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MIYASAKI, JAN KEIKO
  Senior Lecturer
  Asian American Studies
  JD 2011 Marquette University

• MLADENOFF, DAVID
  Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MLADENOFF, NANCY
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1987 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

• MOEDERSHEIM, SABINE
  Associate Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1992 Al Ludwig U-Freiburg Breisgau

• MOELLER, KATHRYN
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• MOHAN, PAULA RAE
  Senior Lecturer
  American Indian Studies
  MPP 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOMMAERTS, CORINA D
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2016 Yale University

• MOMONT, HARRY WALTER
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1985 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MONAHAN, LAURA A
  Assoc Lecturer
  Integrative Biology
  MS 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• MONETTE, RICHARD
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1988 University of Oregon
• MONSON, RICKY LEE  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Animal Sciences  
  BS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MONTGOMERY, JAMES  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MONTGOMERY, KATHLEEN E  
  Faculty Associate  
  Research Administration  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• MOONEY, MARGARET E.  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  MPA 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOORE, DARCIE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Neuroscience  
  PHD 2010 University Of Miami

• MOORE, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 1965 Northwestern University

• MOORE, LUCAS EARL  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOORE, SARAH A  
  Associate Professor  
  Geography  
  PHD 2006 University of Kentucky

• MOORE, SOPHIE SAPP  
  Lecturer  
  Inst for Environmental Studies

• MORALES, ALFONSO  
  Professor  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  PHD 1993 Northwestern University

• MORAN, NICKOLAS JAMES  
  Lecturer  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  DM 2012

• MOREAU, PAGE  
  Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 1998 Columbia University

• MORELLO, SAMANTHA L  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2006 Cornell University

• MORENO, MEGAN ANDREAS  
  Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2000 George Washington University

• MORGAN, DANE  
  Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

• MORGAN, MICHAEL C.  
  Professor  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 1994 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MORI, JUNKO  
  Professor  
  Asian Languages and Cultures  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MORIELLO, KAREN A.  
  Clinical Professor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1982 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• MORRILL, STEFANIE L  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MA 1995 SUNY at Buffalo

• MORRIS, JAMES GERARD  
  Professor Emer  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MORRIS, JEREMY  
  Associate Professor  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 2010 McGill University

• MORRIS, MARIO GERAL  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  JD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MORRIS, ZACHARY  
  Assistant Professor  
  Human Oncology  
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

• MORROW, KATHERINE  
  Associate Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 2003 Northwestern University

• MORROW, MICHAEL  
  Faculty Associate  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  ME 1995 Texas A & M University

• MORTADA, MOHAMMAD E  
  Clinical Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  Volunteer Staff  
  MD 1996

• MORTIMORE, ROBERT H.
Preceptor
Volunteer Staff
MD 1974 Northeastern Illinois Univ

- MOSER, AMY R.
  Associate Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 1983 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MOSES, TALLY
  Associate Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2003 Univ of California Los Angeles

- MOSHER, DEANE F.
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  MD 1968 Harvard University

- MOSKOWITZ, MARINA
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1999 Yale University

- MOSS, RICHARD L.
  Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1975 University of Vermont

- MOULT, DAVID
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MOUA, ELIZABETH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MOWERY, GREGORY
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 1980 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

- MOYNIHAN, DONALD P
  Professor
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
  PHD 2002 Syracuse University

- MUCKLOW, BELINDA
  Senior Lecturer
  Finance
  PHD 1990 Cornell University

- MUEHLENHAUS, IAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Geography
  PHD 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MUEHRER, REBECCA JEANNE
  Assistant Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUELLER, KIM
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MSED 2013 Marquette University

- MUELLER, KIMBERLY DIGGLE
  Assistant Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUIR, PETER
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 1990 University of Bristol

- MUKHERJEE, ANITA
  Assistant Professor
  Risk and Insurance
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

- MUKHTAR, HASAN
  Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 1971 Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj U

- MULLAHY, JOHN
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1985 University of Virginia

- MULLEN, KEVIN GEORGE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUMFORD, JEANETTE A.
  Lecturer
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MUMFORD, JUSTIN
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MHEA 2017 Ohio State University

- MUNDT, MARLON PAUL
  Associate Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUNIAGURRIA, MARIA E
  Faculty Associate
  Economics
  PHD 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MUNSTERMAN, AMELIA S
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2007 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- MURCHISON, MELANIE JANELLE
  Lecturer
  Law, Society and Justice
  PHD 2017 Ireland (Eire)

- MURPHY, DIANNA
Lecturer
German, Nordic, and Slavic
PHD 2000 Ohio State University

• MURPHY, JENNIFER CLAIRE
Lecturer
Curriculum and Instruction
MTECH 2002 Lesley College

• MURPHY, JJ
Professor
Communication Arts
MA 1972 University of Iowa

• MURPHY, JOHN
Faculty Associate
Engineering Physics
MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MURPHY, REGINA
Professor
Chemical and Biological Engr
PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MURPHY, WILLIAM L
Professor
Biomedical Engineering
PHD 2002 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MURPHY-ENDE, KATHLEEN LYNN
Clinical Assoc Prof
School of Nursing
PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MURRAY, MICHELLE RENEE
Assoc Lecturer
Social Work
MSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MURRAY, MURRAY
Faculty Associate
Consumer Science
EDD 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MURTHY, VIREN
Associate Professor
History
PHD 2007 University of Chicago

• MUSTAFA, MUSTAFA
Assoc Faculty Assoc
African Cultural Studies
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MUTLU, BILGE
Associate Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2009 Carnegie-Mellon University

• MUYOLEMA, ARMANDO
Lecturer
Lat Amer Carib Iber St
PHD 2007 Pittsburg State University

• MYRZABEKOVA, RAUSHAN
Lecturer
Ctr For Rus East Eur Cent Asia
MA 2002 Kazan Univ

N

• NACEWICZ, BRENDON MARK
Assistant Professor
Psychiatry
MD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NACK, JAMIE
Sr Outreach Spec
Forest and Wildlife Ecology
MS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NACKERS, KIRSTIN ANDREA MUEHLBAUER
Asst Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NADLER, STEVEN
Professor
Philosophy
PHD 1986 Columbia University

• NADOLNY, KATIE
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2014 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• NAGLE, SCOTT K.
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Radiology
PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• NAIR, VIJAYANKA
Assoc Lecturer
Anthropology
PHD 2018 New York University

• NAKADA, STEPHEN Y.
Professor
Urology
MD 1988 University Of Rochester

• NAKAKUBO, TAKAKO
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Asian Languages and Cultures
PHD 2011 University of Iowa

• NAPARSTEK, MICHAEL
Lecturer
Liberal Arts & Applied Studies

• NARDI, HENRIQUE
Lecturer
Art
MA 2005 Universidade de Sao Paulo

• NATHAN, MITCHELL
Professor
Educational Psychology
PHD 1991 Univ of Colorado at Boulder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Department</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NATHANSON, GILBERT M.</td>
<td>Professor, Chemistry</td>
<td>PHD 1985 Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAUGHTON, LISA</td>
<td>Professor, Geography</td>
<td>PHD 1997 University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVSARIA, DIPESH</td>
<td>Assoc Professor (CHS), Pediatrics</td>
<td>MD 2005 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECKAR, AMANDA L</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc, Social Work</td>
<td>MSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRUT, DAN</td>
<td>Professor, Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1998 University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELLIS, GREGORY FRANCIS</td>
<td>Professor, Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1997 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELLIS, MARGARET J</td>
<td>Honorary Assoc/Fellow, Civil Soc &amp; Community Studies</td>
<td>PHD 1981 University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSESTUEN, GRANT</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Classic &amp; Ancient Near E Stds</td>
<td>PHD 2008 University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, ADAM</td>
<td>Professor, Educational Policy Studies</td>
<td>PHD 1998 Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, DAVID L.</td>
<td>Professor Emer, Biochemistry</td>
<td>PHD 1969 Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, EILEEN</td>
<td>Univ Services Assoc 1, Horticulture</td>
<td>MS 2015 Ithaca College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, EVAN OTHER</td>
<td>Asst Professor (CHS), Family Medicine</td>
<td>DPT 2016 Duke University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, GUNTHER PAUL</td>
<td>Lecturer, Life Sciences Communications</td>
<td>BA 1989 Marquette University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, JEFFREY</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc, Biological Systems Engineering</td>
<td>MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, JOHN</td>
<td>Adjunct Professor, Civil and Environmental Engr</td>
<td>MS 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, MARK</td>
<td>Professor, School of Human Ecology</td>
<td>M.ARCH 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, NICOLE C</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, History of Medicine &amp; Bioethics</td>
<td>PHD 2011 Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, SUSAN</td>
<td>Lecturer, Nutritional Sciences</td>
<td>PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, TRACY</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor, Management and Human Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMET, GREGORY F</td>
<td>Professor, LaFollette Schl Public Affairs</td>
<td>PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESPER, LARRY</td>
<td>Professor, Anthropology</td>
<td>PHD 1994 University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESTERCHOUK, ANYA</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer, English</td>
<td>MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETT, JENIEL EMILY</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Medicine</td>
<td>PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETZEL, MICHAEL A.</td>
<td>Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof, Volunteer Staff</td>
<td>MD 1987 Creighton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUFELD, MARK B</td>
<td>Lecturer, Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>MFA 2010 Ryerson Polytechnic University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUMAN, HEATHER</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Surgery</td>
<td>MD 2000 University of Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• NEUMAYER, KRISTIN M
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEVILLE, LEONORA
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1998 Princeton University

• NEVIN, JACK
  Professor Emer
  Ctr For Brand & Product Mgmt
  PHD 1972 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• NEWBURY, SANDRA PATRICIA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEWMAN, TODD PAUL
  Assistant Professor
  Life Sciences Communications
  PHD 2016 American University

• NEWMARK, PHILLIP A
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2010 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• NEWTON, LAURIE A
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEWTON, MICHAEL A.
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1991 University of Washington

• NEY, DENISE
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1986 Univ of California Davis

• NEYRAT, FREDERIC
  Associate Professor
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies
  PHD 1998 Univ de Strasbourg II

• NGUYEN THI MINHHIEN
  Assoc Prof L/I
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2011 University of Connecticut

• NGUYEN, TERESA UYEN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• NICHOL, PETER F
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 1997 Washington University

• NICHOLS, JACE D
  Assoc Lecturer
  Theatre and Drama
  BFA 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

• NICHOLS, KATHLEEN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Curriculum and Instruction
  EDD 2015 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• NICKELLS, ROBERT W.
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 1987 University of Calgary

• NICOMETO, CHRISTINE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MS 2002 Michigan Technological Univ

• NIE, JENNIFER DAWN
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2007 U of Northern Colorado

• NIEDENTHAL, PAULA
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1987 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• NIENHAUSER, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1972 Indiana University

• NIENHUIS, JAMES
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NIETER, WILLIAM CLARKSON
  Preceptor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NIKOLOVA, BORIANA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD 2017 University of Chicago

• NILL, YARON
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  SJD 2015 Harvard University

• NIMITYONGSKUL, SONNY AARON
  Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NIMUNKAR, AMIT
  Faculty Associate
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• NIWOT, MELODY  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Is Major  
  MA 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NIX, ROBERT  
  Associate Professor  
  School of Human Ecology  
  PHD 1999 Vanderbilt University

• NIZIOLEK, CARRIE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  PHD 2010 Harvard University

• NOBLES, JENNA ELIZABETH  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Los Angeles

• NOGUERA, DANIEL  
  Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1995 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• NOPPE, ALEX M.  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  DM 2012 Indiana University

• NORDER-BRANDLI, CHANDRA  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  School of Nursing  
  DNP 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NORDHEIM, ERIK V.  
  Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 1978 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• NORLIEN, KACIE A  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2014 St Cloud State University

• NORMAN, CORRIE  
  Faculty Associate  
  Religious Studies  
  THD 1994 Harvard University

• NORSBY, HEATHER ANNE  
  Clinical Instructor  
  School of Nursing  
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NORSTED, BROOKE  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Geoscience  
  MS 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NOSEK, JOSEPH MICHAEL  
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NOSEWORTHY, WILLIAM BROKAW  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  History  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NOSAL, SUSAN M  
  Faculty Associate  
  Physics  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NOTBOHM, JACOB  
  Assistant Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 2013 California Institute of Tech

• NOWAK, ROBERT DAVID  
  Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NOYCE, DAVID  
  Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1999 Texas A & M University

• NTAMBI, JAMES  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1985 Johns Hopkins University

• NUCKOLLS, TERRY  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  English  
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NYHART, LYNN  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1986 University of Pennsylvania

• O BRIEN, JERRY  
  Faculty Associate  
  Consumer Science  
  BBA 1979 Drake University

• O LEARY, PHIL  
  Professor  
  Engineering Professional Devlp  
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• O BRIEN, ANN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• O BRIEN, ROURKE  
  Assistant Professor  
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs  
  PHD 2014 Princeton University

• O CONNELL, DANIEL M  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics
MD 2006 Ohio State University

- O’CONNOR, ANNE M  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 2000 Georgetown University

- O’CONNOR, DAVID H.  
  Professor  
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- O’CONNOR, SHELBY LYNN  
  Associate Professor  
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- O’CONNOR-GILES, KATE M  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Genetics  
  PHD 2003 Washington University

- O’GIEBLYN, MEGHAN LOUISE  
  Lecturer  
  English  
  MFA 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- O’REGAN, RUTH  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1988 University College Dublin

- O’ROURKE, ANN P  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Surgery  
  MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OAKES, GALE  
  Faculty Associate  
  Integrative Biology  
  MS 1982 University of Cincinnati

- OAKLEY, JASON  
  Lecturer  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OAKLEY, LINDA DENISE  
  Professor  
  School of Nursing  
  PHD 1985 University of Washington

- OBERHAUSER, KAREN SUZANNE  
  Professor  
  Entomology  
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- OBERSTAR, ERICK  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ODEGARD, LYDIA  
  Stu Status Exam Assoc  
  Office Of Admissions

BA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ODORICO, JON S.  
  Professor  
  Surgery  
  MD 1987 New York University

- ODUKOYA, OLUFUNMILOLA KAMILAT  
  Assistant Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OETZEL, GARY  
  Professor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1981 Ohio State University

- OGUNNI, THOMAS C  
  Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 1982 University of Texas at Austin

- OH, JUNG SUN  
  Lecturer  
  Information School  
  PHD 2010 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- OHM, BRIAN  
  Professor  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  JD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OHESEORGE, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Law School  
  SJD 2001 Harvard University

- OHNUKI-TIERNEY, EMIKO  
  Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OKONKWO, OZIOMA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

- OLANIYAN, MOJI  
  Assistant Dean/M  
  Law School  
  JD 1996 University Of Richmond

- OLANIYAN, TEJUMOLA  
  Professor  
  African Cultural Studies
OLDS, KRISTOPHER N  
Professor  
Geography  
PHD 1991 University of Bristol

OLENIK, MARK GEORGE  
Adjunct Professor  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
MS 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

OLIVA, MICHAEL  
Professor Emer  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 1979 Univ of California Berkeley

OLIVE, PEGGY  
Sr Outreach Spec  
Consumer Science  
MSSW 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

OLIVER, PAMELA E.  
Professor  
Sociology  
PHD 1977 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

OLIVER, THOMAS R  
Professor  
Population Health Sciences  
PHD 1990 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

OLLIVETT, TERRI LYNN  
Assistant Professor  
Medical Sciences  
PHD 2014 University of Guelph

OLSEN, CHRISTOPHER W  
Professor Emer  
School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF  
PHD 1992 Cornell University

OLSON, BETH  
Associate Professor  
Nutritional Sciences  
PHD 1995 Univ of California Davis

OLSON, CHRISTA  
Associate Professor  
English  
PHD 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

OLSON, DARIN  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Mead Witter School of Music  
DMA 2011 Ohio State University

OLSON, E BURT  
Associate Prof Emer  
Population Health Sciences  
PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

OLSON, JOHN L.  
Clinical Adjunct Professor  
Volunteer Staff

OLSON, LAWRENCE  
Senior Lecturer  
Cals Academic Affairs  
BS 1967 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

OLSON, LEAH JOY  
Assoc Prof L/I  
Social Work  
PHD 2009 Louisiana State U & A&M Colg

OLSON, MICHAEL  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

OLSON, RUTH  
Dis Faculty Associate  
Ctr Study Upper Midwest Culture  
PHD 1994 University of Pennsylvania

OLSON, TRENT  
Lecturer  
Cals Academic Affairs  
BS 2005 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

OLSZEWSKI, DAN  
Faculty Associate  
Weinert Center For Entr  
MBA 1992 Harvard University

ONELLION, MARSHALL  
Professor  
Physics  
PHD 1984 Rice University

ONG, IRENE MAY LIN  
Assistant Professor  
Obstetrics and Gynecology  
PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

OOSTERWYK, JOHANNA  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Horticulture  
MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

ORIO, MARINA  
Assoc Lecturer  
Astronomy  
PHD 1987 Technion-Israel Inst of Tech

ORourke, Bernadett M.  
Sr Outreach Spec  
Animal Sciences  
MS 1997 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

ORR, SARAH  
Clinical Professor  
Law School  
JD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

ORROCK, JOHN L  
Associate Professor  
Integrative Biology

ORROCK, JOHN L  
Associate Professor  
Integrative Biology
PHD 2004 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

- ORTIZ-ROBLES,MARIO
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2002 Columbia University

- ORUM,BRYN
  Lecturer
  Curriculum and Instruction
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OSBORNE,CHARLES A
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MA 1983 University Of Central Florida

- OSORIO,JORGE EMILIO
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OSPOVAT,KIRILL
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2005 Russian State U of Humanities

- OSSORIO,PILAR NICOLE
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 1990 Stanford University

- OSSWALD,TIM
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- OTEGUI,MARISA
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1996 Univ. Nacional de La Plata

- OTEPKA,CARRIE ANN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2016 Edgewood College

- OTTMANN,SUSAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MS 1995 North Carolina State Univ

- OTTO,MARIO
  Associate Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1995 Eberhard Karls Univ Tubingen

- OVERHOLT,EDWIN MORGAN
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OW,TERENCE T
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Operations & Information Mgmt

PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OWENBY.THOMAS CLINTON
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OWENS,RYAN
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2008 Washington University

- OWUSU-YEBOA,LATISH CHERIE
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- OZDOGAN,MUTLU
  Associate Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2004 Boston University

- PACHECO,MARIANA
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles

- PADILLA,DARCY
  Visiting Instructor
  Art
  MFA 2017 Univ of California Davis

- PAGE JR.,C DAVID
  Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 1993 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- PAGEL,HOLLY RAE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PAGLIARINI,DAVE
  Associate Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2005 Univ of California San Diego

- PAKER,BULENT S.
  Clinical Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PAKES AHLMAN,ANGELA
  Lecturer
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  MS 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- PALECEK,SEAN
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1998 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- PALIWAL,BHUDATT R.
Faculty

Professor Emer
Human Oncology
PHD 1973 University of Texas at Austin

• PALLADINO, KIMBERLY J.
  Assistant Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2009 Ohio State University

• PALLONI, ALBERTO BRUNO
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2011 University of Washington

• PALMENBERG, ANN CAROL
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PALMER, LINDSAY
  Assistant Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2014 U of California-Santa Barbara

• PALMER, MARISA MACKEY
  Senior Lecturer
  Finance
  MBA 2004 Columbia University

• PALMQVIST, RUTH A
  Senior Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 1990 Syracuse University

• PALTA, JIWAN
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1976 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• PALTA, MARI
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1977 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• PAN, WENXIAO
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2010 Brown University

• PAN, XUAN
  Assistant Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 2010 University of Pennsylvania

• PAN, XUEJUN
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1999 Hokkaido University

• PAN, YIBIN
  Associate Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAN, ZHONGDANG
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PANDEY, NANDINI
  Associate Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• PANJUSKA, JOHN
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PANZER, SARAH E.
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAPAIOPOULOS, DIMITRIS
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2014 University of Texas at Austin

• PAPE, DEBORAH ANN
  Lecturer
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAPE, LOUISE
  Senior Scientist
  Biotechnology Center
  PHD 1985 Columbia University

• PAPP, LAUREN
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2005 University of Notre Dame

• PARETSKAYA, ANNA
  Lecturer
  Sociology
  PHD 2017 New School for General Studies

• PARINS, AMY
  Clinical Instructor
  Family Medicine
  MPAS 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PARK, DIANE
  Faculty Associate
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• PARK, JIM
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1985 Univ of Newcastle upon Tyne

• PARKER, DOMINIC
  Associate Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2009 U of California-Santa Barbara

• PARKIN, KIRK L.
• PARKINSON, LILY A
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2014 Colorado State University

• PARKS, BRIAN
  Assistant Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 2008 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

• PARRA-MONTESINOS, GUSTAVO
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PARRELL, BEN
  Assistant Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2014 Univ of Southern California

• PARRISH, JOHN J.
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• PARVAIZ, SALEHA
  Assoc Instructnl Spec
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  MA 2017 Austin College

• PASKEWITZ, SUSAN
  Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 1987 University of Georgia

• PATANKAR, MANISH S
  Professor
  Obstetrics and Gynecology
  PHD 1998 Old Dominion University

• PATHEL, JIGNESH MANUBHAI
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PATEL, VIVAK R
  Assistant Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2017 University of Chicago

• PATENAUTE, LOUCA
  Lecturer
  Mead Witter School of Music
  BS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PATRICK, JULIE
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing

School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
MPT 1995 University of Indianapolis

• PATTERSON, MARV
  Senior Lecturer
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MSE 1970 University of Washington

• PATTERSON, MARY LYNN
  Lecturer
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit

• PATTERSON, SARA
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PATTERSON, SCOTT A
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  OQUAL 2018

• PATNAIK, BIKASH R
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1999 University of Delhi

• PATZ, JEAN A
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  EDM 1983 Johns Hopkins University

• PATZ, JONATHAN
  Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  MD 1994 Johns Hopkins University

• PAUL, SARAH
  Associate Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2009 Stanford University

• PAUL, SEAN T
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2000 Princeton University

• PAULEY, GWYN C
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Economics
  PHD 2015 Johns Hopkins University

• PAULI, JONATHAN
  Associate Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2010 University of Wyoming

• PAULI, RICHARD M.
  Professor Emer
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1973 University of Chicago

• PAULSEN, KURT
  Associate Professor
  Planning & Landscape Architect
Faculty

PHD 2004 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• PAULSON, REBECCA ANN
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Law School
  JD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAUSTIAN, TIMOTHY
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAYSEUR, BRET
  Professor
  Medical Genetics
  PHD 2003 University of Arizona

• PEARCE, ROBERT ALLEN
  Professor
  Anesthesiology
  PHD 1985 University of Virginia

• PEARSON, ALICE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PECANAC, KRISTEN
  Assistant Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PECK, JOANN
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• PEDERSEN, JOEL A
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Los Angeles

• PEDRIANA, NICHOLAS ANTHONY
  Assoc Prof L/I
  Sociology
  PHD 2000 University of Iowa

• PEEBLES, PATRICK
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pediatrics
  MD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PEEK, SIMON F.
  Clinical Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

• PEERY, M
  Associate Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

• PEHERSTORFER, BENJAMIN
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2013 Technische Universitat Munchen

• PEKER, YASEMIN EYLEM
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  MA 2017

• PELEGRI, FRANCISCO J
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 1994 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• PELLISSIE, BENJAMIN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Entomology
  PHD 2010 Univ de Montpellier II

• PELLEGRINI, MARCELO
  Associate Professor
  Spanish and Portuguese
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• PELLETIER, DAVID
  Lecturer
  Accounting and Information Sys
  JD 2003 Villanova University

• PELLIN, MACKENZIE ARLAH
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PENICK, MONICA M
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 University of Texas at Austin

• PENNELLA, MARIO
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2005 Texas A & M University

• PENNISTON, KRISTINA LEA
  Senior Scientist
  Urology
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PEPPARD, PAUL EVERETT
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PEPPERELL, CAITLIN S
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1999 Queen's University at Kingston

• PEPPLER, WALTER WILLIAM
  Professor (CHS)
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PERALTA, CARLOS
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Integrative Biology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEREZ, JOHN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Material Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1992</td>
<td>Southern IL Univ.-Carbondale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEREZ, JOHN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Material Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1973</td>
<td>Carnegie-Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEREZ, JOHN</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>MA 2011</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERNER, NICOLE T.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>PHD 1996</td>
<td>University of New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERRY, DAVID</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Mead Witter School of Music</td>
<td>MM 1990</td>
<td>Julliard School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSICO, CLAUDIA L</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Ed Leadership &amp; Policy Analysis</td>
<td>PHD 2016</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETER, KIRK A</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Risk and Insurance</td>
<td>BS 1988</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS, DONNA M.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Pathology &amp; Laboratory Medicine</td>
<td>PHD 1981</td>
<td>Rutgers State Univ-Newark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS, JASON M</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>School of Pharmacy</td>
<td>PHD 2012</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS, SHANAN E</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
<td>PHD 2003</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS, SHAWN</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>PHD 2016</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON, KIM</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>JD 1991</td>
<td>University of the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>PHD 1993</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON, MICHAEL J</td>
<td>Assoc Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON, RICHARD</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>School of Pharmacy</td>
<td>PHD 1972</td>
<td>Marquette University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETRI-ROSE, RACHEL J.</td>
<td>Assoc Adm Specialist</td>
<td>Air Force Aerospace Studies</td>
<td>MS 2017</td>
<td>Troy State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETTY, ELIZABETH MARIE</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>MD 1986</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETTY, GRANT W</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Atmospheric &amp; Oceanic Sciences</td>
<td>PHD 1990</td>
<td>University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEVEHOUSE, JON</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>PHD 2000</td>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEYASANTIWONG, PATCHARIN</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Asian Languages and Cultures</td>
<td>PHD 2016</td>
<td>Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFIEFFERKORN, FRANK</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 2002</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFDEHIRT, WAYNE</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Engineering Professional Devlp</td>
<td>MS 1975</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFLEGER, BRIAN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Chemical and Biological Engr</td>
<td>PHD 2005</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFOTENHAUER, JOHN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1984</td>
<td>University of Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHANEUF, DANIEL</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Econ</td>
<td>PHD 1997</td>
<td>Iowa State Univ of Sci &amp; Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHELAN, CYNTHIA HOLDEN</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
<td>PHD 2008</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHELPS, KATHERINE ANNE</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Gender and Women’s Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PHILLIPS, BRIAN NELSON  
Associate Professor  
Rehab Psych and Special Educ  
PHD 2011 Michigan State University

PHILLIPS, GENE  
Professor  
Art History  
PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

PHILLIPS, MEGAN ANN  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School  
JD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PHILLIPS-COURT, KRISTIN  
Associate Professor  
French and Italian  
PHD 1999 Univ of California Los Angeles

PIAZZA, ALEXANDER M  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2013

PICASSO RISSO, VALENTIN  
Assistant Professor  
Agronomy  
PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

PICCIONE, MICHELLE LAUREN  
Clinical Instructor  
Medical Sciences  
DVM 2016 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

PICKERING, TRAVIS RAYNE  
Professor  
Anthropology  
PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PICKETT, DAN  
Senior Lecturer  
Finance  
MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PICKETT, KRISTEN ALEXIS  
Assistant Professor  
Kinesiology  
PHD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

PIDGEON, ANNA  
Associate Professor  
Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PIERCE, DEBRA  
Faculty Associate  
Journalism & Mass Comm  
MA 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PIERCE, TIMOTHY JOHN  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School

PIERRE, CAROLYN ELIZABETH  
Asst Faculty Assoc  
Social Work  
MSW 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PIKE, J WESLEY  
Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 1979 University of Arizona

PILIAVIN, JANE ALYNN  
Professor Emer  
Sociology  
PHD 1962 Stanford University

PILLAI, PARVATHY T.  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Population Health Sciences  
MD 2001 Nteastern OH Univs Clg Of Med

PILLERS, DE-ANN M  
Professor  
Pediatrics  
PHD 1986 Oregon Health Sciences Univ

PINCHEIRA, JOSE A  
Associate Professor  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 1992 University of Texas at Austin

PINEKENSTEIN, BARBARA  
Clinical Professor  
School of Nursing  
MS 1979 Marquette University

PINKERTON, MARIE E  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Pathobiological Sciences  
DVM 1993 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

PIRE, TIMOTHY JAMES  
Lecturer  
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
MS 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PITTERLE, MICHAEL  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Information Technology  
MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

PIXLEY, KEVIN V  
Associate Professor  
Agronomy  
PHD 1990 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

PLANTE, DAVID THOMAS  
Assistant Professor  
Psychiatry  
MD 2004 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

PLANTE, SEBASTIEN  
Assistant Professor  
Finance
• PLANTs, JENNIFER
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MFA 2011 Florida State University

• PLESHA, MICHAEL EDWARD
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1983 Northwestern University

• PLOEG, HEIDI-LYNN
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2000 Queen's University at Kingston

• PLUMMER, BRENDA
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1981 Cornell University

• POE, CYNTHIA R
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• POE-GAVLINSKI, RYAN
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2018

• POEHLMANN, JULIE ANNE
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1995 Syracuse University

• POLER, OMAR
  Lecturer
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit
  MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• POLFUSS, MICHELE LYNN
  Faculty Associate
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2010 Marquette University

• POLLAK, SETH
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1997 University Of Rochester

• POLMAN, EVAN
  Assistant Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2010 Cornell University

• POLZIN, JEFFREY K.
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 2017

• PONIK, SUZANNE MARIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Cell and Regenerative Biology

PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PONTQ, KEVIN
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2010 Univ of California San Diego

• POOLE, JOHN E
  Associate Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2006 Cornell University

• POORE, SAMUEL O
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 2004 Brown University

• POPEWITZ, THOMAS
  Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  EDD 1970 New York University

• POPKIN, LUIS C.
  Associate Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PORTER, ANDREA
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PORTER, JEFFrey K.
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1996 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• PORTER, WARREN PAUL
  Professor Emer
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1966 Univ of California Los Angeles

• PORTILLO, EDWARD C
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• POSEN, HART E
  Associate Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

• POSEY-MADDOX, LINN
  Associate Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

• POSTEL, AMANDA
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2017

• POSTLE, BRADLEY
  Professor
  Psychology
• POTTER, HEATHER A D 
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science  
  MD 2001 University of Iowa

• POTTER, KENNETH 
  Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1976 Johns Hopkins University

• POTTER, PAMELA 
  Professor  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 1991 Yale University

• POULOS, ANDREA 
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  MA 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• POULSEN, KEITH PAPPAS 
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• POWELL, DAVALYN R 
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Wiscience

• POWELL, ELEANOR 
  Associate Professor  
  Political Science  
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

• POWERS, ALEXIS 
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PRABHAKAR, PAVANA 
  Assistant Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PRABHAKARAN, VIVEK 
  Associate Professor  
  Radiology  
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

• PRASAD, GAIL 
  Assistant Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2015 University of Toronto

• PRAY, JOHN 
  Clinical Professor  
  Law School  
  JD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PREM, KATHY 
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Academic Affairs  
  MS 2010 Edgewood College

• PRESTON, DANIEL 
  Assistant Professor  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• PRICE, BRIAN 
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Engineering Professional Devlp  
  MS 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PRIDHAM, KAREN 
  Professor Emer  
  School of Nursing  
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PRIMM, STEFANIE 
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PRINGLE, ANNE 
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 2001 Duke University

• PRITCHARD, JESSICA 
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2011 University of Pennsylvania

• PROLLA, TOMAS ALBERTO 
  Professor  
  Medical Genetics  
  PHD 1994 Yale University

• PROSSER, MARY MARTHA 
  Clinical Professor  
  Law School  
  JD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PROSTLYNNE 
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 2009 University of Washington

• PROVENCHER, BILL 
  Professor  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Davis

• PRUDOM, SHELLEY L. 
  Instructional Spec  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PRUITT, JENNIFER 
  Assistant Professor  
  Art History  
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

• PUCCINELLI, JOHN PAUL 
  Faculty Associate  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• PUCCINELLI, TRACY JANE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PUGH, CARLA M  
  Professor  
  Surgery  
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

• PUGLIELLI, LUIGI  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 1993 Univ Cat del Sacro Cuore

• PUJARA, NIMISH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2019

• PUJOL, EVE  
  Faculty Associate  
  Spanish and Portuguese  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PULIA, NICOLE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

• PULTORAK, SARAH  
  Lecturer  
  Kinesiology  
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PUNTAMBEKAR, SADHANA  
  Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 1996 University of Sussex

• PURDUE, EUGENE  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  MM 2016 Indiana State University

• PURNELL, TOM  
  Professor  
  English  
  PHD 1998 University of Delaware

• PURTELL, DOROTHY  
  Lecturer  
  Kinesiology  
  MHA 2006 University of Phoenix

• QIAN, XIAOPING  
  Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• QUAGLIANA, CHARLES  
  Adjunct Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr

MA 1978 University of Florida

• QUEENSLAND, MICHAEL J  
  Lecturer  
  Cals Academic Affairs  
  JD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• QUINT, DANIEL S  
  Associate Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 2007 Stanford University

• QUINTANA, STEVE  
  Professor  
  Counseling Psychology  
  PHD 1989 University of Notre Dame

• RAABIS, SARAH MARIE  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2012 Tufts University

• RABAGO, DAVID PATRICK  
  Associate Professor  
  Family Medicine  
  MD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RACINE GILLES, CAROLINE NICOLE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RADELOFF, VOLKER  
  Professor  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RADKEY, DENISE IVA
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RADWIN, ROBERT  
Professor  
Industrial and Systems Engr  
PHD 1986 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RAE, JULIE  
Admin Program Spec  
Engineering Student Development  
BA 1990 Upper Iowa University

• RAFFA, KENNETH  
Professor Emer  
Entomology  
PHD 1981 Washington State University

• RAFFERTY, ELLLEN  
Professor  
Languages And Cultures Of Asia  
PHD 1978 SUNY At Binghamton

• RAIFE, THOMAS JAY  
Professor (CHS)  
Pathology& Laboratory Medicine  
MD 1989 University of Iowa

• RAINY, ERIC  
Professor  
English  
PHD 1999 University of Delaware

• RAINES, RONALD T.  
Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 1986 Harvard University

• RAINWATER, ART  
Clinical Professor  
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
EDS 1988 Univ of Missouri-Kansas City

• RAISON, CHARLES  
Professor  
School of Human Ecology  
MD 1991 Washington University

• RAKOTONDRAFARA, AURELIE  
Assistant Professor  
Plant Pathology  
PHD 2007 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• RALPH, JOHN  
Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RALPHE, JOHN CARTER  
Associate Professor  
Pediatrics  
MD 1997 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Brooklyn

• RAMAN, VATSAN  
Assistant Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 2009 Washington State University

• RAMANATHAN, PARMESH  
Professor  
Electrical and Computer Engr  
PHD 1989 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RAN, BIN  
Professor  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 1993 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• RANALLO, FRANK NUNZIO  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Medical Physics  
PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RANHEIM, ERIK  
Professor (CHS)  
Pathology& Laboratory Medicine  
PHD 1994 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• RANKIN, SCOTT A  
Professor  
Food Science  
PHD 1995 Oregon State University

• RAQ, LUDMILA  
Assoc Lecturer  
English  
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RAQ, RAJIV G  
Associate Professor  
Spanish and Portuguese  
PHD 2007 Univ of California Davis

• RAPRAEGER, ALAN C.  
Professor  
Human Oncology  
PHD 1978 Univ of California Berkeley

• RASCHKA, SEBASTIAN  
Assistant Professor  
Statistics  
PHD 2017 Michigan State University

• RASKUTTI, GARVESH  
Assistant Professor  
Statistics  
PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• RASMUSSEN, JOE  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RATHOUZ, PAUL JOSEPH  
Professor  
Biostatistics and Medical Info  
PHD 1997 Johns Hopkins University

• RATLIFF, CAMERON
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2015 Texas A & M University

• RATNER, JENNIFER
  Professor
  History
  PHD 2003 Brandeis University

• RATTERMAN, DENISE MARIE
  Faculty Associate
  Botany
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RAU, MARTINA
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2013 Carnegie-Mellon University

• RAVAL, AMISH
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1996 University of Western Ontario

• RAWLINGS, JAMES
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RAYMENT, IVAN
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1975 University of Durham

• RAYMO, JAMES MICHAEL JR
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• READY, MARK
  Professor
  Finance
  PHD 1990 Cornell University

• REARDON, JIM
  Faculty Associate
  Physics
  PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• REAVES, SHIELA
  Professor
  Life Sciences Communications
  MA 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REBEL, BRIAN
  Visiting Assoc Prof
  Physics
  PHD 2004 Indiana University

• REBNE, ALEXIA ANNE
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RECK, MARTHA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 2015 Eastern Michigan University

• RECORD JR., M THOMAS
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1967 Univ of California San Diego

• REDFIELD III, ROBERT RAY
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2006 Univ Of Maryland At Baltimore

• REDFIELD, KAREN ANNE
  Senior Lecturer
  American Indian Studies
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REED, JENNIFER
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 2005 Univ of California San Diego

• REED, JESS D.
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• REEDER, SCOTT B
  Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 1999 Johns Hopkins University

• REESE, RITA MAE
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  English
  MFA 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REESE, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REEVES, TROY
  Assoc Lecturer
  History
  MA 2011 Utah State University

• REGAN, JESSICA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• REIFNICOLE ELIZABETH
  Clinical Instructor
  Academic Affairs
  PHARMD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REILLY, JANET E RESOP
  Faculty Associate
  School of Nursing
  DNS 2011 Case Western Reserve Univ.

• REINEMANN, DOUG
REINFELDT, DIANE LOU  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
School of Nursing  
DNP 2014 Concordia University Wisconsin

REINHOLTZ, RHONDA  
Senior Lecturer  
Psychology  
PHD 1996 University of Kansas

REISER, CATHERINE  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MS 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

REKATSINAS, THEODOROS  
Assistant Professor  
Computer Sciences  
PHD 2015 Univ of Maryland College Park

REMEIKIS, LOIS ANN  
Assoc Lecturer  
Information School  
MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

REMINGTON, PATRICK L’HEUREUX  
Professor  
Population Health Sciences  
MD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

REMUCAL, CHRISTINA  
Associate Professor  
Civil and Environmental Engr  
PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

RENAULT, MARC  
Asst Faculty Assoc  
Computer Sciences  
PHD 2014 Univ Denis Diderot Paris VII

RENGEL, ROBERTO J.  
Professor  
School of Human Ecology  
MFA 1997 University of Oregon

RENSHON, JONATHAN  
Associate Professor  
Political Science  
PHD 2012 Harvard University

RENZ, MARK  
Associate Professor  
Agronomy  
PHD 2002 Univ of California Davis

REPS, THOMAS  
Professor  
Computer Sciences  
PHD 1982 Cornell University

RESNICK, DANIEL K.

REYNOLDS, ANDREW  
Associate Professor  
German, Nordic, and Slavic  
PHD 1998 University of Oxford

REYNOLDS, ANNE  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Cooperatives, University Center For  
MLS 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

REYNOLDS, MATTHEW R.  
Assistant Professor  
Pathobiological Sciences  
PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RIBIC, CHRISTINE  
Professor  
Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
PHD 1984 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

RICE, DAVID CHARLES  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School  
JD 1971

RICE, GREGORY M.  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICE, JOHN P  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Medicine  
MD 2004 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

RICH, WALTER HENRY  
Faculty Associate  
Curriculum and Instruction  
PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICHARDS, KElli JO  
Assoc Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICHARDS, KYLE ADAM  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Urology  
MD 2007 Medical College Of Wisconsin

RICHARDS, MARK P
Faculty

• RICHARDSON, ANGELA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Bolz Center For Arts Admin
  MFA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RICHMAN, MICHAEL P
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1979 Columbia University

• RICK, STEVEN WILLIAM
  Senior Lecturer
  Economics
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RICKE, WILL
  Professor
  Urology
  PHD 2000 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• RICKENBACH, MARK
  Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2000 Oregon State University

• RIDDIOUGH, TIMOTHY
  Professor
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RIDDLE, KARYN
  Associate Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2007 U of California-Santa Barbara

• RIDER, ROBIN
  Senior Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 1980 Univ of California Berkeley

• RIDGELY, STEVE
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2005 Yale University

• RIDGELY, SUSAN B.
  Associate Professor
  Religious Studies
  PHD 2002 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• RIESCH, LINDSAY MICHELLE
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RILEY, DAVID
  Professor Emer
  Dean’s Office & Administration
  PHD 1985 Cornell University

• RINDFLEISCH, JAMES A
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

• RINGE, NILS
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2006 University of Pittsburgh

• RINGLER, THOR STEPHEN
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  MFA 2019 University of Pittsburgh

• RIOS RODRIGUEZ, JARA M.
  Lecturer
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RISSMAN, ADENA
  Associate Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2008 Univ of California Berkeley

• RITERS, LAUREN
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1997 Bowling Green State University

• RITTER, MARK
  Professor Emer
  Human Oncology
  PHD 1976 Univ of California Berkeley

• RITZ, PETER BRUCE
  Senior Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  JD 1976 Harvard University

• ROALD, LINE A
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2016 Eidgenossische Tec Hoch Zurich

• ROBatto, Roberto
  Assistant Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2014 Univ Commerciale Luigi Bocconi

• ROBB, CLIFFORD A
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• ROBBINS, PAUL
  Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 1996 Clark University

• ROBERT, STEPHANIE
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 1996 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ROBERTS, ALLISON
Lecturer
Art
MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBERTS,CATON
Faculty Associate
Psychology
PHD 1989 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ROBERTS,LINDA
Professor
School of Human Ecology
PHD 1989 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ROBERTS,MARY LOUISE
Professor
History
PHD 1990 Rhode Island College

• ROBERTS,TONYA
Assistant Professor
School of Nursing
PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBERTSON SMITH,AMBER
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Wiscience
PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBERTSON,GAIL A.
Professor
Neuroscience
PHD 1986 Washington University

• ROBERTSON,JESSICA
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2005

• ROBERTSON,MORGAN
Associate Professor
Geography
PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBINSON,JAMES MICHAEL
Senior Scientist
Engineering Experiment Station
PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBINSON,STEPHEN MICHAEL
Professor Emer
Industrial and Systems Engr
PHD 1971 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBINSON,SUSAN
Professor
Journalism & Mass Comm
PHD 2006 Temple University

• ROCHE,SEBASTIEN
Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• ROCK, MICHAEL JOSEPH
Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 1983 Univ Of OK Health Sci Center

• RODEN,ERIC
Professor
Geoscience
PHD 1990 Univ of MD-University College

• RODGERS,LENNON P
Lecturer
Academic Affairs
PHD 2013 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• RODRIGUEZ G?MEZ,DIANA MARIA
Assistant Professor
Educational Policy Studies
PHD 2016 Columbia University

• RODRIGUEZ,GW
Asst Faculty Assoc
Theatre and Drama
MFA 2010 Boston University

• RODRIGUEZ,JOSE ISRAEL
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2014

• RODRIGUEZ-GURIDI,BARBARA
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Spanish and Portuguese
PHD 2011 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• ROEBUCK,HARRIET
Assoc Lecturer
Communication Sci & Disorders
PHD 2013

• ROESSLER,JEFF
Senior Lecturer
Mechanical Engineering
MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROGERS, JEREMY
Assistant Professor
Biomedical Engineering
PHD 2006 University of Arizona

• ROGERS, JOEL
Professor
Sociology
PHD 1984 Princeton University

• ROGERS,TIMOTHY T
Professor
Psychology
PHD 2000 Carnegie-Mellon University

• ROHE,KARL
Associate Professor
Statistics
PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• ROJAS, HERNANDO
• ROKERS, BAS
  Associate Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• ROLDAN, ALEJANDRO
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROLL, JON
  Faculty Associate
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROMERO, PHILIP
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2012 California Institute of Tech

•-ROMMELFAENGER, MARIJO A
  Dis Professor (CHS)
  School of Nursing
  MS 2008 Regis University

• RON, AMOS
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1987 Tel Aviv University

• RONDEROS HERRERA, MONICA DANIELA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2014 Universidad de La Salle

• RONDON, MICHELLE
  Faculty Associate
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RONIS, DAVID
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MA 2010 SUNY Empire State College

• RONK, ERIC THOMAS
  Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2013 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• RONNEKLEIV-KELLY, SEAN
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2008 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• ROONEY, FRANCIS J
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Mathematics
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Berkeley

• ROOPRA, AVTAR S
  Associate Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1997 University of London

• ROOS, JORIS
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2017 Universitat Bonn

• ROOT, THATCHER
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1984 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ROS, ALEJANDRA ROS
  Assistant Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

• ROSA, GUILHERME J DE MAGALHAES
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1999 Universidade de Sao Paulo

• ROSE, WARREN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2004 Butler University

• ROSEN, ELIZABETH
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1996 Michigan State University

• ROSENBERG, ARI
  Assistant Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 2000 University of Chicago

• ROSENBERG, DOUGLAS
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1985 San Francisco Art Institute

• ROSENBERG, MARGIE
  Professor
  Risk and Insurance
  PHD 1993 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ROSENBLUM, JORDAN
  Professor
  Center for Jewish Studies
  PHD 2008 Brown University

• ROSENGREN, KARL
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ROSENHAGEN, ULRICH
  Faculty Associate
  Ctr For Relig & Global Citiz
  PHD 2012 Ruprecht Karls U Heidelberg

• ROSENMEYER, PATRICIA
Professor
Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
PHD 1987 Princeton University

• ROSENTHAL, DAVID
Professor
Rehab Psych and Special Educ
PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROSENTHAL, SYLVIA
Lecturer
Art
MFA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBIN, ANDREW M
Lecturer
Art
MFA 1984 Arizona State University

• ROBIN, JENNIFER
Lecturer
Social Work
MSW 2016 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ROUDENBERG, KATE
Assoc Faculty Assoc
School of Pharmacy
PHARMD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROUGH, STEVEN S.
Clinical Assoc Prof
School of Pharmacy
MS 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROUNTEY, CARRIE E
Visiting Asst Prof
Communication Sci & Disorders
PHD 2017 James Madison University

• ROUSE, DOUGLAS
Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 1979 Pennsylvania State U-Hershey

• ROY, SUBHOJIT
Visiting Asst Prof
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2017 London Sch Econ & Poli Sci

• ROWE, ROBYN REBECCA
Visiting Asst Prof
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2017 London Sch Econ & Poli Sci

• ROWE, PAUL
Professor
Mead Witter School of Music
MA 1978 U Rochester, Eastman Sch Music

• ROWE, ROBYN REBECCA
Visiting Asst Prof
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2017 London Sch Econ & Poli Sci

• ROWE, ROY
Professor Emer
Oncology
MD 1969 Washington University

• ROY, SUBHOJIT
Visiting Asst Prof
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2017 London Sch Econ & Poli Sci

• ROY, ROBYN REBECCA
Visiting Asst Prof
LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
PHD 2017 London Sch Econ & Poli Sci

• RUDER, NICOLE SUZANNE
Assoc Lecturer
Social Work
MSW 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUDOLPH, JOHN
Professor
Curriculum and Instruction
PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUDOLPH, NATALIE
Assistant Professor
Mechanical Engineering
PHD 2009 F Alexander Erlangen Nurnberg

• RUDRARAJU, SHIVA
Assistant Professor  
Mechanical Engineering  
PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RUDYKH, STEPHAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 2013

• RUE, ANNA  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Ctr Study Upper Midwest Culture  
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUEDA SAIZ, PABLO  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Lat Amer Carib Iber St  
  PHD 2012

• RUEGG, PAMELA  
  Professor  
  Dairy Science  
  DVM 1984 Michigan State University

• RUHL, KIM  
  Associate Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 2004 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• RUHLAND, DANIEL  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Academic Affairs  
  PHARMD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUI, LIXIN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2004 Australian National University

• RUMBLE, PATRICK  
  Professor  
  French and Italian  
  PHD 1991 University of Toronto

• RUNGE, TROY  
  Associate Professor  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 1998 Georgia Inst of Technology

• RUOHOKARNO, EINO R  
  Professor Emer  
  Neuroscience  
  PHD 1970 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUPPAR, ANDREA LYNN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ  
  PHD 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• RUSS, ROSEMARY  
  Assistant Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Maryland College Park

• RUSSELL, JEFFREY S.  
  Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1988 Purdue University

• RUSSELL, RONALD LEE  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Animal Sciences  
  MS 1983 Univ Of Missouri-St Louis

• RUTHERFORD, THOMAS  
  Professor  
  Agricultural and Applied Econ  
  PHD 1987 Stanford University

• RUTLAND, CHRISTOPHER  
  Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 1989 Stanford University

• RUTLEDGE, JULIA ROSE  
  Lecturer  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RYFF, CAROL  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1978 Pennsylvania State University

• RYLANDER, HELENA  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1990 Uppsala University

• RZCHOWSKI, MARK  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1988 Stanford University

• SAALMANN, YURI B.  
  Assistant Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 2005 Australian National University

• SAATCHI, AHMAD  
  Faculty Associate  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 1980 Ohio State University

• SABO, AUTUMN  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SACCHETTI, MARK  
  Senior Scientist  
  Pharmaceutical Experiment Station  
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SAFDAR, NASIA  
  Professor  
  Medicine
• Saffer, Mark
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1994 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• Safferan, Jenny
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1997 University Of Rochester

• Sager, Lesley
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Design Studies
  MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Sahar, Krishanu
  Assistant Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• Sahar, Sumona
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 2002 Dartmouth College

• Saladar, Tracy E
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2013 Concordia University Wisconsin

• Salamat, Shahriar
  Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1978 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• Saleem, Faiza
  Assoc Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD 2017

• Salemi, Steven V
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2007 Edgewood College

• Salmon, John
  Professor
  Language Sciences Program
  PHD 1984 University of Texas at Austin

• Salo, Dorothea
  Faculty Associate
  Information School
  MLS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Sam, Steven
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2012 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• Samanta, Jayshree
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences

• Sandler, Ricky Chad
  Lecturer
  Finance
  BBA 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• Sandock, Sarah
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Biomedical Engineering
  MA 2013

• Sandor, Matyas
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
• SANFORD, GREGG
  Senior Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SANGASUBANA, NISARATANA
  Lecturer
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SANKARALINGAM, KARU
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2006 University of Texas at Austin
  
• SANMIGUEL, JOSHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2017 University of Toronto
  
• SARADA,-
  Assistant Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2011 Univ of California San Diego
  
• SARFF, JOHN STEPHEN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SARMADI, MAJID
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1986 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U
  
• SARMIENTO, CAROLINA
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2014 Irvine Valley College
  
• SAUER, JD
  Assistant Professor
  Med Microbiology & Immunology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor
  
• SAWCHUK, SANDRA A.
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 University of Queensland
  
• SAYEED, AKBAR
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1996 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign
  
• SAYWELL, LISA M.
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLIS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SCARLAT, RALUCA
  Assistant Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley
  
• SCARRAMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SCHAEFFER, DANIEL MEILAHN
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1979 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign
  
• SCHAEFFER, JAN LOUISE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 1986 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor
  
• SCHAEFFER, SUSAN
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
  
• SCHAEFFER, NORA CATE
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1984 University of Chicago
  
• SCHALICK, WALTON O
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
  Volunteer Staff
• SCHALK, SAMI
  Assistant Professor
  Gender and Women’s Studies
  PHD 2014 Indiana University

• SCHAMILOGLU, ULI
  Professor
  Languages And Cultures Of Asia
  PHD 1986 Columbia University

• SCHARDT, DANA ELYSE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing

• SCHARRER, JONATHAN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Law School
  JD 2008 Marquette University

• SCHATZBERG, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHATZKE, KYOKO
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2015 Edgewood College

• SCHAUER, JAMES
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1998 California Institute of Tech

• SCHECHTER, LAURA
  Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHECHTMAN, ANAT
  Assistant Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2011 Yale University

• SCHEELE, CHRIS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Geography
  MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHEER, ELAINE
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1982 San Francisco Art Institute

• SCHELL, RONALD FRANCIS
  Professor
  Office Of The Director
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHELL, STEPHANIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHEND, VALERIE ANN
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Pharmacy
  BS 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHEUFENEKLE, DIETRAM
  Professor
  Life Sciences Communications
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHIEBER, HANNAH B
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHIEKE, STEFAN M
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Dermatology
  MD 2001 Universitat Dusseldorf

• SCHIFERL, RICH
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHLOSS, KAREN
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHMIDT, CALICO ESTHER
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, J.R.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, JEFFREY ROBERT
  Faculty Associate
  Physics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, JESSICA N
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2010 Johns Hopkins University

• SCHMIDT, NETTE
  Faculty Associate
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1980 University of Copenhagen

• SCHMIT, JOAN
  Professor
  Risk and Insurance
  PHD 1984 Indiana University

• SCHMITZ, AMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• SCHMITZ, NATALIE SUZANNE  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 2018 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SCHMITZ, OLIVER  
  Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 2006 Germany, Fed Rep Of

• SCHMITZ-SIEBERTZ, VANESSA  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
  PHD 2006 Fachhochschule Aachen

• SCHMOKER, CHRISTINA M  
  Professor Of Mil Sci  
  Air Force Aerospace Studies  
  MS 2017

• SCHMUECKER, ASHLEY  
  Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MS 2013 Portland State University

• SCHNEIDER, ANNEMARIE  
  Associate Professor  
  Inst for Environmental Studies  
  PHD 2005 Boston University

• SCHNEIDER, MARY LYNN  
  Professor Emer  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHNEIDER, TETYANA  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHNUR, ROBERT A.  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1963 Harvard University

• SCHOLL, DAVID  
  Lecturer  
  Mead Witter School of Music  
  MM 2012 Indiana University

• SCHOMAKER, JENNIFER M  
  Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2006 Michigan State University

• SCHOPEN, KIMBERLY J  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

• SCHOVILLE, SEAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Entomology  
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHRAGE, WILLIAM GREG  
  Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• SCHRAGER, ADAM  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  MA 1991 Northwestern University

• SCHRECKER, MATTHEW  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2018

• SCHROEDER, CARRIE ANN  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHROEDER, GREG  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Finance  
  MS 2014

• SCHROEDER, SISSEL  
  Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 1997 Pennsylvania State University

• SCHROEPFEL, TRACY  
  Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SCHUCHARDT, ERIC JAMES  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Planning & Landscape Architect  
  MLA 2011 Harvard University

• SCHUCHARDT, MAKAYLA  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  MS 2010 New York University

• SCHUELLER, JEANNE  
  Faculty Associate  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHUG, CASSANDRA  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULDES, JAKE M  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULER, LINDA ANN  
  Professor  
  Comparative Biosciences  
  PHD 1980 University of Pennsylvania
• SCHULFER, NATHAN
  Faculty Associate
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  MS 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULTZ, AMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Communication Arts
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• SCHULTZ, ERIC
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  MBA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHUSTER, JONATHAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHUTT, DON
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 1996 University of Iowa

• SCHWARTZ, ADAM K
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  BS 2018

• SCHWARTZ, CHRISTINE RENEE
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• SCHWARTZ, DAVID
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1986 Yale University

• SCHWARTZ, DAVID C.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1985 Columbia University

• SCHWARTZ, JONATHAN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD 2016 Duke University

• SCHWARTZ, PAUL --SON--
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing
  MA 1993 New York University

• SCHWARZE, ALLISON M
  Assoc Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  BS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• SCHWARZE, GRETCHEN
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1995 Harvard University

• SCHWARZE, MICHELLE
  Assistant Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2013 Univ of California Davis

• SCHWEBACH, MOLLY
  Lecturer
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  MS 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHWEBER, HOWARD
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1999 Cornell University

• SCHWEBER, NOAH DAVID
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2016 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHWEBER, SIMONE A
  Professor
  Curriculum and Instruction
  PHD 1998 Stanford University

• SCHWENDINGER, LAURA
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 1993 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHWOCH, ROBERT
  Lecturer
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  MFA 2007 Bennington College

• SCOON, DAVEY
  Adjunct Professor
  School Of Business
  MBA 1973 Harvard University

• SCOTT, JESSICA ALYSIA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SEBRANEK, CHRIS ALLEN
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program
  MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SEEGER, ANDREAS
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1985 Tech Hochschule Darmstadt

• SEELY, WILLIAM
  Senior Lecturer
  Life Sciences Communications
  BS 1974 Northern Illinois University

• SEFFROOD, BENJAMIN
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program
  MBA 2003 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities
• SEIBERT, CHRISTINE S.
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1992 Northwestern University

• SEIDEL, COURTNEY LANE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SEIDENBERG, MARK S
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1980 Columbia University

• SEIDMAN, GAY W.
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1990 Univ of California Berkeley

• SEIFTER, MIRIAM
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  JD 2007 Harvard University

• SEILER SCHULTZ, TRACY
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  MS 2001 Marquette University

• SELK, KATHERINE A
  Faculty Associate
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2007 University of Phoenix

• SEMANIK, MIKE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2010 University of Virginia

• SEMRAD-DOOLITTLE, PAMELA SUE
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SENATORI, MEGAN ANN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SENCHYNE, JONATHAN
  Assistant Professor
  Information School
  PHD 2011 Cornell University

• SENES, ALESSANDRO
  Associate Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2001 Yale University

• SEPICH, ROB
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MA 1985 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• SEPPALAINEN, TIMO
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1991 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SERBAN, RADU
  Visiting Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1998 University of Iowa

• SEROOGY, CHRISTINE MARIE
  Associate Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SESHADRI, ANANTH
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2000 University Of Rochester

• SETHIL, JAMES
  Senior Lecturer
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2000 London Sch Econ& Poli Sci

• SESTO, MARY
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SETALURI, VIJAYASARADHI
  Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 1985 Osmania University

• SETHARES, BILL
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1987 Cornell University

• SETHI, JAY K
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2003 Johns Hopkins University

• SEVERSON, ERIC L
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SEXEL, LIZ
  Lecturer
  Dance
  MFA 2009 Mills College

• SEYS, TRISHA MARIE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAFFER, BYRON
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Political Science
  PHD 1979 Univ of California Berkeley
• SHAFFER-DEAN, RUSS
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1992 University of Arizona

• SHAFFER, DAVID W.
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1998 Harvard Univ Extension School

• SHAH, DHAVAN
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 1998 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• SHAH, DINESH M
  Professor
  Obstetrics and Gynecology
  MD 1976 University of Mumbai

• SHAH, HEMANT
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 1987 Indiana University

• SHAH, MANISH
  Professor
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 1996 University Of Rochester

• SHAHSHIRELI, BASSAM Z.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1968 Univ of MD Baltimore County

• SHALISTOVICH, IVAN
  Associate Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2009 Duke University

• SHANMUGANAYAGAM, DHANANSAYAN
  Assistant Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAO, JUN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAPIRO, DEBRA
  Faculty Associate
  Information School
  MA 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAPIRO, LARRY
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1992 University of Pennsylvania

• SHAPIRO, MIKE A.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Professional Devlp
  MA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAPIRO, VADIM
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1991 Cornell University

• SHARAFI, MITRA
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2006 Princeton University

• SHARMA, DIYA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2012 University of Guelph

• SHARMA, PRASHANT
  Assistant Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2012 Harvard University

• SHARPRESS, JOHN
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1975 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SHASKOA, ALEXANDER
  Lecturer
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SHATDAL, AMBUJ
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHATEN, RICHARD
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAVER, RANDY
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAVLIK, JUDE W.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1997 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• SHAW, BRETT RANDALL
  Associate Professor
  Life Sciences Communications
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAW, GILLIAN CURTIS
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2007 Michigan State University

• SHAW, KELLY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2011 University of Glasgow
• SHEAR, LESLIE D
  Clinical Professor
  Law School
  JD 1985 University Of Miami

• SHEEHAN JR., JOHN P
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1985 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• SHEEHAN, NORA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHEETS, MICHAEL DENNIS
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHEIBANI, NADER
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  PHD 1989 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha

• SHELEF, MIRIAM A
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2004 Columbia University

• SHELEF, NADAV
  Associate Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• SHELEF, PIXU
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Statistics
  PHD 2016 University of Pennsylvania

• SHEN, GUANMING
  Associate Professor
  Agricultural and Applied Econ
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHI, LEXUAN
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 1992 Harvard University

• SHIBATA, YUMIKO
  Assoc Lecturer
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIELDS, MORGAN R
  Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHINE, JIHAE
  Assistant Professor
  Management and Human Resources
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

• SHIN, JUNG-HYE
  Associate Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• SHINAULT, GREGORY
  Lecturer
  Mathematics
  PHD 2017 Univ of California Davis
• SHINNERS, KEVIN
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIU, GARY
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

• SHIYANBOLA, OLAYINKA
  Assistant Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2009 University of Iowa

• SHLASKO, DAVEY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Gender and Women’s Studies
  MEPD 2006

• SHOEMAKER, KARL
  Professor
  History
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley

• SHOHET, J. LEON
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1961 Carnegie-Mellon University

• SHOKROLAH ZADEH, JAFAR
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  MA 2010

• SHROFF, SARAH JESSIE
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHRESTHA, SWETA
  Outreach Specialist
  Uw Population Health Institute
  MPH 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHULL, JAMES
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHULT, PETER A.
  Senior Scientist
  Microbiology Division
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHUMAKER, ROBERT E.
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHUMOW, JOSEPH DEY
  Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  JD 2007 Washington University

• SHUSTA, ERIC
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1999 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• SHUSTERMAN, MARK
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

• SHUTSKE, JOHN
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1988 Purdue University

• SHUTTS, KRISTIN
  Associate Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Harvard University

• SIBERT, EDWIN L.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1983 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• SIDDQUI, IMTIAZ A
  Associate Scientist
  Dermatology
  PHD 2005 Jamia Hamdard

• SIDEK, MARK
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1985 Columbia University

• SIDELLE, ALAN
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1986 Cornell University

• SIEGENTHALER, DEBRA SUE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SIEMSEN, ENNO
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 2005 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• SIFAKIS, EFTYCHIOS
  Associate Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2007 Stanford University

• SIGLER, PATRICIA ANN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Consumer Science
  MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SILBER, HANNAH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SILET, KARIN</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Bucknell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVA, ERIN</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Plant Pathology</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Washington State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMMERING, VANESSA</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMMONS, ERICA S</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMON, PHILIPP</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMONS, THOMAS BECKER</td>
<td>Asst Prof Of Mil Sci</td>
<td>Naval Science</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>University of Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMPSON, GAIL</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS, PATRICK J</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Theatre and Drama</td>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS, REVEL</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Planning &amp; Landscape Architect</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of California Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINCLAIR, MATT</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINDELAR, JEFFREY J</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Iowa State Univ of Sci &amp; Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGER, BEN</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Communication Arts</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGER, BRADLEY S.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>University of Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGH, VIKAS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Biostatistics and Medical Info</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>SUNY at Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGHA, RAUNAK</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>International Univ in Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKALA, MELISSA</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Duke University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKJOLAAS, CHERYL</td>
<td>Sr Outreach Spec</td>
<td>Biological Systems Engineering</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Platteville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOG, MARLENE</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOPAHNA</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKRENTNY, JAMES DOUGLAS</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKURKY, SHAWN AILEEN</td>
<td>Clinical Assoc Prof</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLACK, KRISTEN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLADKY, KURT</td>
<td>Clinical Professor</td>
<td>Surgical Sciences</td>
<td>DVM</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEDGE, JEFFREY</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Planning &amp; Landscape Architect</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOANE, AMY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **SLUKVIN, IGOR I**
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1987 Natl Tech Univ of Ukraine

• **SMALL, STEPHEN**
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1984 Cornell University

• **SMEDEMA, ADAM R**
  Lecturer
  Finance
  PHD 2011 Florida State University

• **SMEDEMA, SUSAN MILLER**
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMEEDING, TIMOTHY MICHAEL**
  Professor
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMILOWITZ, JENNIFER BETH**
  Clinical Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMITH, BRAD**
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMITH, CASEY**
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  BVM 2013 University of Glasgow

• **SMITH, CATHERINE ARNOTT**
  Professor
  Information School
  PHD 2002 University of Pittsburgh

• **SMITH, CHRISTINE**
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Nursing

• **SMITH, DAMON**
  Associate Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2007 North Carolina State Univ

• **SMITH, DOUG**
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1979 Univ Of IL At Medical Center

• **SMITH, JAMES**
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  BM 1967 Southern Methodist University

• **SMITH, JEFF**
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMITH, JEFFREY A**
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1996 University of Chicago

• **SMITH, JENNY**
  Adjunct Instructor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  BA 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **SMITH, JUDITH A**
  Associate Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1997 University of Chicago

• **SMITH, LESLEY J.**
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1989 Washington State University

• **SMITH, LESLEY M.**
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1988 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• **SMITH, LLOYD M.**
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1981 Stanford University

• **SMITH, LONES**
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1991 University of Chicago

• **SMITH, MARGARET**
  Lecturer
  Information School
  MS 2011 Syracuse University

• **SMITH, MAUREEN**
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• **SMITH, MICHELE ANNE**
  Clinical Instructor
Faculty

Disease Prevention Admin
BS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

- SMITH,NICHOLAS
  Assoc Outreach Spec
  Food Science
  MS 2009 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- SMITH,PHIL
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1980 Purdue University

- SMITH,SUSAN
  Senior Lecturer
  Life Sciences Communications
  BS 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SMITH,TESSA KATHERINE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- SMITH,TESSA M
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  MHEA 2017 Ohio University

- SMITH,WESLEY H
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1981 Univ of California Berkeley

- SMITH-SULL, SARA JEAN
  Clinical Instructor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1997 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

- SMITHKA, CHRIS
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SNEDDEN, TRACI
  Assistant Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2014 Univ of Northern Colorado

- SNYDER, ASHLEY MARIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SNYDER, BRAD
  Associate Professor
  Law School
  JD 1999 Yale University

- SNYDER, CHRISTOPHER
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2004 Ohio State University

- SNYDER, MAGGIE
  Lecturer

Art
MFA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SNYDER, VIRGINIA L.
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  PHD 1988 Medical College Of Ohio

- SOBER, ELLIOTT R.
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1974 Harvard University

- SOELVSTEN, MIKKEL
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2017 Univ of California Berkeley

- SOHI, GURI
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1985 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- SOLDAT, DOUGLAS
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2006 Cornell University

- SOLHEIM, KAREN
  Clinical Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 2000 Univ of Colorado at Denver

- SOLHEIM, STEPHEN L.
  Assoc Prof L/I
  Botany
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SOLIEN, TIMOTHY
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1977 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

- SOMERS, KATERINA IDETTE
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SOMMERVEILLE, JOHANN
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  History
  PHD 1981 University of Cambridge

- SONDEL, PAUL M.
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SONE, HIROKI
  Assistant Professor
Civil and Environmental Engr
PHD 2012 Stanford University

- SONE,JUDITH
  Lecturer
  Center for Jewish Studies
  MA 2011 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

- SONGOLO,ALIKO
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 1975 University of Iowa

- SORENSEN,ALAN T
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- SORENSEN,ROBERT PETER
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SORENSON,ARIEL
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MS 2015 Minnesota State Univ, Mankato

- SORENSON,CHRISTINE
  Dis Scientist
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1989 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

- SORKNESS,CHRISTINE ANNE
  Dis Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1975 SUNY at Buffalo

- SORKNESS,RONALD
  Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SOUKUP,JASON
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2002 Texas A & M University

- SOURNY-SLITINE,M. ANWAR
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Geography
  MA 2012 University of Texas at Austin

- SOUTHGATE,HENRY
  Lecturer
  Philosophy
  PHD 2016 Northwestern University

- SOVINEC,CARL
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SPAGNOLIE,SAVERIO
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2008 New York University

- SPALDING,EDGAR
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1990 Pennsylvania State University

- SPARKMAN,CATRINA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Theatre and Drama
  MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SPARKS,SHANNON
  Assistant Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 University of Arizona

- SPEECE,BEVERLY
  Faculty Associate
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  MTS 2002 Ave Maria University

- SPEIDEL,MICHAEL
  Associate Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SPERLING,CARRIE
  Clinical Professor
  Law School
  JD 1992 University Of Houston

- SPINNER,DAVID
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1987 Ohio State University

- SPRINGFIELD,CONSUELO LOPEZ
  Instructor Emer
  Chicana/o and Latina/o Studies
  PHD 1983 Indiana University

- SRAMEK,BARBARA JO
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SRI DHARAN,KUMAR
  Dis Scientist
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SRI DHARAN,RUPA
  Assistant Professor
  Cell and Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

- ST JAMES,MARIKO LUCY
  Clinical Instructor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Degree Year</th>
<th>University/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STAFFORD, CATHERINE A</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Surgical Sciences</td>
<td>DVM 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAHL, SHANNON S.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>PHD 1997</td>
<td>California Institute of Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAJKOVIC, ALEXANDER D.</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Management and Human Resources</td>
<td>PHD 1996</td>
<td>University of Nebraska-Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMBACH, AMY</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>PHD 1996</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMM, JULIE</td>
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  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1984 University of Florida

• UNSWORTH, KRISTENE
  Senior Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 2010 University of Washington

• URRUTIA, MATTIE
  Faculty Associate
  Soil Science
  PHD 1989 U de Santiago de Compostela

• USKOKOV, ALEKSANDAR
  Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  MA 2013 Chicago State University

• USMANOVA, ZARINA
  Lecturer
  Ctr For Rus East Eur Cent Asia
  MA 2014

• USSISHKIN, DANIEL
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• UTTALLYNET
  Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 1993 Univ of California Santa Cruz

• VAIL, DAVID
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1984 University of Saskatchewan

• VALDEZ, CARMEN
  Associate Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 2004 University of Texas at Austin

• VALDIVIA, HECTOR H.
Faculty

Professor
Medicine
PHD 1987 Mexico

• VALENCIA, SARAH ELIZABETH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VALENTE, RAND
  Professor
  Language Sciences Program
  PHD 1994 University of Texas at Austin

• VALENZA, ROBIN P
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2003 Stanford University

• VALENZUELA LEIGHTON, SEBASTIAN
  Visiting Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 2011 University of Texas at Austin

• VALEO COOKE, NINA
  Faculty Associate
  Gender and Women’s Studies
  MS 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VALK, BENEDEK
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2004 Budapest Univ of Tech & Econ

• VALLEY, JOHN W.
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1980 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• VALLON, MARC
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MFA 1977 Conserv Nat Arts et Metiers

• VAN HALLGRENS, CARRIE
  Lecturer
  Theatre and Drama
  MFA 2006 Yale University

• VAN ASSEL, NATHANIEL C.
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2016

• VAN DEWATER, MANON
  Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 1996 Arizona State University

• VAN DEELEN, TIMOTHY
  Professor
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1995 Michigan State University

• VAN DER WEIDE, DANIEL
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1992 Stanford University

• VAN DYKE JR., KENNETH JOHN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VAN KAN, PETER L
  Associate Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Davis

• VAN LEHN, REID C
  Assistant Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 2014 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• VAN MELKEBEEK, DIETER
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• VAN OS, JENNIFER
  Assistant Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Davis

• VAN PIJKEREN, JAN PETER
  Assistant Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 2007 Ireland (Eire)

• VAN RYBROEK, GREGORY JOHN
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Psychology
  JD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VAN SWOL, LYN
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1998 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• VAN WINKLE, JOJIN
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VANDENHEUVEL, MIKE
  Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VANDENBROUCKE, JUSTIN
  Assistant Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

• VANDER Zanden, JAKE
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1999 McGill University

• VANDERBY, RAY
Faculty

• VANDERWALL, CASSANDRA M
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  PHD 2018 Rush University

• VANNES, DAVID JOHN
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VANVEEN, BARRY
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1986 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• VARDENY, ORLY
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2000 University of Utah

• VARDI, URI
  Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  MM 1977 Yale University

• VARESCHI, MARK
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2011 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• VARGAS-PRIETO, ALBERTO M
  Faculty Associate
  Lat Amer Carib Iber St
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VARGHESE, TOMY
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1995 University of Kentucky

• VATAN, FLORENCE
  Professor
  French and Italian
  PHD 2004 University of Chicago

• VAUGHN, STEPHEN
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Comm
  PHD 1977 Indiana University

• VAVILOV, MAXIM G
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2001 Cornell University

• VEERAMANI, RAJ
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 1991 Purdue University

• VEIT, SAMUEL EUGENE
  Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  BS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VEITH, TONYA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2009 Indiana University

• VELLIQUETTE, MICHAEL JAMES
  Faculty Associate
  Art
  MFA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VELTEN, ANDREAS UDO
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2009 University Of New Mexico

• VENKATARAMAN, SHIVARAM
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2017 Univ of California Berkeley

• VENKATARAMANAN, GIRI
  Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VENTURA, STEVE
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VENTURELLI, OPHELIA
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2013 California Institute of Tech

• VERBRUGGE, MARIA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VEREGIN, HOWARD
  Faculty Associate
  Geography
  PHD 1991 U of California-Santa Barbara

• VERMA, AJIT KUMAR
  Professor Emer
  Human Oncology
  PHD 1976 Flinders Univ of S. Australia

• VERMILLION, KATIE LEE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Genetics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• VERSHBOW, GREGORY
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Art  
MFA 2010 Massachusetts College Of Art

• VESTLING,MARTHA M.  
  Senior Scientist  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 1967 Northwestern University

• VETSIGIAN,KALIN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Bacteriology  
  PHD 2005 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• VETTER,JOHN ROBERT  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VEZINA,CHAD M.  
  Associate Professor  
  Comparative Biosciences  
  PHD 2003 SUNY at Buffalo

• VIACLOVSKY,JEFF A  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1999 Princeton University

• VICKROY,CHERYL SUE  
  Adjunct Professor  
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program  
  MBA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VIEIRA,CATHERINE  
  Associate Professor  
  Curriculum and Instruction  
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VIGIL,ANDREA R  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2010 University of Toledo

• VILA,ANNE  
  Professor  
  French and Italian  
  PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University

• VIMONT,DANIEL  
  Professor  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 2002 University of Washington

• VINEY,GRETCHEN  
  Dis Clinical Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VITCENDA,ANGELA K.  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Family Medicine  
  MS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VIVIAN,EVA  


Professor (CHS)  
School of Pharmacy  
PHARMD 1995 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• VIVIANO,KATRINA ROSE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VLAGH,HALEY  
  Associate Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Los Angeles

• VOGEL,CASSIE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  School of Nursing  
  MSN 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VOGEL,JIM  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Theatre and Drama  
  MFA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VOPAI,EDWARD JOHN  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1994 Valparaiso University

• VOYLES,PAUL  
  Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 2001 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• VRANAS,PETER B. M.  
  Professor  
  Philosophy  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

W

• WAGNER,AMY LEE  
  Lecturer  
  Human Devel and Family Studies  
  PHD 2018 Univ of California Davis

• WAGNER,MICHAEL  
  Associate Professor  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  PHD 2006 Indiana University

• WAGNER,ROB  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Theatre and Drama  
  MFA 1994 University of Texas at Austin

• WAGNER,SABRINA MARIE  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2004 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• WAGNER,TERA HOLTZ  
  Faculty Associate  
  Life Sciences Communications
• WAGNER,TIAHA
  Clinical Instructor
  Academic Affairs
  PHARMD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WAGNER,TIMOTHY J
  Lecturer
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WAGNER-HENRY,SHERRY
  Faculty Associate
  Bolz Center For Arts Admin
  MBA 1995 Illinois State University

• WAHBA,GRACE G.
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1966 Stanford University

• WAKAI,RONALD T.
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• WAKKER,BASTIAAN
  Senior Scientist
  Astronomy
  PHD 1990 University of Groningen

• WALASZEK,ART
  Professor (CHS)
  Psychiatry
  MD 1997 Northwestern University

• WALBRANDT PIGARELLI,DENISE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  School of Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALD,ELLEN R
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1968 Brooklyn College Of Cuny

• WALEFFE,FABIAN
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• WALKER,CHRISTOPHER A
  Associate Professor
  Dance
  MFA 2004 SUNY College at Brockport

• WALD,ARNOLD
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1968 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Brooklyn

• WALLMANN,JOHANNES
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2010 New York University

• WALLOCH,KAREN
  Lecturer
  Gender and Women's Studies
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH,JOHN EDWARD
  Senior Lecturer
  School of Business
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH,JOSEPH G
  Faculty Associate
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ

• WALSH,JOSEPH G
  Faculty Associate
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ

• WALKER,DOUGLAS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science

• WALKER,THAD G
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1988 Princeton University

• WALKER,JULIE M
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2008 Michigan State University

• WALKER,JIM
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1986 University of Chicago

• WALLACE,GEOFFREY L.
  Associate Professor
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs
  PHD 1999 Northwestern University

• WALLACE,SUZANNE BETH
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Stout

• WALLER,DONALD M.
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1978 Princeton University

• WALLER,KEN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALLER,SHELLY MARIE
  Lecturer
  Administration-Vmth
  MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALLMANN,JOHANNES
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School of Music
  PHD 2010 New York University

• WALSH,JOHN EDWARD
  Senior Lecturer
  School of Business
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH,JOSEPH G
  Faculty Associate
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH, TOVA B  
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WALTER, ALEXANDRA  
  Lecturer  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WAMPOLD, BRUCE E.  
  Professor  
  Counseling Psychology  
  PHD 1981 U of California-Santa Barbara

• WANDEL, LEE PALMER  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WANG, BING  
  Associate Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2008 University of Delaware

• WANG, BOTONG  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2012 Purdue University

• WANG, BU  
  Assistant Professor  
  Civil and Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2012

• WANG, FANGFANG  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2009 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• WANG, HANNAH L  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MS 2017 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• WANG, JENNIFER LYNN HYLAND  
  Lecturer  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WANG, JUE  
  Professor  
  Bacteriology  
  PHD 2002 U of California San Francisco

• WANG, LU  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2011 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• WANG, MARY  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  English  
  MA 2011 University of Hawaii at Manoa

• WANG, MIAOYAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

• WANG, PAO K.  
  Professor Emer  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 1978 Univ of California Los Angeles

• WANG, SIJIAN  
  Associate Professor  
  Biostatistics and Medical Info  
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WANG, XIN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Industrial and Systems Engr  
  PHD 2015 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• WANG, XUDONG  
  Professor  
  Material Science & Engineering  
  PHD 2005 Georgia Inst of Technology

• WANG, XUELIM  
  Associate Professor  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 2008 Ohio State University

• WANG, YANG  
  Assistant Professor  
  LaFollette Schl Public Affairs  
  PHD 2009 Duke University

• WANG, YAZHEN  
  Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

• WANG, YI  
  Assistant Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WANG, YUJUN  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Asian Languages and Cultures  
  PHD 2013 Nankai University

• WANGERIN, JOANNA  
  Lecturer  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  MPA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• WANGERIN,DAN  
  Associate Professor  
  Accounting and Information Sys  
  PHD 2011

• WANNER, ANJA  
  Professor  
  English
WARD, ANN
Assoc Lecturer
Curriculum and Instruction
EDD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WARD, DAVID ALLEN
Senior Lecturer
School of Business
PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WARD, EARLISE
Associate Professor
School of Nursing
PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WARD, EMILY J
Assistant Professor
Psychology
PHD 2016 Yale University

WARDRIP, PETER THOMAS
Assistant Professor
Curriculum and Instruction
PHD 2014 University of Pittsburgh

WARFIELD, TERRY D
Professor
Accounting and Information Sys
PHD 1989 University of Iowa

WARGOWSKI, DAVID STEPHAN
Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WARMATH, DEE
Assistant Professor
School of Human Ecology
PHD 2012 Madison College

WARNER, H WILLIAM
Assoc Lecturer
History
PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WARNER, JUSTIN DAVID
Lecturer
Civil and Environmental Engr
MS 2007

WASSARMAN, DAVID
Professor
Medical Genetics
PHD 1992 Yale University

WASSARMAN, KAREN
Professor
Bacteriology
PHD 1992 Yale University

WATSON, ANDREW
Assistant Professor
Rehabilitation Medicine

WEBER, ERIN LEIGH
Assoc Lecturer
Biology Core Curriculum
PHD 2014 Yale University

WEBERT, KYLE
Asst Faculty Assoc
Botany
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

WEBER, BETH A
Associate Professor
Cell and Regenerative Biology
PHD 2003 Univ of California San Diego

WEBER, JOHN
Professor Emer
Neurological Surgery
PHD 1967 University Of Rochester

WEEKS, JESSICA
Associate Professor
Political Science
PHD 2009 Stanford University

WEIBE, DOUGLAS B
Associate Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 2002 Cornell University

WEICHERT, JAMEY P.
Associate Professor
Radiology
PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

WEIGEL, KENT
Professor
Dairy Science
Faculty

- **WEIGOLD, URSULA**  
  Clinical Professor  
  Law School  
  JD 1983 University of Texas at Austin

- **WEIMER, DAVE**  
  Professor  
  LaFollette Sch. Public Affairs  
  PHD 1978 Univ of California Berkeley

- **WEISGARBER, THOMAS R.**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Physics  
  PHD 2012 University of Chicago

- **WEISS, JENNIFER MICHELLE**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 2002 University Of Rochester

- **WEISS, LIAD**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 2013 Columbia University

- **WEISSHAAR, JAMES C.**  
  Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 1979 Univ of California Berkeley

- **WEIX, DANIEL JOHN**  
  Associate Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

- **WELCH, RODNEY**  
  Professor  
  Med Microbiology & Immunology  
  PHD 1979 VA Commonwealth Univ-Hlth Sci

- **WELHAM, NATHAN**  
  Associate Professor  
  Surgery  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **WELLIK, DENEEN MARIE**  
  Visiting Professor  
  Cell and Regenerative Biology  
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **WELLS, CHRISTOPHER**  
  Associate Professor  
  Journalism & Mass Comm  
  PHD 2010 University of Washington

- **WELLS, SARAH**  
  Associate Professor  
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies  
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

- **WEMMERLOV, URBAN**  
  Professor  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  PHD 1978 Lunds University

- **WENDLAND, CLAIRE LEONE**  
  Professor  
  Anthropology  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

- **WENDTAMY**  
  Professor  
  Electrical and Computer Engr  
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Berkeley

- **WENDT, MARK ALAN**  
  Faculty Associate  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **WENG, YIQUN**  
  Associate Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1998 Texas A & M University

- **WENKER, SUE**  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Family Medicine  
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **WENTHUR, CODY JAMES**  
  Assistant Professor  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHD 2015 Vanderbilt University

- **WERETKA, MAREK**  
  Associate Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 2006 Yale University

- **WERLE, RODRIGO**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Agronomy  
  PHD 2016 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

- **WERMUTH, NANCY B.**  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  MA 1979 Indiana University

- **WERNER, CRAIG**  
  Professor  
  Afro-American Studies  
  PHD 1979 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- **WERNER, NICOLE**  
  Assistant Professor  
  Industrial and Systems Engr  
  PHD 2014 George Mason University

- **WEST, CHARLES RAYMOND**  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Engineering Professional Devlp  
  MBA 1969 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **WEST, CYNTHIA**  
  Lecturer  
  Engineering Professional Devlp
EDD 2017 Univ of Minnesota-Duluth

• WEST, KENNETH D.
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1983 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• WEST, ROBERT C.
  Professor Emer
  Chemistry
  PHD 1950 Cornell University

• WESTERGAARD, RYAN PATRICK
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2013 Johns Hopkins University

• WESTLER, BRENDON BLAIR
  Lecturer
  Integrated Liberal Studies
  PHD 2016 Indiana University

• WESTLER, WILLIAM M.
  Senior Scientist
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1980 Purdue University

• WESTMARK, CARA JEAN
  Assistant Professor
  Neurology
  PHD 1995 Notre Dame College

• WESTRICK, MARY L
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Program
  PHD 2019 Purdue University

• WETZEL, ALFREDO
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2015 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WHEELER, ERIC L
  Associate Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WHELAN, CHRISTINE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Consumer Science
  PHD 2004 University of Oxford

• WHITE, HEATHER
  Associate Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2010 Purdue University

• WHITE, MONICA M.
  Assistant Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 1998 Western Michigan University

• WHITING, GLORIA McCAHON
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2015 Harvard University

• WHITING, PAUL S.
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  MD 2009 Harvard University

• WHITMAN, THEA
  Assistant Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2014 Cornell University

• WHITMORE, JERRY M.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Wiscience
  PHD 2015 Louisiana State U & A&M Colg

• WHITMORE, KIM
  Assistant Professor
  School of Nursing
  DNS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• WICKENS, MARVIN P.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1978 Stanford University

• WICKENS, ZACH K
  Assistant Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2015 California Institute of Tech

• WIEBEN, OLIVER
  Associate Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WIEGMANN, DOUGLAS A
  Associate Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 1992 Texas Christian University

• WIEGMANN, SUSAN M
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Rehab Psych and Special Educ
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WIERCIOCH, GREGORY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Law School
  JD 1992 Washington & Lee University

• WILCOTS, ERIC
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1992 University of Washington

• WILD, PROF JOHN J
  Professor
  Accounting and Information Sys
PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILDONGER, JILL C.
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2005 Columbia University

- WILKERSON, KIMBER L
  Professor
  Rehab Psych and Special Edu
  PHD 1997 University of Washington

- WILKINSON, CHAD C
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Texas A & M University

- WILLET, REBEKAH
  Associate Professor
  Information School
  PHD 2002 University of London

- WILLIAMS, BEN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Civil Soc & Community Studies
  M.PAFF 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILLIAMS, JACK W
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 1999 Brown University

- WILLIAMS, JAIMESE M
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Wiscience

- WILLIAMS, JIM
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- WILLIAMS, JUSTIN COLE
  Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Arizona State University

- WILLIAMS, KALYANNA
  Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILLIAMS, MICHAEL L
  Faculty Associate
  Management and Human Resources
  MA 2005 Walsh Col Accountant & Bus Adm

- WILLIAMS, NOAH M
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2001 University of Chicago

- WILLIAMS, SCOTT P
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Physics
  MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILLIAMSON, ALLAN J
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2013 University of Guelph

- WILLIAMSON, ROBERT
  Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 1997 University of Kentucky

- WILLIS, DANNY GAYLON
  Associate Professor
  School of Nursing
  DNS 2004 Lsna Ste Univ Hlth Sci Cntr

- WILLITS, ANGELA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Simmons College

- WILLMANN, KARL
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILSON, JOHN JAMES
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  MD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILSON, PAUL
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WILTBANK, MILO
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 1987 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- WILTBANK, MILLO
  Visiting Asst Gordon, John Davis
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2016 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- WINGERTSEN, HEIDI LYNN
  Preceptor
  School of Nursing
  MSN 2013 Walden University

- WINK, ANDRE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1984 State Univ Of Leiden

- WINKLE-WAGNER, RACHELLE L
  Associate Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2006 Indiana University

- WINOKUR, MICHAEL J.
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• WINSLOW, EMILY RHEA  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Surgery  
  MD 1999 Harvard University

• WINSTON, TINA  
  Faculty Associate  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WINTERSTEIN, ANDREW PATRICK  
  Dis Clinical Prof  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WIPPLER, JULIA MARIE  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WIRTH, THOMAS JOHN  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WISWALL, MATTHEW JAMES  
  Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles

• WITT, ROBERT J.  
  Associate Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 1987 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• WITZENBURG, COLLEEN M  
  Assistant Professor  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2014

• WIXON, DEVIN LAURA  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WIYAKA, DENISE  
  Faculty Associate  
  American Indian Studies  
  LLM 2011 Georgetown University

• WOLF, KIRSTEN  
  Professor  
  German, Nordic, and Slavic  
  PHD 1987 University of London

• WOLF, MARSHA J  
  Senior Scientist  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 2005 University of Texas at Austin

• WOLFE, ANDREW M  
  Instructor Of Mil Sci  
  Military Science

• WOLFE, BARBARA L  
  Professor Emer  
  Interdiscipl Research Prgms-Social Sci  
  PHD 1973 University of Pennsylvania

• WOLFGRAM, SUSAN MARGARET  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• WOLLACK, JAMES  
  Associate Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WOLLACK, JODI ERIKSSON  
  Lecturer  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WOLMAN, MARC  
  Assistant Professor  
  Integrative Biology  
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WONG, NANCY YEE CHING  
  Professor  
  School of Human Ecology  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WONG, STEVEN  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2012 Oregon State University

• WOOD, SARAH  
  Lecturer  
  English  
  PHD 2011 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• WOOD, DAVID A.  
  Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 1990 Univ of California Berkeley

• WOOD, ELIZABETH A  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2015 Texas A & M University

• WOOD, GARY  
  Professor  
  Dermatology  
  MD 1979 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• WOOD, MELANIE MATCHETT  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2009 Princeton University

• WOOD, MICHAEL WILLAIM  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  PHD 2010 North Carolina State Univ

• WOOD, PHILIP
Assistant Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2009 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- WOODS, JON
  Professor
  Med Microbiology & Immunology
  PHD 1989 Univ of NC At Chapel Hill

- WOODS, ROBERT CLAUDE
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1965 Harvard University

- WOODWARD, CATHERINE L
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Botany
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WOODWARD, KEITH
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2007 University of Arizona

- WREN, TIMOTHY L
  Faculty Associate
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2005 Univ of Tennessee, Memphis

- WRIGHT, ANTHONY
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  BBA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- WRIGHT, DANIEL B.
  Assistant Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 2013 Princeton University

- WRIGHT, ELIZABETH R
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2002 Emory University

- WRIGHT, ERIK OLIN
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1976 Univ of California Berkeley

- WRIGHT, JENNIFER M
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medicine
  MD 2004 Tufts University

- WRIGHT, JOHN
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1970 Johns Hopkins University

- WRIGHT, RANDALL
  Professor
  Finance
  PHD 1986 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- WRIGHT, STEPHEN J
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 University of Queensland

- WRIGHT, STEVEN HOWARD
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Law School
  JD 2006 Washington University

- WRIGHT, TRAVIS
  Assistant Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 2006 Harvard University

- WU, CHIN H
  Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr
  PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- WU, DESMUND
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law School
  JD 2009 Univ of California Los Angeles

- WU, SAU LAN YU
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1970 Harvard University

- WYMAN, MARY FRANCES
  Clinical Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Volunteer Staff
  PHD 2003 Indiana University

- WYNE, KEVIN T.
  Faculty Associate
  School of Med & Pub Hlth ACAF
  MA 2002 University of Iowa

- XENOS, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2005 University of Washington

- XING, YONGNA
  Associate Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1997 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- XIONG, MAIMOUA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2016 California StateUniv-Fullerton

- XIONG, MAY
  Assistant Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- XIONG, YANG SAO
  Assistant Professor
  Social Work
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• XU, HUIFANG
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1993 Johns Hopkins University

• XU, TINA
  Lecturer
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2015 Georgia Inst of Technology

• XU, WEI
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1999 University of Iowa

• YABLON, ROBERT
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  JD 2006 Yale University

• YACKEE, JASON
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2006 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• YACKOVICH, NICK
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Social Work
  PHD 2011 West Virginia University

• YADAV, POONAM
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2011 Vellore Inst of Technology

• YADRO, SUSAN MARY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  School of Nursing
  MS 1977 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• YAHN, JEREMIAH
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YANDELL, BRIAN
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1981 Univ of California Berkeley

• YANDOW, DONALD R.
  Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 1977 University of Vermont

• YANG, BEI
  Assistant Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2003 Fudan University

• YANG, BO
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Statistics
  PHD 2006 Case Western Reserve Univ.

• YANG, DAVID T
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  MD 1994 Loma Linda University

• YANG, JAY
  Professor
  Anesthesiology
  PHD 1982 Brown University

• YANG, TONGHAI
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1995 Univ of Maryland College Park

• YARBRo, CHRIS
  Lecturer
  Finance
  MACC 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YAVAS, ABDULLAH
  Professor
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  PHD 1991 University of Iowa

• YAVUZ, DENIZ
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2003 Stanford University

• YAW, TAYLOR
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2014

• YE, CHANGHONG
  Instructl Prg Mgr I
  Disease Prevention Admin
  BS 1999

• YENERIC
  Associate Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 2000 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• YEN, THOMAS Y
  Instrmt Innovator/Ins
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YETHIRA J, ARUN
Faculty

• YIN, JERRY CHI-PING
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1991 North Carolina State Univ

• YIN, JOHN
  Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Berkeley

• YIN, JUN
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2008 Princeton University

• YOON, TEHSHIK
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2002 California Institute of Tech

• YOSHINO, TIM
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1975 U of California-Santa Barbara

• YOUNG, DAN
  Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 1981 Michigan State University

• YOUNG, KAREN M
  Clinical Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1985 University of Pennsylvania

• YOUNG, LOUISE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1993 Columbia University

• YOUNG, MORGAN ELISABETH
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YOUNG, MORRIS
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• YOUNG, NICK
  Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2014 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• YOUNG, RICHARD F
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1989 University of Pennsylvania

• YOUNG, STEPHEN
  Assistant Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2010 University of Washington

• YOUNG, TERRI L
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Science
  MD 1986 Harvard University

• YOUSSEF, MARY
  Faculty Associate
  Intl Div Administration
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YU, JAE-HYUK
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YU, JIN-WEN
  Professor
  Dance
  PHD 1994 Temple University

• YU, JP
  Assistant Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2006 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• YU, LIAN
  Professor
  School of Pharmacy
  PHD 1991 Ohio State University

• YU, MENG GANG
  Professor
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• YU, TIMOTHY
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2005 Stanford University

• YU, ZONGFU
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2009 Stanford University

• YUAN, MING
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• YUCHTMAN, HAYA
  Senior Lecturer
  Center for Jewish Studies
  MA 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• YUDKOFF, SUNNY STERN
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2015 Harvard University
Z

- ZACHARSKI, GREG
  Professor Of Mil Sci
  Naval Science
  MS 1998 Naval Postgraduate School

- ZAESKE, SUSAN
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZAGZEBSKI, JAMES A.
  Professor Emer
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZAHNER, SUSAN
  Professor
  School of Nursing
  PHD 1999 Univ of California Berkeley

- ZAKOWSKI, LAURA JEAN
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZALAPA, JUAN
  Associate Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZAMANIAN, MOSTAFA
  Assistant Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2011 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

- ZANNI, MARTIN THOMAS
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1999 Univ of California Berkeley

- ZAPA, JASMINE YVONNE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZAVA, TEJEDA, VICTOR
  Associate Professor
  Chemical and Biological Engr
  PHD 2008 Carnegie-Mellon University

- ZAYAS-CABAN, GABRIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2015 Cornell University

- ZDEBLICK, THOMAS A.
  Professor
  Rehabilitation Medicine
  MD 1982 Tufts University

- ZEA, RYAN DALE
  Asst Researcher
  Biostatistics and Medical Info
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZEDLER, PAUL
  Professor
  Inst for Environmental Studies
  PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZELDIN, SHEPHERD
  Professor Emer
  Civil Soc & Community Studies
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

- ZELENSKI, AMY BARBARA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZELEWSKI, LINDA MARIE
  Senior Lecturer
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZEPEDA, LYDIA
  Professor
  School of Human Ecology
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Davis

- ZERVOU, NATALIE
  Assistant Professor
  Dance
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Riverside

- ZGIERSKA, ALEKSANDRA E
  Associate Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 1999 Poland

- ZHANG CHUNMING
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2000 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- ZHANG, ANRU
  Assistant Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2015 University of Pennsylvania

- ZHANG, HONGMING
  Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 1992 Univ of California San Diego

- ZHANG, JING
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 2001 University of Pennsylvania

- ZHANG, RUIXIANG
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

- ZHANG, SUCHUN
  Professor
  Neuroscience
PHD 1996 University of Saskatchewan

- ZHANG, XINYU
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical and Computer Engr
  PHD 2012 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- ZHANG, ZHENJUN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2002 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- ZHAO, XINYU
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1997 University of Washington

- ZHENG, JING
  Professor
  Obstetrics and Gynecology
  PHD 1995 North Dakota State University

- ZHONG, XUEHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2007 Ohio State University

- ZHOU, JIAZHENG
  Asst Prof L/I
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2008 Univ Of Missouri-St Louis

- ZHOU, SHIYU
  Professor
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- ZHOU, YONGMING
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1997 Duke University

- ZHUA-XING
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 1994 University of Toronto

- ZHU, JERRY
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2005 Carnegie-Mellon University

- ZHU, JUN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2000 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

- ZHU, WEIHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Asian Languages and Cultures
  PHD 2010 University of Florida

- ZHU, ZHENHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Civil and Environmental Engr

PHD 2019

- ZICKUHR, THOMAS CHARLES
  Lecturer
  Art
  BFA 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

- ZIEGLER, KARI ANN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  School of Nursing
  DNP 2015 Edgewood College

- ZIELMEWICZ, TIMOTHY J
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 2004 Wayne State University

- ZILBERGERTS, MARINA
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2016 Stanford University

- ZIMA, JEREMY
  Lecturer
  German, Nordic, and Slavic
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZIMMERMAN, DAVID
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2000 Univ of California Berkeley

- ZIMMERMAN, DAVID R.
  Professor Emer
  Industrial and Systems Engr
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZINK, DANIELLE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MSA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- ZINN, MIKE
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2005 Stanford University

- ZISKIND-CONHAIM, LEA
  Professor
  Neuroscience
  PHD 1976 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

- ZOERB, HANS FREDERIC
  Lecturer
  Food Science
  PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ZOET, LUCAS K.
  Assistant Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2012 Pennsylvania State University

- ZOPPZACH
  Assoc Microbiologist
  Environmental Sciences
• ZOREK, JOSEPH  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  School of Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 2011 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• ZOROMSKI, LORRAINE MARY  
  Faculty Associate  
  School of Nursing  
  EDD 2017 Edgewood College

• ZUCKERBERG, BENJAMIN  
  Associate Professor  
  Forest and Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2008 SUNY Col Environ Sci & Forest

• ZUEHLKE, AMANDA CELESTE  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ZUMBRUNNEN, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Political Science  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ZUROWSKI, SARAH ANN  
  Lecturer  
  Kinesiology  
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• ZWASKA, AMY  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• ZWICKEL, STEVEN  
  Faculty Associate  
  Engineering Professional Devlp  
  JD 1975 Brooklyn Law School